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Introduction 

Rf\CKGROUND 

�Japanese Candles" is a phrase that is well known among the trading cam
mWlity. If the phrase is searched on the Internet, 3,810,000 searches are 

available in the Google search engine today. In comparison, if �Ichimoku" 
is searched, 141,000 searches appear, which is quite a difference. Steve 

Nison brought Japanese Candlesticks to the Western world and did a great 

job illustrating how it can be used to become a successful trader. He left a 

huge mark on the trading community, and today institutions down to the 
average retail trader use Japanese Candlesticks in some form or fashion in 

their technical analysis. 
This book brings Ule next phrase of Japanese technical analysis to the 

Western world, �Ichimoku Kinko Hyo." Ichimoku Kinko Ryo is a system 

Umt has been used successfully throughout Japan for years but never has 

progressed fOr\vard in the Western world. If a trader combines Japanese 
Candles with Ichimoku Kinko Byo, a powerful system is available to him 
or her. In fact, it increases the probability of trading drastically and can be 

evidenced by trading in a "paper" account after reading this book Japanese 
Candlesticks will not be discussed further in this book and any additional 

infomlation regarding this topic is avaiJable through Steve Nison's books 
and training seminars. 

By the time this book is published, the market will be one that has not 
been experienced previously; not even historical traders can predict what 

the future holds. There are no historical references to the current market 
models. We have seen the volatility index (VlX) (Figure 1.1), which aver

aged a value of \0 to 12 for a number of years in the middle of this decade, 
and exceeded 50 for the flrst time during the collapse of the global flnancial 

markets. Why is this market different from any other historical period? 
One of the biggest reasons that the market is so different is technology. 

With the advent of the Internet, infonnation can be received globa1f.y in a 
matter of milliseconds. During the crash of 1929, no computers were avail

able and television was in its early stages. The first televised live broad
cast from a plane had just occurred. Two years earlier, the biggest news 
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worldwide was: "In 1927, the president of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company in New York talked by phone to Herbert Hoover in 
Washington, more Ulan 200 miles away. The president of tile telephone 
company was able to see clearly the face of Mr. Hoover as he talked. This 
proved to the world that electricity could be used to carry sight as well as 
sound. " 

During tile mid-1980s, computers were still in their early stages. It was 
the beginning of the personal computer era-Microsoft was introducing 
the operation system MS-DOS 3.2, Apple was introducing the Mac Plus, 
IBM was launching the first laptop computer, and so forth. Technology be
gan to advance drastically in a short period. The size of a microchip was 
getting smaller and smaller and the computing power within the microchip 
was exponentially i.ncreasi.ng in a short amount of time. What normally 
took a room full of technological resources to do was now available in 
the size of a desktop computer. 

A perfect example of the rapid change in technology is mainframes. 
Back in the 1970s, IBM dominated the mainframe "space." Mainframes 
were perfomling the computing power needed by various industry groups. 
It would normally take an entire room size of more than 1,000 square feet 
just to be able to store this technology. Not only that, the room needed 
the ability to store all the cabling and also required tile support of a 
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high-powered cooling system. The expense associated with mainframes 

was in the magnitude of more than $100,000. Only big corporations and uni
versities could afford such "luxuries." Small companies had to perform cal

culations by hand or they had to hire some of these larger corporations to 
perform the task they needed. With the introduction of personal computers 
in the mid-1980s, small companies and private individuals were now able 

to directly participate in the computer era. Prices dropped from a six-figure 
number to a magnitude of $3,000 to $5,000. My personal experience back 

in the 1980s was with the Apple IJE and then progressed forward with the 
IBM XT machines witll Microsoft DOS. These were the days where there 

really was no graphical interface and everything was in the form of pure 
text. 

In the 1990s, technology introduced the concept of the Tntemet and the 
World Wide Web. A drastic event in a small town in India now can be heard 

and seen throughout the world in a matter of seconds. lnfomlation trav
eled the world in microseconds compared to days/weeks/montlls as it did 
in earlier decades. III regard to the financial markets, one event in a partic
ular market caused an instant �chain reaction" across all financial markets 

globally within a short amount of time. Not only can the events occur in
stantly but they can also affect everyone, that is, lower, middle, and upper 

classes worldwide. By the late 1990s, almost every individual around the 
world had some sort of investment in some financial market, either tluough 

an online real-time brokerage account, money market account, CD, retire
ment account (401(k)), and so fOrtJl. Control was now in the hands of an 

emotional retail customer compared to a professional trader. 
In this book, you learn tlle key aspects of becoming a professional 

trader. I walk you through the complete process of trading with Ichimoku 
Kinko Hyo. After you read the book, various resources are available to you 

to make sure that your joumey into the "Ichimoku world" is successful. 

l'yI)t.�S of' 'I'.'ading 

In order to trade, two key questions always need to be addressed: 

Question I: When and what price should we enter the trade? 
Question 2: When and what price should we exit a trade? 

There are two analytical models-Technical Analysis and Fundamen

tal Analysis-that help the trader get the answers to these questions. Tech
nical analysis consists of looking at price and time action for a particular 
instrument. Today, online brokerage accounts along with other finns of
fer a retail customer htuldreds of indicators for price and time analysis. 

The indicators are sometimes called "studies" and they are mathematical 
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formulas that represent price and time action in a certain way. With a cer
tain rule set, Ule graphical indicator tells a trader key information on what 

has been happening with price over a certain time period. Examples of 
some indicators are Moving Averages, Average True Range (ATR), Stochas

tic, Pivot points, and so forth. 
Hundreds of different strategies can be found with iJlese indicators. 

Strategies take the various indicators and come up with a certain set of 
rules that the trader can follow to trade. Infinite numbers of possihle strate

gies call be created for a trading system by a trader with the hundreds of 
indicators available. Furthermore, some strategies focus only on certain 

markets and on certain time frames. The days of trading based on a sim

ple strategy are gone! Technical charts are now cluttered with indicators, 

lines, text, graphical objects, and so forth. The charts are so cluttered that 
it is hard for anyone new to understand a chart at "flrst glance." It takes 

days and even months for someone to understand how to trade based on 

someone's trading system. 
My background is engineering and as a result, I tend to overcompli

cate Ulings as many engineers have a tendency to do. Before the days of 

Ichimoku Kinko Hyo, I mainly traded stocks. If someone looked at my 
charts before I adopted Ichimoku Kinko Hyo, he or she would be com

pletely confused. In perfomling a technical analysis, I would first start by 
drawing Fibonacci lines and Gann lines.lf this revealed a possible entry, I 

would then look at the Commodity Channel Indicator (CCI), the Average 

T111e Range indicator, and the stochastic indicator. If I got a "green light" 

from those indicators then I would look at the ma.rket 'indexes and see if it 

supported my decision in the direction I planned to take. 

r never wanted to trade against the market in general and as a result, I 
would look at the Trading Index lndicator (TRIN) and then analyze the S&P 

futures with FibonaccilGanniCCIIATR, and so forth. If everything "lined 
up" on my two-monitor screen, then] moved forward to trade based on piv

ots. I hope that everyone followed that because I was insane back in those 
days. I look back and wonder how] understood the complicated process 

that I created. That is a lot of work just to analyze one stock. You can im
age how hard it was to analyze all5,OOO-plus stock instruments. One person 

stated it perfectly to me when they saw my screens: "death by indicators." 
Unlike technical analysis, which is graphical, the second analytical 

model-fundamental analysis-is based on numbers. Let us first look at 

fundamental analysis for stocks and how it is used. In fundamental valu

ation for stocks, you are looking to buy a stock based on Ulat company's 

being undervalued. In order to detelllline if a company is being wlderval
ued, a "fair value" for a company needs to be determined. Some traders 

may use a ProfitlEamings (PIE) ratio to detemline whether to purchase a 
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stock. For example, if a PIE ratio of to is used, then any stock at a PIE of 

10 or less could be purchased. 

One of the key things I look at is the 10 PIE ratio level on a chart. If you 
see a PIE ratio of 10, normally you see technical support in that particular 

stock. Other variations that may be used are stocks at a PIE level of to 
or less as well as Cash to Short Term CST) Liability's level of 50 percent. 

This would indicate the stock is trading at a low eamings multiple. The 
stock is well funded in temlS of its debt exposure, All of this obviously has 

nothing to do with technicals or charting-it's financial company analysis. 

But when overlying these stocks onto a chart you may be able to apply 

support levels to this fundamental analysis. 
Today, if you listen to the news, you will see that many companies pro

vide many revisions to their numbers and also many companies are "cook
ing the books." They manipulate numbers before earnings aIlIlOWlcements 

just to drive the stock price higher. Based on these manipulated values, fun
damentalists will buy/sell the stock lithe truth comes out, their invesbnent 

will be destroyed completely. In the last couple of years, many companies 

have been getting in trouble based on "accounting practices." How can you 
trust the results if this is happening more and more often? Let us say that a 

company is not manipulating the numbers and they announce a good quar
ter, why does a stock go down when they beat estimates and have good 

fundamental values? Why will some instruments move more than 20 per
cent faster than their earnings percentage groWtJl? There is no direct an

swer to these questions. Everything depends on speculation, which is not 
predictable. Here is all article in USA Toda.y on June 27, 2002, on a com

pallY called World Com: 

lVorldCom's accounting game is stunn'ing 'investors who thought lhe 
loophole lhe teiecomfil'm used was sewn shut years ago. 

Showing Owl accounting gi-mm'icks nwy fa.de but never t-eafly 
go a'way, WorldCom acknowledged it imp1"Operly "capitalized" costs. 

Th'is shena,n'igan was bel:ieved to be one lhat ,is quicldy detected by 
analysts a.nd, if not, used to fudge books by much smaller amounts. 

"17ds had been a huge problem at one time, but it has receded 
over the yean," sa.ys Robert WUlens of Lehman Bros. "How was lhis 

oveltooked by people who m'e supposed to be looking a.t "it?" he asks. 
Wor/dCom used lhe gimmick to a level never before seen. The 

compa,ny showed a· $1.4 b"ifl:ion profit in 2001, mther than a loss, 

by uS'ing wha.t's essentially the oldest tt'ick in lhe book. 

Rather limn subtra.cting cerla:in costs-which a.nalysts IIr'ink 
were jor ntainta.ining telecom systems-lt'om profit, it called them 

long-term investments. Doing lhis allowed W01tdCom to inflate 
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emnings beca,use lhe costs of long-tern! 'investments a.re subtnwted 
from ea.rn'ings over time, rO,lha than aff at once up front. 

WorldCom wouldn't say which costs were 'incorrecUy mcol'ded 
Things to keep ,in mind about impr'oper cap'itaUzation: 
High-profile cmnpanies have pulled 'it off before. It's an easy way 

for high-g1'Owth compa:nies to de/a,y l'ecording costs, says HOWQ,rd 
Schiht, president of lhe Centerfol' Fina,ndal Resem'ch & Anal.ysis. 

For insla,nce, America Online paid a $3.5 m'illionjine to the Se
curil'ies and Exchange Commission 'in 2000 to settle charges it cap
'italized the costs of ma,iring out thousands of trial. diskettes in lhe 
rnid-'90s. 

77w SEC found that by not charging the expense right a/way, AOL 
1'eported a profit instead oj a 10ssJor Ihme year·s. AOL sa.ys it stopped 
capitalizing lhe costs in Oclober 1996 bemuse it changed its busi
ness model. "77t'is was completely different, as AOL's accounting was 
alwaysJully disclosed and AOL did not admit any wrongdoing 'in its 
settlement agl'Cement," sa,ys spokeswoman Ann Brackbill .. 

Any company in Q,ny industry can use lhe lo,ctic. 

We have discussed fundamentaJ analysis for stocks but are the cur
rencies the same? How do you now apply fundamental analysis to trading 

currencies? In order to answer this question, central bank policies need to 
be discussed. First, Ulere is hawkish (which is a bias toward raising inter

est rates). A bank can do this to stop inflation, to reduce money supply, 
and so forth. Normally if the future of a currency has higher interest rates, 

then the value of that currency should increase. Next, there is a central 
bank policy that is dovish (which is bias toward lowering interest rates). 

This policy is used to increase money supply, help stimulate an economy, 
and so forth. If you can find a currency pair with one COlUltry being dovish 

and another being hawkish then you have a great currency trade from a 
fWldamental viewpoint. For example, in Ule past few years, Ule Japanese 

yen (Japan had a Zero Interest Rate Policy) versus almost any currency. 
If you have ever heard of Ule famous concept "carry trade," it is dealing 

with the Japanese yen and other currency pairs. Since the financial market 
meltdown, the United States has had a policy of keeping rates under 1 per

cent for an extended period of time. As a result, the U.S. dollar is a carry 
trade with the Japanese yen and has subsequently led to a decline i n  the 

U.S. dollar. 
So far, fWlClamental analysis for stocks and currencies has been dis

cussed and it is apparent that you have to know a lot of information in 
order to trade stocks and currencies with this approach. How do Ule other 
instruments such as commodity futures (Corn, Wheat, Soybeans, Feeder 

Cattle, and so forth) fare with fundamental analysis? If you are trading all 
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these instruments, you have to have a "global" view of everything that is 
going on in the world in order to trade. Some traders have taken the time 
to leam, especially with the Intemet; however, for many people that is vir
tually impossible. 

The main goal of this book is to simplify trading. All the fundamental 
aspects of each instrument and market will be built into price. Therefore, 
we are only going to rely on price action on the charts to detemline when 
to trade and when not to trade. This is the assumption behind Ichimoku 
Kinko Hyo, a technical system. l.f you are a fundamental trader, my sugges
tion would be to combine the technical and fundamental analysis together 
as part of your trading system. Remember, your trading system has to be 
something you are comfortable with and fits your �personaUty." Anything 
short of that will befa.il.ure. 

Now, we are going to proceed forward and start to create the founda
tion "blocks" for you to become a professional trader using the Tchimoku 
Kinko Byo system. 

CO�I"ONIlNl'S OF A TRAilING S\'S'I'IC�I 

Trading a.nd investing a.re very simple processes and we human be

ings try to make it 'into something much more complex. U1ifortu

nalely, we have a lol oj biases thal enler into trading decisions. 
f bel.ieve people get exaclfy what lhey want out of lhe markets and 

most people are afraid of success orJa.ilure. As a resull, they tend to 
resist clwnge and continue to follow their natural. biases and lose 'in 
the ma,rkets. When you get lid oj the fem', you tend to get lid of the 
biases. 

As Jor risk, most people don't understand 'it, including a lot of 

professionals, and what's really interest'ing is that once you under

stand risk and portfolio management, you can design Q, tmding sys
tem with al,most any IlJVel oj pe1jOl'lnance. 

-Van K. Tharp 

Backgl'ollnd 

People can leam a lot about life by observing nature's creatures, obser
vations that can benefit every aspect of someone's life. Let us examine a 

cougar and how it hWlts for prey. The cougar is one of nature's fiercest 
creatures. When hWlting for prey, a cougar is strategic. If a cougar fInds a 
herd of deer, it will wait patiently observing the entire herd looking for the 
weakness wiUlin the herd. The reason for Ulis is Ulat the cougar can only 
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run at top speed for short distances. Therefore, it is imperative to get as 
close to its prey as possible before making a killing strike. Otherwise, the 
opportunity will be lost and it may be some time before the next one ap
pears. The more days that the cougar goes without food, the slower it will 
be able to run, thus making it harder and harder to attack its prey. 

So why are we talkillg about cougars? 
Playing the market is very much like tlle cougar's hunt for prey. 

Whether you are trading the Forex market, the Futures market, the Op
tions market, the Equities market, and so fortll, you must have a pla.n be
fore entering each trade. If you do not, it will be harder and harder to find 
opportunities because each lost opportwtity will take a toll mentally, phys
ically, and psychologically on your well-being. 

Therefore, you must observe the instrument greatly before executing 

a trade. In another words, you must become an a.nalyst before a trader. Ir 
you are a trader before an analyst then you will be "rolling dice" at each 
opportunity. Just like the cougar obsenres its prey for weaknesses before 
becoming a hWlter, you must analyze before trading, otllerwise success 
will get further and further away. 

An analyst observes lhe instrument pa.tiently wltil an opportunity is 
seen. Once an opportunity is present, a plan is executed. The plan consists 
of entry criteria, money management, and so forth. Figure 1.2 is an example 

of a good trading plan. A true trader will not play a "probability game" but 
instead wait for the market to "show" him or her the opportunity through 

patience and discipline. 
Someone once told me "Trading is neither logical nor predictable." Af

ter years of trading, I can honestly say that statement is completely true. It 
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is a probability game, You have to have a system to help increase your prob� 
ability of success or you are just gambling. By rolling a dice, a person has 
a probability of 50 percent on the desired outcome. Therefore, one of our 
goals is to trade with a higher probability of success than 50 percent. How 
do you do that? This can be achieved by creating a trading system that max
imizes profits when you are right and minimizes losses when you are wrong 
(i.e., play trends instead of consolidation patterns). A trend is when price 
goes in a certain direction for a long period of time whereas a consolidation 
pattem is where price goes "back and forth" among a range of prices. 

Trudin;: .-.4111 My mentor always st.ated the following: "A System with
out a proper mind set leads to ruin; however, Ule proper mind set perfectly 
aligned with the right mind set leads to Success." 

When evaluating trading systems and plans, we always ask the follow
ing two questions: 

I .  Does Ule system/plan cover the mind set required to trade the system? 

2. Does the system/plan cover the personality required to trade the 
system? 

¥lhy do we ask these questions? There are many different trading plans 
out there. Each plan requires a particular mind set and personality from 

the trader using the system. Does your plan match your personality and 
mindset? If not then you are bound to fail. Take lhe time to find what 
w01'ks f01· you! If the trading plan we create in this book is not for you 
then change it so you are comfortable with it. Do not use it if you are not 
comfortable with it. 

The first component of the trading system is the trading plan. A trading 
plan is where you take a certain strategy and execute it with a certain set 
of rules. It takes all the emotions and decision-making process completely 
out so someone just has to follow the trading plan and play the odds. The 
m<uority of retail traders today do not have a trading plan and are �blindly" 
trading. WiUlOut a plan, they are gambling instead of system trading. All 

they know is that they want to make money. Therefore, they go through 
a trial and error scenario to find a strategy that works for them. If by 
chance, the strategy starts to fail, they drop that strategy and seek another 
one. They switch strategies as much as tile "mood" changes in Ule market. 
This is a dangerous strategy because if volatility is high then the market is 
swinging up and down drastically. As a result, Ulere will be no consistency 
in trading, Without consistency, traders become less patient and the less 
patient a person is, the higher the probability that a mistake will be made 
(i.e., higher losses). This is a vicious cycle that many cannot escape! 
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A perfect example of this is shown in Figure 1.3. It is a chart of the 

Dow Jones Industrial Average on May 1, 2007. On this date, the market 

went down drastically and there was a massive sell-off as people panicked. 
A few months later on April 18, 2007, the market had completely retraced 
100 percent back to the original price before the big drop. In fact, the 
market continued to proceed higher. How many people do you think had a 
trading plan on February 27, 2007? How many people had "built-in� stops? 

lf you examine the price action before this major drop, you will see Ulat 
the markets have been going higher and higher for the last couple of years. 
Before February 2007, the market had been in a major bull run. The price 

action set a mode of "quick easy cash" mentality. People could buy and 
walk away and expect a 10 percent average yearly profit, which was three 
times more than a money market savings account. Many people thought 
it was a "sure bet" that tiley started to use margin to hold positions for 
that quick percentage return. They did titis in their regular brokerage ac
counts along with their retirement accounts. When the market decided to 
correct itself, a couple of down days caused major panic across Ule globe. 
It happened in the stock market, currency market, bond market, commod
ity market, and so forth. The big daily down bar is the panic that took place. 
The people who had a trading plan most likely were out before that major 
down day occurred. If you were trading with Ichimoku, you would have 
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been out of the market eiLher one or two days before the major down day 
(F'igu,e T.4J, 

A trading plan should consist of the following four components; 

I .  What instruments will be traded and when? 

a. Instrument examples: Stock, Exchange�Traded Fwlds, Option, Fu
ture, and so forth. 

b. Time frame: Tick, 1 minute, 3 minutes, 120 minutes, daily, weekly 

2. Entry Rules: 

R. Fundamental: PEG, PE, Cash flow, and so forth 
b. Technical Analysis: Ichimoku, Moving Average, Average True 

Range, Fibonacci, Gann Theory, Pivots, Volume Spread analysis, 
and so forth 

3. Money Management: 

a. Stop: lf you are wrong, where will you get out of the trade? Believe it 
or not, there are many traders who do not use a stop at all. They are 
fearful that the brokers/market makers will see their stop and run 
Ule price to hit all the stops. That is true in some cases especially 
if  you are trading lower time frames. However, what will happen to 
your account if a news announcement comes and moves price dras
tically in a matter of milliseconds? With the use of an automated 
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trading system with the latest technology, mUlions of trades can 
now be executed in less Ulan one second! Do you want to be on Ule 

other side of the trade? 
Notice, I have used the word ustop" compared to "stop loss." In 

my mentoring, the biggest obstacle for someone to overcome is the 
psychology of the word "loss" in "stop loss." The word "loss" has 

a negative meaning that people fear and try to avoid. When it does 
occur, Ule person's state of mind is altered to a point where logical 

thinking no longer occurs and "panic" sets in. Many people believe 

they do not panic when Uley have a loss but there are many forms 

of panic. 

Here is a great analogy to prove the point: 

In elementary school, there are two boys, the first boy's name is 
Ben and the second boy's name is Frank. Frank has a perfect atten

dance and is proud of his accomplishment and strives every day to 
make sure he maintains that status. One day, Frank was walking to 

school as he nonna{f.y does each day. As he was walking, another 
boy named Ben approaches Frank. Ben hits Frank in the stomach 

for no apparent reason and then walks away. Frank does not under

stand why Ben did that so he does not take any action. The second 

day Frank walks to school and runs into Ben again. Again, Ben hits 
Frank in the stomach and then walks away. The third day comes 

and Frank, who is afraid of getting hit, decides to take another route 

to school in order to avoid Ben. Frank avoids Ben but he arrives to 

school late. The route he had to take was a route that took longer 
than he expected. His perfect attendance was ruined in one day due 

to Ben! 
So what is the moral? Frank got hit once but kept on follow

ing his plan to go to school as he normally does. When the second 

time occurred, he was cautious but not prepared because he did 

not think it would happen again but it did. The third time, he re

acted but he lost his perfect attendance. He was so worried about 

Ben he forgot about this periect attendance, which was important 
to him. 

When trading, if you view the word "stop" as a loss, it is a neg

ative state of mind. If it occurs once, twice, three times, and so on, 
sooner or later it will alter your slate of mind to a point where you 

will start to react to it instead of following your "game plan." If you 
get stopped out of a trade that meallS you "luere wrong. Remember, 

the goal is to have a trading strategy that minimizes losses when 
you are wrong and maximizes profits when you are right. Notice I 

said minimize not none? Usi.ng the word "none" is not real, it is a 

dream world. 
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b. Profit target: Some strategies use a profit target and some don't. It 
is a not a must compared to a Stop. 

c. Position sizing: As the trend develops, you have an option of adding 
or removing positions. One strategy is where you enter the initial 

position with a low contract/share size. This is done to lower risk 
and to "test the field." If the trend develops Ulen you add more and 

more positions on pulJbacks. The second strategy is the reverse 
of Ule first one and you start with a large number of contraclSl 

shares. As the trend develops, you remove positions at major 
support/resistance values. Each position sizing strategy has its 

pro/cons. You can research both types further; however, remem
ber, you must select a plan that fits your personality. If you do not 

like risk at all then do not do any position sizing or any scaling in 
(adding) as the trend develops. 

d. Time EntrylExit: Some strategies focus around time. They typically 
do this because volume is high or low during the tradi.ng time of 

interest. 
e. Money Management 

1. Risk per Trade: These parameters define the most risk that a 
trader is willing to take per lrade. If the trade is long term, the 

risk per trade will be higher compared to someone who is trad
ing on a short-term time frame. For example, most people who 

trade daily charts for currencies have a max risk of 200 pips per 

trade. They are willing to accept this value because they are ex
pecting to be in a trade for one month to four months averaging 
arowld 40Q...plus pip profit. They are expecting a 2: 1 profit/risk 
ratio on the trade. So why does this matter? The reason is that 
we are trading a system and not gambling. Everything is defined 
in a system so you are playing the "numbers." If you have a loss 
on two trades and win on another trade, you know Ulat at least 
you will break even because the one win provided 400 pips in 
profit and the two losses totaled 400 pips. Together, it equals 

zero. Therefore, your worst-case scenario is one winning trade 
takes care of two losses. 

ll. Risk per Month: The risk per month should be based on the per
centage of capital you have to invest. You want to make sure Olat 
you do not lose all your money in one month and end up with
out any cash to trade another month. Remember, you have to 
treat this like a business. There will. be some negative monUlS due 

to the market consolidating. During those times, your system is 
supposed to minimize the losses. During trend months, your sys
tem is supposed to maximize profits. Risk per month can also be 
called "drawn down." 
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lll. RisklReward Ratio: The risk/reward ratio is an important calcu

lation. It is key because we are trading a trend system. The goal 

of a trend system is to maximize profits when you are right and 

minimize losses when you are wrong. In order to achieve this, 

the risk/reward ratio for your system has to be less than one. No

tice, I said your system. You may have some trades that have a 

RisklReward ratio greater than one, but overall, the backtest re
sults should show your system has a risk/reward ratio less than 

one. In theory, if you can optimize your system to a point where 

all trades have a risk/reward of less than one, then you have a 

great system. This can only happen with time as you learn more 

about the optimization part of backtesting. 

4. Trade Post Analysis: Probability Factor, RisklReward Analysis, Loss 

Analysis. In a later chapter, we illustrate how to �backtest" a system. 

Once the system has been backtested, you can get a lot of information 

from the backtest results. The results should show you the probability 

of winning compared to losing, average RisklReward per trade, and so 

forth. Infonnation that should be used to detemline whether the sys

tem needs to be "tweaked" or optimized. For example, if you are look· 

ing for a 12 percent return a year then your backtest results should 

give an average of 12.0 percent per year. U it does not then Ule system 

needs to be altered in order to achieve your long-tenn goals. Once the 

system backtest results meet the entire trader's requirements, the sys

tem is traded in a live environment with actual cash. Now, the results 

need to be recorded for the live account because what has happened 

in the past does not necessarily mean it will occur in the future. There

fore, post analysis of the trades has to be maintained to verify that the 

system will produce the long-term goals of your business. 

Re member, a trading plan is like a business plan to a business, it is a 

must and the key for a business to be successful. 

In this book, we learn the Ichimoku Kinko Eyo trading system. A trad

ing plan is created step by step around one Ichimoku Kinko Hyo strategy. 

Technical Slslems The second component for our trading system 

is going to be Ule technical analysis component. So what is a technical 

system? Is it F'ibonacci? Is it Gann boxes? Is it Pivot Points? F'ibonacci, 

Gann boxes, Pivot Points, and so forth, are some forms of support and 

resistance values. In fact, every technical system is some fonn of support 

and resist.ance. 

So what is support and resistance? Support is when a user is short a 
position in Ule market (betting on the instrument going down) and price 
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gets to a value (Le., support price where it cmmot go lower at aU). If it is 

a strong support level then price will reverse off that value and start to go 
higher (Figw-e 1.5). Support is referred to by traders as the "floor." 

Resistance is when a user is long a position in the market (betting on 
lhe instrument going up) and price gets to a value, that is, resistance price 

where it cannot seem to higher at aU (Figure 1.6). If it is a strong resistance 
level Ulen price will reverse off Ulat value and start to go lower. Resistance 
is referred to by traders as the �ceiling.'" 

If everything is based on support and resistance then why not use a 
technical system that is simple, one that shows all the minor and major 
support and resistance values? lchimoku Klnko Hyo is a technical system 
that illustrates support and resistance values in a simplified foml. In fact, 
lhe system was built on the idea that at �one glance" you should be able to 

detennine whether an instrument is in equilibrium (consolidation) or out 
of equilibrium (trending). 

The most valuable aspect of Ichimoku Kinko Hyo is that it looks for 

history to repeat itself now and also in the future. Through the Ichimoku 
charts, you can see past "events" easily and make current decisions based 

on past events. W.O. GmUl, one of lhe most successful traders of all time, 
studied past events in order to detennine future events. Ichimoku allows 
lhe trader to do the same. It shows the past, present, and the future (Fig
ure I.7) through its five indicators. Some people will argue that past events 
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will not necessarily repeat in the future. That is true but how else can we 

increase the probability of success? This is the best way to increase the 
probability of success in trading. 

In this book, we are not going to discuss the history of lchimoku Kinko 
Hyo in great detail. Ich"irnoku Charts: An Int1"Oduction to Ichinwku Kinko 
Clouds from Nicole Elliott is the best place to discover the origin of the 

Ichimoku Kinko Hyo System. It goes through details on how Goichi Hosada 
discovered Ichimoku Rinko Byo in 1948 to Hidenobu Sasaki, the person 

who wrote a book about Ichimoku Kinko Hyo in Japanese. It is not im
portant for us to learn how he created the system to use it. It is important 

for us to learn the system and know how to use it to become a successful 
trader. Therefore, we will not focus on this topic at all. 

The next section talks about all the individual components that make 
up the Ichimoku Kinko Byo system. Everyone must understand the indi

vidual components of Ichimoku in order to be a successful trader. Many 
traders choose to use only one or two of the Ichimoku components to 

trade. That is fine but everyone should learn all the components at some 
point in order to understand what indicator is used to determine what 

piece of infornlation. You have to realize why there are five components 
to Ichimoku compared to two or three. 
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Ichimoku 
Components 

B efore r start to explain all the Ichimoku components, I need to dis
cuss some background infonnation. First, I use the daily time frame 
as the main reference time frame throughout the book. However, 

this does not mean that Ichimoku Kinko Hyo only works for Ule daily time 
frame. Today, Ichimoku is used at the tick level, I minute, 3 minutes, 5 min

utes, 60 minutes, 120 minutes, daily, weekly, and so forth. The reason why 

I discuss the daily time frame is that everything moves at a �slower pace" 
than the minute time frame. You can "see" everything this way. In order to 
be able to trade a faster time frame like a 5 minute, you must master the 
daily time frame. 

The next question everyone asks now is: Should we look at a lower 
time frame along with Ule daily time frame? To answer that question you 
have to look at the three different types of trades that exist: 

I .  Trend: Price goes in one direction for a long period of time. Dur
ing a trend, the higher time frames 'influence the lower time frames 
where the lower time frames are supporting the higher time frames 
(Figure 1.1). 

2. Countertrend: Price has gone in a certain direction for a long time 
already. Now, the trader believes that the trend is over and the 
trader wants to trade aga,insl the trend. During a countertrend move
ment, the lower time frames Q,re not supporting the trend. They are 
going against Ule trend to a point they influence the high time frames 
(Figure 1.2). 

I 
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:1. Consolidation: Price is not going in one particular direction at all. It 

is going back and forth between major support and resistance values 

(Figure 1,3), 

If you do not know how to recognize whether an instrument is trend

ing, in a countertrend mode, or a consolidation mode then you will get con

fused when you look at the lower time frames. Using multiple time frames 

is an advance optimization technique. Once you trade the daily time frame 

for a while, you will learn when price is trending, going against the trend, 

or in a consolidation pattem. 
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The Ichimoku Kinko Hyo system is made up of five components 
(Figu,e 1 .4} 

1 .  Tenkan Sen (red) 

2. Kijun Sen (green) 

�1. Chikou Span (Ught purple) 

FmUHE 1.4 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of $INDU Nov 1 3 ,  2009 
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TRADING WITH ICHIMOKU CLOUDS 

In the book, all the pictures will be in black and white. However, 

all charts on my web site (www.eiicapital.com) are color-coded. r have 

included the color codes for Ule various indicators lhat I use on a 

nomlal day-ta-day basis so you will be able to recognize them on the 
web site. 

The Ichimoku five components together tell the entire �story� be

hind the chart for a particular instrument. Many people have tried to use 

only two or three components and have failed miserably, The key for an 

Ichimoku trader is to understand each element individually and then Wl

derstand how and why they work together. Once you master that, you will 
be able to trade Ichimoku with no problems. 

In addition, the indicators are referenced based on price, not time. 

There is a time element to Ichimoku Kinko Hyo, which is discussed ill a 
later section. 

TENKAN SEN 

The first indicator I discuss is the Tenkan Sen. It represents the shorHerm 

movement for price. The color that represents the Tenkan Sen is red. The 

formula for the Tenkan Sen (red) is: 

(Highest High + Lowest Low) . 

2 
for 9 penods 

Most retail and institution traders use a 10 period simple moving aver

age of closing prices (SMA) to represent the short ternl. By using the aver
age of the Highest High and the Lowest Low instead of the closing prices, 

the Tenkan Sen takes into account the inter-day volatility. 

Fi gure 1.5 shows both the Tenkan Sen and a 9 period SMA for Ule 

Europe-USD dollar (EURUSD). Notice during the trend the Tenkan Sen 
did not go above the illter-day low except for one time, whereas the 9 pe
riod SMA penetrated the inter-day low more than nine times. By using the 

average of the Highest High and the Lowest Low instead of closing prices, 

the Tenkan reflects short-ternl price movement better. In fact, you can use 

the Tenkan as a slop once you have entered a trade. For beginners, a stop 

is where you will get out of a trade i f  you made a mistake (Le., the risk of 

the trade). When you place an order, you should always have a stop order 
against Ule entry order so if you are wrong, the trade will automatically 
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exit. Many people lose all their money in their accounts because they 
forget or did not want to place a Stop order. You /la've to place a. slop order 

to be a successful tra.del'. 
One question I get all Ule time is: Why a 9 period? Why not 10, which 

reflects the trading days in the week or two weeks? That is a good question 
and really there is no right answer for it, When Ichimoku was first invented 
in Japan) nine was chosen to reflect the trading days for that period of time. 

Times have changed so people think that this value should be changed, too. 
I have not experimented with other period values for any of the Ichimoku 
indicators as others have done so already. J do not plan to do so in the 
future either. I would rather spend my time analyzing charts and working 
WiUl the parameters that have worked and been proven over time. There 
are five Ichimoku indicators. If you change one formula then you will have 
to adjust the other formulas, How many different combinations do you 
Utink there are when you have to alter all five indicators periods? There are 
thousands . . .  

For the Tenkan Sen, there are a few things to note: 

• Sentiment 
• Bullish: If price is above the Tenkan Sen (Figure 1.6) . 
• Bea.rish: If price is below the Tenkan Sen (Figure 1.7) . 

• The Tenkan Sen should be pointing in the sa,me din!cHon as the trend. 
The steeper the angle, the greater the trend. In Figure 1.8, Ule Tenkan 
Sen is pointing upward with a steep angle, This is showing that the 
instrument is in a strong bullish (upward) trend. 
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• If the Tenkan Sen is flat then it indicates that price ma.y consolidate 
in the short teon. If you are in a trade that is open then you should 
proceed with caution because the short-term trend could reverse soon 
(Fig",e 1.9). 

• Tenkan Sen is a short�teon support/resistance value. When price 

crosses the Tenkan Sen it is a major accomplishment because it has 
broken a major short�term support/resistance value (Figure 1.10). 

• During a trend, if price crosses lhe Tenkan Sen in Ule opposite di.rec� 

tion of the trend, it can indicate one of three different scenarios . 
• Minor Short�Teon Pullback: A minor pullback is where price crosses 

over the Tenkan Sen but never crosses over the Kijun Sen. After it 

I?IGUHF. 1 , 1  It TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of AAPL Aug 1 ,  2009 
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crosses the Tenkan Sen, price then continues on the original path 
of the trend (Figure l . 1 1). TItis normally happens when short-term 
traders take profit. The long-term traders continue to hold their cur
rent positions . 

• Major Short-Teml Pullback: A major pullback will have price cross
ing both the Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen in the opposite direction of 
the trend. Once it has done that, price eventually continues on the 
original trend crossing back over both of them again (Figille 1. 12). 
In this scenario, long-ternl position traders are taking some profits. 
They are not closing out their entire position at all because they be
lieve the instrument will continue the trend after the major pullback 
has finished . 

• Countertrend: The third scenario is similar to the second scenario 
where price crosses over both the Tenkan Sen and the Kijun Sen. The 
crossover takes place in the opposite direction of the trend. How
ever, the major trend never resumes. Either the instrument enters a 
consolidation pattem (sideways) or a new trend fomlS (Figure 1.13). 
In this scenario, the long-term traders are exiting their positions com
pletely. They can do so over a certain time period or all at once in 
some cases. 
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• The Tenkan Sen should be close to price. lf price and the Tenkan Sen 

are close to each olller then the trend has been developing slowly willl
out much interference from volatility. If price escapes from the Tenkan 
Sen then tllere is a high chance that price will pull back and try to 

go meet the Tenkan Sen because it was out of equilibrium too much. 

Figure 1.14 is a good illustration of this scenario. Sometimes, price may 
even go all the way to the Ki.iun Sen and past it for a major pullback or 
a trend reversal. Therefore, you have to be careful when price is out of 

equilibrium with Tenkan Sen. 

KIJUN SEN 

The second indicator r discuss is the Kijull Sen. It represents the medium
term movement for price. Therefore, it caters to a majority of the traders in 
the market. The color that represents the Kijun Sen is green. The fonnula 
for the Kijun Sen is: 

(Highest High + Lowest Low) 
26 

. 

2 
for · pen ods 
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The Kijun Sen is similar to the 30 period simple moving average that 
most retail and institution traders use (Figure 1 .15). Just like Ule Tenkan 
Sen, the Kijun Sen is based on the Highest High and the Lowest Low. In
stead of the 9 period of the Tenkan Sen, the Kijun Sen is based on 26 pe
riods. For a daily time frame, the KijUIl Sen roughly represents one month 
(and one trading week and one trading day) of history where the Tenkan 
Sen represented roughly } 1/2 weeks (not including weekends on the chart). 
This is assuming I am not cOlUlting the weekends. 

The Kijun Sen is one of the key indicators for the Ichimoku system. 
Many Ichimoku strategies focus around this one indicator. Here are the 
things to note about the Kijun Sen: 

• Sentiment 
• Bullish: Ifprice is above the Kijun Sen (Figure 1.16) . 
• Bearish: If price is below the Kijun Sen (Figure 1.17) . 

• The Kijun Sen should be pointing in Ule same direction as Ule trend. 
The steeper the angle, the greater the trend. In Figure 1.18, the 
Kijun Sen was flat and then started to move upward. TIle Kijun Sen 
only moved up when the current price was higher than the average of 
the Highest High and the Lowest Low for the last 26 days. Unlike the 
Tenkan Sen, price has to move a lot in order to influence the Kijun Sen. 
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In using the Kijun Sen, we know that the trend has to be a minimum 

26 days established. What does thjs mean? Will we miss the beginning 
of Ule trend? The answer to that question is yes. We will definitely miss 
the beginning of the trend because we are 'Wa.it-ing for the trend to 
establish itself. Why take a risk if price has not proven itself to us Ulat 
a trend can exist? If we get into a trade that is not in a trend then it is 
in consolidation. With consolidation, your account will swing positive 
and negative and back and forth. 

• When the Kijun Sen is flat, it indicates that the price is consolidating 
and not trending (Figure 1.19). 

• The Kijun Sen is a key support/resistance value. When price crosses 
the Kijun Sen, it is a major accomplishment because it broke a major 
support/resistance value (Figure 1.19). 

• W hen price crosses the Kijun Sen, it indicates that a trend change ma.y 
occur. This is key to determine if a major pullback or a trend reversal 
is about to occur. Neither one of them can occur until price crosses 
over the Kijun Sen (Fi gure 1 .19). 

• With price crossing over the Kijun Sen, one of two possible scenarios 
can occur: 
• Minor pullback: Price will bounce off Ule Kijun Sen and continue 

on the original trend path. Some people took profit but the major 
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�players" are still holding their positions and possibly increasing 
them now with the minor pullback. People really believe that the 
trend \'li.ll continue strong (Figure 1.20) . 

• Major pullback: Price will cross over the KijWl Sen and eventu
ally cross back to continue the major trend that was occuning 
(Figure l.21). Long-term traders gained some profits but Uley still 
have some open positions because they believe the instrument will 
continue to move in the direction of the trend . 

• Trend reversal: Price crosses the Kijun Sen once and then never 
crosses back over the Kijun Sen to continue the major trend. Instead, 
the instrument will enter a consolidation period or a trend reversal 
(Figure 1.22). The majority of the long�term traders are exiting their 
positions . 

• The Kijun Sen should be close to price. When price is far away from the 
Kijun Sen it shows iJlat price has moved at a faster rate iJlan the Kijun 
Sen (Figure 1.23). A good trend has price and the Kijun Sen moving at 
a constant rate. Since the Kijun Sen represents 26 days, Ulere is a high 
probability that price will retract toward the Kijun Sen causing a major 
pullback or even a trend t"lJversal. 

So how far is far considering the Kjjun Sen is based on 26 periods? To 
determine what is ufar," you can look back in time (history, previous bars) 
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at other major pullbacks and trend reversals and determine what is "far" for 
price versus Lhe KijUIl Sen. Figure 1.23 illustrates one example of how you 
look at historical charts to determine the value of "far." The problem with 
looking back historically for a definite value for wfar" is Lhat it varies with 
time. During high volatility these values will be bigger than dW'ing low 
volaWily. Therefore, the "far" value needs to be adjusted WiUl volatility. 
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Flf.UKE 1.22 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of Mini Gold Future 
May 30, 2008 

FIG'JKI� 1.2;4 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of SPX Nov 9, 2009 
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Some traders use volatility indicators such as a multiple of Average True 

Range. Figure 1.24 shows how the price on June 8, 2009, was greater than 

2xATR and a pullback occurred. Therefore, one possible rule call be if 
price is greater Ulan or equal to 1.5xATR then price can be considered 

"far" away from Kl.iun Sen. 
Let us look at one more example to understand the relationship of 

price and Kijun Sen. In Figure 1.25 you can see that price dropped and 
Ule bearish (downward) trend continued. When the trend continued, the 

Kijun Sen was pointing downward. Later, the Kijun Sen went flat, which 
indicated that price was consolidating. Since the Kijun Sen remained flat 

for a long period, it forced price and the Tenkan Sen to "meet it" instead of 
Ule Kijun Sen resuming its downward trend movement. 

Up to this point, we have discussed the relationship of price and 
Tenkan Sen and then price and Kijun Sen. Now, let us put it aU together 

to discuss the relationship among price, Tenkan Sen, and Kijun Sen. The 
analogy I like to use in my class to best illustrate the relationship among 

these three variables is where a couple is going for a walk in the park with 
their child. The couple's names are John and Mary and their son's name is 
Ben. Ben represents price, John represents the Kijun Sen, and Mary repre
sents the Tenkan Sen. InitiaUy, when the journey begins in Ule park, aU 
three are together. They walk in the same direction together. Ben, like 
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r"I(iiUKI� 1.25 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of Mini Gold Futures 
Feb 1 0, 2009 

most children, tries continuously to waJk faster than his parents. How

ever, both Mary and John keep Ben in order and keep him close to Ulem at 
all times. Mter some time, John gets an important phone call from work. 
When Jolm receives the phone call, everyone is togeUler. However, af
ter some time, John starts to walk slower due to his phone call. As he 

walks slower, he begins to trail both Mary and Ben. Mary and Ben COIl
tinue to walk at the nomlal pace so they are moving ahead of John gradu

ally. They are doing that because the phone call conversation is disturbing 

the peaceful walk so they want some distance between John and them
selves. As Ule phone call continues, John is further and further away [rom 

Mary and Ben. This creates some different scenarios for the walk. They are 

as follows. 

The first scenario is where John makes a decision to continue to walk 

at a slow pace in hope of catching up willl both Mary and Ben. However, 
as some time goes on, Mary and Ben will be so far ahead Ulat tlley will not 

be able to see John anymore. This "'lill pose a big problem because now 

Mary has to make some choices for herself. One choice is that bolll Mary 

and Ben stop and wait for John to catch up. This is assuming that John has 
not completely stopped walking. There is no way Mary knows that because 

John is not in viewing range anymore. Second, she can let Ben continue to 
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walk a little further ahead of her while she walks slower in hope for John 
to catch up. If Ben gets too far from her, she will call out to him either to 
stop walking so she can catch up with him or she will call Ben to come to 
her. Once one of these two events occurs, Ben and Mary will have to wait 
for John to come. If he does not come after a long period of time, Mary 
will have to assume he has stopped walking completely so they will have 

to go back to find him. Once they find John, they have to make a decision 
on whether Uley want to continue to walk in the park or to go home. 

The second scenario is where John makes a decision to stop walking 
completely due to the phone call. Mary sees Ulat Jolm has stopped walking 

but both Mary and Ben continue to walk forward. When they get to a point 

they cannot see John anymore, they will stop and return to where John had 
stopped walking. 

These are just two of many different scenarios that can occur in this 

analogy. You should think of them all because this will give you a great 
insight on the relationship of price, Kijun Sen, and Tenkan Sell. You can 

take it one step further and associate the concept of pullbacks to the 
analogy, too. 

CIIIKOU SI'AN 

The third indicator r discuss is the Chikou Span (Figure 1.26). It represents 

the momentum of price. In oUler words, it tells you if a trend can occur or 

not occur. Remember, a trend is where price moves in one direction for a 
long period of time. The color that represents the Chikou Span is purple. 

The formula for the Chikou Span is: 

Current Price Shifted back 26 periods 

Simple as it sounds, it is the indicator that most people cannot under

stand. Also, it is one of my favorite Ichimoku indicators. Basically, it is to
day's price shifted back 26 periods. You compare today's price movements 

to price from 26 periods ago (Figure 1.27). 
Here are the Ulings to note about the Chikou Span: 

• Sentiment 

• Bullish: If the Chikou Span IS above pnce from 26 periods ago 
(Figure 1.28). 

• Bearish: If the Chikou Span is below price from 26 periods ago 
(Figure 1.29). 
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F'IGUKI� 1.26 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of Mini Gold Futures 
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I�IGUHF. 1.29 TradeStation Daily lchimoku Chart of USDCAD Nov 9, 2009 
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1;'If;lIKI� 1 .:10 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of U5DJPV Nov 9, 2009 

• Cansal:idalion: If the Chikou Span is touching or very close to price 

from 26 periods ago (Figure 1 .30). 
• This indicator is a momentum indicator. The way you judge momen

tum is to deLennine if the Chikou Span is going to run into price in 
the next couple of periods. I typically look ahead 5 to 10 periods. 
If the Chikou Span rW1S into price, then there is not much of a trend 
momentum. Price action in the past represents support/resistance in 
the future, which causes major problems for current trends. If the 
Chikou Span is in "open space" then the trend momentum is strong be
cause Loday's price is not going to run into any price support/resistance 
from 26 periods ago. 

Figure 1.31 illustrates a good example where Ule momentum is 
strong. The Chikou Span is below price from 26 days ago so it is bear
ish. If price consolidates for a couple of days, the Chikou still will not 

run into price. The Chikou is in �open white space where only a big 
drastic movement can cause it to run into price. Therefore it is strong 
bearish, which means that there is a high probability of a bearish trend 
occurring or continuing. 

Figure 1.32 illustrates an example of where the Chikou Span has 
weak momentum. Based on what happens in the next couple of days, 
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the Chikou Span could become bullish (trend reversal) or consolidate 
for momentum, two scenarios that are not good when you are looking 

at trading a bearish trend. 
When you judge the momentum based on the Chikou Span for 

an instrument, you have to look vertically and horizontally on when 

Ule Chikou could nUl into price. If price moves up or down 5 per

cent to 10 percent, will it run into price? If price consolidates for 5 

or 10 trading days, will it run into price? Some of my students actu
ally create a visual square box aSter the Chikou Span. If price hits that 

box then the momentum is very weak. Go through the various scenar
ios in your mind to see what CQuid happen. Figure 1.33 illustrates a 

"visual box" around the Chikou Span for the AUDNZD currency on 
Nov 9, 2009 . 

• The Chikou peaks are major support and resistance values. If you 
draw a horizontal line through a Chikou peak, it represents a support} 

resistance value. If you get many Chikou peaks hitting that horizon
tal line Ulen it is a major support/resistance value. In most cases, 

if you get two or more peaks, this typically represents a Fibonacci 
value. 

I�I(.UKE: I .aa TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of AUDNZD Nov 9, 2009 
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Figure 1.34 shows a horizontal line drawn where it intersects five 
Chikou peaks. 

Figure 1.35 shows the same chart as Figure 1 .34, but now we have 
overlaid Ule Fibonacci values on top of the chart. Notice Ule Fibonacci 

value of23.60 percent retracement matches the support/resistance line 

drawn from the Chikou Span. This is just one example of how other 

indicators are "built in" Ichimoku Kinko Hyo. 

KU�IO CLOUD CO�II'ONIlNTS 

The last two indicators remaining are the Senkou Span A and Senkou Span 

B (Figure 1.36). These are discussed differently from that of the other 

Ichimoku indicators. The reason is that togeUler they provide a lot of infor· 

mation. Together, they foml a cloud called the "Kumo Cloud." The Cloud is 

formed by mling the gap between the Senkou Span A and Senkou Span B 
with a particular color. lfSenkou A is greater than Senkou B then the color 
is yellow (bullish) and if Senkou A is less than Senkou B then the color is 

red (bearish). You can use any color for the Kuma Cloud, but this is the 
color I like to use on my charts (Figure 1.37). 
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nGUKE l.a5 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of GBPUSD Apr 1 0, 2009 
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In illis section, I reference two types of douds: 

I .  Kuma Cloud: Cloud abovelbelow current price (Figure 1.38). 

2. Future Kuma Cloud: Cloud 26 bars into the future (Figure 1.38). 

SIlNKOU SPAN 1\ 

The fourth indicator I discuss is the Senkou A. This represents half of the 
�Kumo Cloud," which I discuss later. The color that represents the Senkou 
A is dark blue. The formula for the Senkou A is: 

(Tenkan Sen + KijWl Sen) '-------;;c---"----' Shifted forward in time 26 periods 
2 

This indicator confuses most people because Ulere are really two 

Kumo Clouds, the current Kuma Cloud and the Future Kuma Cloud. You 
have to look at two Senkou A, the current one and Ule future Senkou A. 
The current Senkou A is the average of the Tenkan Sen and Ki.iun Senfmm 
26 periods ago. Therefore, when you compare Ule current price against 
Senkou A, you are really comparing current price to the Tenkan/Kijun Sen 
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F'IGUKI� 1 .�'8 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of SPX Nov 9, 2009 

values from 26 periods ago. The future Senkou A is the average of the cur

rent Tenkan Sen and the current Kijun Sen (Figure 1.39). Current price 
movement will influence the future. 

SENKOU S I'I \N H 

The fifth indicator I discuss is the Senkou B. This represents the second 
half of the "Kuma Cloud," which r discuss later. The color that represents 
the Senkou B is purple. The formula for the Senkou B is: 

(Highest High + Lowest Low) 

2 

for 52 periods and then shifted 
fon'lard by 26 periods 

This indicator deals with 52 periods, the most periods out of all the 
Ichimoku indicators. For a weekly time frame, this is 52 weeks. Remem
ber, we have two Senkou Bs just like Senkou A. The Senkou B is really Ule 
calculation from 52 periods ago. The future Senkou B is the current calcu
lation. This is powerful because the Senkou B incorporates many historical 

bars (Figure lAO). 
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Here are the things to note about the Kuma Cloud: 

• Current Sentiment: 
• BuUish: Price is above the Kuma Cloud (Figure 1.41). 
• Be(u-ish: Price is below the Kuma Cloud (Figure 1 .42). 
• Consof:ida.lion: Price is within the Kuma Cloud (Figure 1.43). 

• Future Sentiment (Future Senkou A and Senkou B): 
• BuUish: Senkou A is above Senkou B (Figure 1.44). 
• Beo,1'ish: Senkou A is below Senkou B (Figure 1.45). 
• Consof:idalion: Senkou A is equal to Senkou B (Figure 1.46). 

• Strength: The strength of the Future Kuma Cloud is detemlined by 
both the future Senkou A and future Senkou B. I·Iere are the different 

scenarios: 
• Strong Bullish: Kuma Future is bullish and both future Senkou A 

and future Senkou B are pointing upward (trend) (Figure 1.47). 
• Medium Bullish: Future Kwno Future is bullish, future Senkou A is 

pointing upward, and future Senkou B is flat (Figure 1.48). 
• Weak Bullish: Future Kumo Future is bullish, future Senkou A is 

pointing downward, and future Senkou B is flat. In oUler words, this 

can be a m<\ior pullback or a trend reversal (Figure 1 .49). 

.f I , I I ' , I l I 
" 

FIGUKI� 1.41 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of SPX Nov 9,  2009 
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• Strong Bearish: Future Kumo Future is bearish and both future 

Senkou A and future Senkou B are pointing downward (trend) 
(Figure 1.50). 

• Medium Bea.rish: Future Kumo Future is bearish, future Senkou 

A is pointing downward, and future Senkou B is flat. This means 

that there is minor pullback or major pullback with high volatility 

(Figure 1.51). 

• Weak Bem·ish: Future Kuma Future is bearish, future Senkou A is 

pointing downward, and future Senkou B is flat. This means Ulat 

there is a major pullback or trend reversal (Figure 1.52) . 

• Kwno shadow represenlS major support and resistance values. A 

Kumo shadow is a cloud that exists beh·ind price. They are created 

from past consolidation patterns and trend reversals (Figure 1.53). 

Figure 1.54 shows a Kumo shadow for a price movement going up 

(bullish). Until price moves above the Kumo shadow, it will run into 

resistance causing it to consolidate. If price consolidates for a while 

then the shadow will get weaker and weaker. The closer the shadow 

is to current price, the stronger it is in influencing price. Therefore, a 

strong trend really cannot occur until it breaks through the price of 

the peak of the shadow. The shadows were created from past price 

consolidations, which are now current support and resistance values. 
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• The flat Senkou B of the Kumo Cloud is a mqjor support and resistance 
value. The longer the flat part of Senkou B, the greater the supportJ 
resistance value it is going to be to cause problems for the current 
or future trend. In Figure 1.55, price just penetrated barely above the 
Senkou B (past) resistance of the Kumo Cloud (shadow). Notice how 
flat Ule Senkou was in the past around that price range. It acts as a 
mqjor resistance to a point and it caused a mqjorpullback in the bullish 
trend action . 

• The peaks created by Senkou A of the Kuma Cloud are a mqjor support 
and resistance value (Figure 1.56). 

The spacing between Senkou A and Senkou B for the future Kumo 
Cloud represents volatility. The thicker the future cloud, the more con
solidation has occurred. This in tum causes high volatility. When a 
major trend occurs, the future Kuma Cloud will be thin with both 
Senkou A and Senkou B pointing in the direction of the Kuma Cloud 
(Figure 1.57). 
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Ichimoku 
Trading Plan 

I n this section, the Ichimoku trading plan will be created, Once this 
trading plan has been created, it will be backtested in the next section 
to see whether it is historically successful. It is understood that past 

results do not always reflect future results. However, if the backtest 
results are successful, there is a high probability that future results may be 
successful as well. 

CO�II'ONEN1'S 

The trading plan we use for our trading is listed later. I have created a sim
ple trading plan; however, you can change anything in yaw' trading plan. 
Everyone is different and has a different style of trading. Therefore, the 
trading plan should fit your style of trading. If you do not know your style, 
you need to paper-trade various trading plans until you can determine your 
trading style. Do not trade until you know your strengths and weaknesses 
when it comes to trading. 

Also, do not trade without having a trading plan written down. Would 
you start a business without a business plan? You have to think and acl like 
it is a business in order to succeed. If not, you will fail. 

4 1  
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Here is our trading plan: 

• We only trade currencies. We never trade more than four currencies 
at one time because it is hard to manage more than four currencies at 
one time. 

• We never allocate more than 20 percent of my funds at one time. 
• Margin is not used. 
• No Add--oIlS, which means that once a trade is entered, more positions 

cannot be added. 
• Only instruments that show a positive backtest result can be traded. If 

backtesting for an instrument has not been done, then that instrument 
cannot be traded live. 

• No decision making is made at all. The trading plan is followed with no 
exceptions. 

• All trades are evaluated on a monthly basis to determine if the trading 
plan and/or strategy need to be changed. 

• Only Daily time frame is used to trade. 
• Only the Currency Spot Market is traded, which means that there are 

no currency options. 
• An instrument is analyzed once and either Alerts or Entries are placed 

for both the bullish and the bearish side. We do not look at that i.nstru
ment again until an AlertlEntry is triggered. All Alerts are readjusted 
on a weekly basis. 

• Always place Alerts below resistance values and above major support 
values so that an entry can be placed before the major action occurs. 

Sl'Kf\'I'EG\' I)ESCKII"I'ION 

In Ulis section, we concentrate on currency trading. The current strategy 
can easily be changed and be adopted [or stocks, futures, bonds, and so 
forth. Ichimoku works for all instruments. Remember, each instrument has 
its own characteristics; therefore you may have a different strategy for indi
vidual or groups of instruments. For example, Ule exit/entry buffer for Ule 
instrument EURUSD (Europe currency versus United States currency) can 
be different from GBPUSD (Great Britain currency versus United States 
currency) because EURUSD can be less volatile than the GBPUSD. If you 
use a hard-core value, then for the EURUSD you can have an entry/exit 
buffer of 40 pips, but for GBPUSD it would be 50 pips. Therefore, you have 
one strategy for EURUSD and one for GBPUSD. If you want to simplify, 
you can use Average True Range for the buffer and have one strategy for 
bolll currencies. 



Ichimoku Trading Plan 

Bllilish St!'ategy (1ISI,I'II11","t Will Go llighe!') 

Entry Rules Rules 
Price has to be above Kuma Cloud 

Tenkan Sen is greater than Kijun Sen 

Chikou is showing strong bullish momentum 
("Open Space") 

There should be at least 50 pips to the next 
mojol' support or resistance value 

Kumo FutlUe is bullish 

Entry Price has to be less than 200 pips from 
the Tenkan Sen. U not, you have to wait for it 
to equalize and come back into range 

Entry Price has to be less Ulan 300 pips from 
Ule Kijun Sen. If not, you have to wait for it to 
equalize and come back into range 

Entry buffers equals 40 pips 

All Ichimoku Indicators have to be Bullish 

Money Management 
If price is greater than 200 pips from TS, exit 
if TS isflat 

If profit is equal or greater than 300 pips, use 
TS with buffer as your stop 

Exit Buffer equals 40 pips 

Place/a(ljust Bullish Alert 

Adjust stops every day 

Place alert at Kijun Sen to cancel Entry orders 
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Ilcarish St.ral;cgy (Instrument Will Go IUgher) 

Entry Rules Rules 
Price has to be below Kuma Cloud 

Tenkan Sen is less than Kijun Sen 

Chikou is showing strong bearish momentum 
(�Open Space") 

There should be at least 50 pips to the next 
major support or resistance value 

Kuma Future is bearish 

Entry Price has to be less than 200 pips from 
the Tenkan Sen. If not, you have to wait for it 
to equalize and come back into range 

Entry Price has to be less than 300 pips from 
the Kijun Sen. If not, you have to wait for it to 
equalize and come back into range 

Entry buffers equals 35 pips 

All Ichimoku Indicators have to be Bearish 

Money Management 
If price is greater than 200 pips from T8, exit 
if TS isjZo.t 

If profit is equal or greater than 250 pips, use 
T5 with buffer as your stop 

Exit Buffer equals 35 pips 

Place/adjust Bearish Alert 

Adjust stops every day 

Place alert at Kijtm Sen to cancel Entry orders 
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Ichimoku 
Backtesting 

W hen someone meets a successful trader, what type of questions 

does he or she normally receive? How much profit do you make? 

How long have you been trading? What is your wiruling percentage 

for your system? Is this your only revenue source? 

These are just a few of many questions that people ask over and over 

to successful traders. When inquiring about a system, do you think these 
are the first questions you should ask? When the trader provides the an· 

swers, are Ule answers ja.cts? Can you believe everything the trader tells 

you? What good are the statistics for the trader's system if you do not know 

how that person trades? If you knew how that person trades then you can 

calculate the statistics yourself through backtesting. 

Rf\C"n�S'l'l N G  

Today there are many trading systems that offer various statistics on uhow 

successful they are," The way to examine trading systems is not by looking 

at the winning tIades but instead by looking at the losing trades. During 

a "bull run," anyone can create a system and it performs well. The person 

only has to be bullish over a long period. How will their system perfoml if 
the market all of a sudden reversed completely? Will there be a system loss 

to a point where it wipes out two years of profit? If you do not believe this 

can happen, search the Web on what happened in 2008 to many traders. 

Some traders lost four years of profits in three months! 
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When J first met my mentor, r did not ask him how much profit he 

makes in a week or a monUl. The first Uling I asked him is how he trades. 

I listened over and over to obtain all the knowledge he had gained about 

trading with Ichimoku for years. After receiving some basic answers, I pro

ceeded to validate what he had told me. Validation was achieved by back

testing his system over a certain time period with a targeted list of instru

ments. Once the backtesting was completed, r examined the results and 

instantly that person became my mentor. 

My mentor did not understand the concept for backtesting so all Ule 

trai.ning r received was live. Also, it was targeted only at the currency mar

ket because that is all he knew. After a couple of months of mentoring in 

the "Jive" mode, I took aU the knowledge that I gained from him and for

mulated various trading plans. These trading plans were then backtested 

with stocks, futures, currencies, bonds, and so forth. I literally backtested 

over six months. At the end of that journey, I took the trading plans that 

were sllccessful in historical mode and started to trade them live. Histor

ical trading is different from live trading. In live trading, all the emotions 

"kick in," which, in tum, can cause you to fail Years later, I am still trading 

Ichimoku Kinko fIyo. In fact, I sw-passed my mentor in that I use Ichimoku 

to trade al/. instruments and also have various trading plans and strategies 

for different market situations. 

EU HUSD- A TWO·YEAH BACKTEST 

In this section, we take our trading plan with our strategy and backtest 

it for one instrument. We choose the EURUSD currency instrument and 

the backtest period from January 1, 2007, to November 9, 2009, a two-year 

backtest period (Figure 3.1). 

The complete analysis of the Ichimoku indicators for January 1 ,  2007, 

follows . 

• Price versus Kuma Cloud: Bullish (Figure 3.2) . 

• TS versus KS relationship: Bullish (Figure 3.3). 

• Distance from TS: 1.3272 - 1.3189 = 0.0083 = 83 pips (within 200 pips 

specified in trading plan). 

• Distance from KS: 1.3272 - 1.3154 = 0.0118 = 118 pips (within 300 

pips specified in trading plan). 
• In Kumo Cloud: No (within a Kumo Cloud indicates consolidation). 

• Tenkan Sen Trend: Yes (pointing in bullish direction). 

• Kijun Sen Trend: Yes (slightly pointing in bullish direction and has 

not been flat for a long time). 
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I�IGURE a. 1 TradeStation Weekly (hart Daily of EURUSD from Jan I ,  2007, to Nov 
9, 2009 

"�IGUH"; :1.2 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan I ,  2007 
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• Chikou: Bullish (above price [rom 26 days ago) (Figure 3.4). 

• Horizontal predication: Weak, can run into price if it consolidates for 

four or more days. 
• Vertical predication: Weak, a IOO-pip movement down can make the 

Chikou touch price from 26 days ago. 

• Trending Criteria requirement: If price can clear the last ultimate 

high, which is less than 100 pips away, it has a chance to get into a 

strong "open area." In the "open area" the bullish trend can develop 

some momentum. 

• In Kuma Cloud: No: within a Kuma Cloud indicates consolidation . 
• Kuma Cloud (Figure 3.5). 

• Future Cloud: Bullish. 

• Senkou A Trending: Yes: Pointing in direction of trend. 

• Senkou B Trending: Yes: Pointing in the direction of the trend. 
• Thickness of Future cloud: Thick: Indicates that Ule trend may not 

be a long-teml trend, more medium- to short-teml trend. 
• Kumo Shadows: No: within 12-month period. 

The analysis shows that all the indicators are bullish. What if price 

was removed from the chart as shown in Figure 3.6, can you tell from Ule 

Ichimoku indicators what has happened to price over time? The answer is 

yes. You can clearly see what happened to price. If you cannot see that, 
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you will once you practice more at looking at Ichimoku Kinko Byo charts. 
The best way, believe it or not, is to remove price from the chart and exam
ine the chart. The future Kuma Cloud indicates that a trend has developed 
already and that we are looking at a continuation trend due to the thick
ness of the Kuma Cloud and the future Senkou A pointing upward. Also, 
the Chikou is telling us that we should not enter unless price reaches our 
bullish alert (close to the ultimate high seen on the chart) where it has a 
chance to gain momentum. 

Action: We a.re going to place our bullish a.nd bem'ish alerts and waU 

for those alerts to trigger (Figure 3.7). The bearish alert can be placed 
either below the Kijun Sen (indicates a trend change) or at the Kuma 
Cloud. J have chosen the Kuma Cloud for the bearish alert because the 
Kuma Cloud is thick. If the Kuma Cloud were thin, I would have chosen 
the alert to be below the Kijun Sen since it could go right through a thin 
Kuma Cloud. 

For the bullish alert, J looked at the highest Chikou peak and placed 
an alert below that peak. Remember, the Chikou Span represents the clos
ing price shifted back 26 periods, not the highest price shifted 26 periods 
ago. I.f we put an alert below the highest peak in the Chikou Span line 
then we have a chance to place an entry trade before the last high is ex
ceeded. Remember, you do not want to miss the opportunity because if 
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you do, you will have to wait for the next trade, which may not be for 
a while. 

The bearish alert was triggered on January 11 , 2007, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.8. The complete analysis of the Ichimoku indicators for this day 

follows: 

• Price versus Kumo Cloud: Bearish: TIle closing price is below Kumo 
Cloud as illustrated in Figure 3.9. 

• TS versus KS relationship: Bearish (Figure 3.10). 
• Distance from TS: 1.3088 - 1.2891 = 0.0097 = 97 pips (within 200 pips 

specified in trading plan). 
• Distance from KS: 1.3123 - 1.2891 = 0.0232 = 232 pips (within 300 

pips specified in trading plan). 
• In Kumo Cloud: No, but will be soon. It is a thick cloud. 
• Tenkan Sen Trend: Yes: Pointing in the bearish direction. 
• Kijun Sen Trend: Yes: Pointing in the bearish direction. 

• Chikou: Bearish (below price from 26 days ago) (Figure 3.11). 
• Horizontal predication: Strong Bearish. 
• Vertical predication: Strong Bearish. 
• Trending Criteria requirement: It is in �open space� already. 

• In Kuma Cloud: No, within a Kuma Cloud indicates consolidation. 
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• Kuma Cloud (Figure 3. 12). 
• Future Cloud: Bullish 

• Senkou A Trending: No: Pointing in opposite direction of trend. 
• Senkou B Trending: Yes, slighUy pointing up still. 
• Thickness of Future Cloud: Future Kumo Cloud is thinning now with 

Senkou A moving down to meet Senkou B. Either we are in a major 

pullback or a trend reversal . 
• Kuma Shadows: No, wiOlin 12-month period. 

Act'ion: At lhis time, lhere is conJUct antong lhe 'indicalors. There
fore, we m'e going to ?'esel ow' alerts (Figure 3.13). The Bearish alert wiD 

be moved above the next major support. I.f you are not sure where that lo
cation is choose a very conservative alert where you will get alerted right 

away on the next move down. Remember, it is better to be alerted a lot 
instead of missing the major move. For the bullish alert, we are going to 

move it to the top of the Kumo Cloud. 
The bullish alert was triggered on February 26, 2007. Before we go 

through and perfoml the Ichimoku analysis for that day, did you notice the 
mistake we made earlier (Figure 3.14)? We violated the trading plan rule 
where alerts should be placed below the major resistance. The alert was 
placed at a major resistance, the top of Ole Kuma Cloud on January 11, 
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2007. TIlerefore, we should have placed an alert below the top of the Kuma 
Cloud. Pay close attention to details andjofluw yoW" trad'ing plan. U you 
caught the mistake, great job! Now, did you see why the alert is placed be
low the major resistance? If we place an alert below the major resistance 
when triggered, we would be in the perfect position to place an order entry 
to �play" the breakout of that major resistance. Uthe alert was at the major 
resistance, the breakout of tlle major resistance would have caused only 
the alert to trigger. At that point, we then can place an order entry. 

Due to the mistake, we are going to "rewind" everything and do it 001"

'redly. Therefore, Figure 3.15 shows the correct alerts that should have 
been placed on January 11,  2007. 

With the alerts corrected, we can now continue our backtesting. On 
February 20, 2007, our alert was triggered. Figure 3.16 shows the chart at 
this time. 

Here is the 1chimoku analysis for the chart in Figure 3.16 . 

• Price versus Kumo Cloud: Bullish: Closed above the Kumo Cloud (Fig

ure 3.17) . 
• TS versus KS relationship: Bullish (Figure 3.18) . 

• Distance from TS: 1.3136 - 1.3065 = 0.0071 = 71 pips (within 200 pips 
specified in trading plan). 
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FIGURE a. 1 7  TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Feb 20, 2007 
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• Distance from KS: 1.3136 - 1.3033 = 0.0103 = L03 pips (within 300 
pips specified in trading plan). 

• In Kuma Cloud: KijUIl Sen just entered the Kuma Cloud. However, if 
it moves up, it will exit the Kuma Cloud so we need a bullish move 
to get it out of the Kuma Cloud. 

• TS Trend: Yes: Pointing in the bearish direction. 
• KS Trend: Yes: Pointing in the bearish direction . 

• Chikou: Bearish (below price from 26 days ago) (Figure 3.19). 
• Horizontal predication: Strong Bullish. 
• Vertical predication: Strong Bullish if price moves higher. 
• Trending Criteria requirement: It will be in "open space" if price 

moves higher. 
• In Kuma Cloud: No, but if price moves lower, it can be in the Kuma 

Cloud . 
• Future Kuma Cloud (Figure 3.20). 

• Future Cloud: Bearish (turning). 
• Senkou A Trending: Yes: Pointing in bullish direction. 
• Senkou B Trending: No, staying flat so Senkou A can cross it and turn 

the Kuma future bullish. 
• Thickness of Future Cloud: Thin indicating that a trend can occur. 
• Kuma Shadows: Yes, but once price moves above the top of tile 

Kuma Cloud there will be no more shadows. 
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Action: Set up a bullish entry and bearish alert according to the trad
ing plan. Figure 3.21 illustrates the charts with the entry, stop, alerts, and 
so forth. 

• Entry: Major Resistance = 1.3196, Entry = Major Resistance + Entry 
Buffer (40) = 1.3236. 

• Stop: Kijun Sen = 1.3033: Stop = Kijun Sen minus Exit Buffer (40) = 

1.2993. 
• Preserve Mode: Change Stop to Tenkan Sen = Entry + 300 pips = 

1.3486. 

Please note: There is an alert set up at Ule Kijun Sen as well. If the 
bullish entry is not triggered and price crosses the Kijun Sen then the alert 
will tell us to remove the entry and place a bullish alert instead. 

Figure 3.22 shows the chart for the EURUSD a couple days later on 
February 27, 2007. On Ule day of entry, you have to: 

• Verify all Ichimoku indicators are "ok." If anything is not, exit the posi
tion right away. 

• Verify price has not "escaped" Tenkan Sen or K�iun Sen. If so, follow 
trading plan and exit if needed. 

• Adjust Stops and Alerts. After acUusting your stops and alerts, if the 
risk is now greater than the one allocated in the trading plan, exit right 
away. 
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FIGURE 3.22 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Feb 27, 2007 

ti l  

The trade was entered on February 27, 2007 (Figure 3.22). Table 3.1 

shows the entry trade statistics. 
Now, we lIeed to follow the money management section of our trading 

plan step by step without any exceptions. Money management is where it 
will make the difference on whether you will be a successful trader. Follow 
your trading plan! 

Figure 3.23 shows the trade on March 9, 2007. We have acljusted our 
stop according to our trading plan. Once that has been done, we continue 
with the backtest. 

Figure 3.24 shows the trade on April 12, 2007. The trend has been de
veloping nicely. In fact, we now have a "Free Trade.� A "Free Trade" is 
where the stop is above the entry for a bullish position. BasicalJy, if we get 

'rAKU� �I.I  Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
for Feb 2 7, 2007, Trade #1 

Sialislics Value 

Entry Date Feb 27, 2007 
Entry Price 1 . 3236 
Entry Stop 1 .3026 

Entry Risk 2 1 0  pips 
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FIGURE ;1.24 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Apr 1 2 , 2007 
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FmUHE: 3.25 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Apr 1 9 ,  2007 

stopped out today, we will not lose anything. In many trading plans, this is 
where another position can be added because Ule risk for tile first position 

has been removed. 
On April 19, 2007, we entered Preserve mode as illustrated in Figure 

3.25. PreselVe mode is where we move our stop from t.he Kijun Sen t.o the 
Tenkan Sen to tighten our current stop. We do not want to give back all our 
profits. There is a saying in the market "it is easy to make money but hard 
to keep it.� When people start to make money they typically start to get 
greedy. This is the trade that is going to make them a millionaire. As a re
sult, these traders violate their trading plan and stay in Ule trade when they 
should exit. With this conservative strategy, we are going to get stopped 
out for a profit or get stopped out for a minimum loss when we are wrong. 
With the current stop, we are guaranteed 200 pips if we get stopped out the 
following day. Notice: We are adjusting our bearish alert as per our trading 
plan. Do not forget about adjusting tile bearish alert even though you are 
in a bullish trade. Price can drastically change tomorrow. 

Figure 3.26 shows the trade on Ule exit day of May 2, 2007. For 
every trade, you need to record all the statistics so post.-analysis can be 
performed to track your performance for the trading plan and also to de
tennine if you need to optimize your strat.egy at the end of the month. 
Table 3.2 shows the exit trade statistics for May 2, 2007. 
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TARLE �1.2 Trade Statistics for EURUSD for Trade #1 

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

Value 

Feb 27,  2007 
1 .3236 
1 .3026 
2 1 0 pips 
May 2, 2007 
1 .3570 
334 
445 (1.3681 - 1 .3236) 
1 .3236 - 1 .3072 = 1 6 4  
0.63 
We took more than 50% of the max profit, which is good. This 

strategy is designed to take around 40% of the max profit 
because it is a high-probability strategy. Also, notice the 
duration of this trade. It was a nice trend. It took a long time, so 
there is a high probability of a trend continuation trade to come. 
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Before we continue with the backtest, let us look at the scenario where 

our trading plan had 200 pips instead of 300 pips for Preserve mode. What 

would happen? You can see the results in Figure 3.27. The charts show that 

we would have been stopped out of the trade at the early part of the trend. 

Since our trade exited, we need to set up for a new trade. Figure 3.28 
shows the new chart setup. Here are the things to note on the chart: 

• Price from the KijWl Sen is less Ulan 300 pips so we did not violate 

our trading plan. lfthe price was around 312 that is still okay because, 

if you recall, your entry is higher Ulan where it is now. You are as

suming all the Ichimoku values will acijust with the move higher and 

come within range because they were not off too much to begin with. 

In the worst-case scenario, if you enter a trade and the values are out 

of "boundary" Ulen exit the trade right away. 

• Chikou Span is still in "Open Space." 

• No major pullback has occurred yet. Therefore, this is still part of the 

major trend. 

In examining the chart, you can notice that we have set up for a trend 

continuation trade because all the Ichimoku indicators are still good. Since 

the trend has started, a major pullback has not occurred. Price has yet to 
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penetrate the KijUIl Sen to register a major pullback. Therefore, we need 

to be careful in entering continuation trades before a m3jor pullback has 
occurred. Our current trading plan mentions nothing about entering contin
uation trades wiiliout a major pullback once a trend has been established. 
We will now move forward with our backtest. 

On May 10, 2007, our Kijun Sen alert got triggered as shown in Figure 
3.29. Our trading plan dict,ates that we change the entry to an alert. We had 
chosen to do this in the trading plan because when price crosses over the 

Kijlln Sen, it indicates a trend change. With a possible trend change, we do 
not want to keep a "floating entry." Figure 3.30 shows the new chart setup. 

On June 8, 2007, our bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.31). In the 
1chimoku analysis, we have two concerns. The flrst concern is U1at both the 
TS and KS are in the Kumo Cloud and the second concern is that the next 
support is at 1.3291, which is less than 50 pips away. In order to resolve 
bOUl of these items, we are going to place an entry below the next support 
level (Figure 3.32). When price enters at that value both the issues should 
be resolved. If not, we will exit on the day we entered. Notice how we are 

predicting where we want price to be in order to resolve all the Ichimoku 
conflicts? You have to be able to do that in order to trade 1chimoku. 

On June 22, 2007, our Kijun Sen AJert was triggered (Figure 3.33). 
Therefore, our entries now become alerts. Notice how close we were to 

entering the bearish trade (Figure 3.34)? We missed it by 5 pips! If we 
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FIGURE ;1.;12 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD June 8, 2007 
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entered Ule trade, we would have taken a loss. The buffer kept us out 
of this trade. Backtesting with different buffers is something that every
one needs to do to find the optimized buffer value. This is part of the 
optimized section. 

Figure 3.35 shows the new chart setup after the entry values were re
moved. The chart displays the bullish and the bearish alerts. Notice that 
we placed the bullish alert very high. We did not even attempt to put an 
entry above the top of the Kuma Cloud because there are not more than 
50 pips between resistance values. The safest thing to do was to place an 

alert below the ultimate high indicated on the chart. 
On July 2, 2007, our bullish alert was triggered (Figure 3.36). In our 

Ichimoku analysis, we have two concerns. The first is that the Tenkan Sen 
and the KUun Sen are in lhe Kuma Cloud. WiUl an entry at 1.3715, which 
is 35 pips above the previous high, the TS and KS should exit the Kuma 
Cloud with no problems because it is thin. The second is if we set up a 
stop of KS - 35-pip buffer, the stop would be 1.3414 and our entry would be 
1 .3715. This is a distance of301, which is more than 300 pips according to 
our trading plan. Because this is not a significant difference, we are going 
to move forward with the entry assuming that an entry price would have 
equalized wilhin 300 pips from Ule KS. If not, we will use TS as our stop 
according to our trading plan at entry (Figure 3.37). 
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Are we ready to move forward now? If you said "yes" then you just 

violated your trading plan. Do you see where we violated the trading plan? 
If you found the mistake we made, congratula.tions! If you did not find 

the mistake then you need to revisit your trading plan and study it further. 
TItis is your guide to being successful. The mistake is Ulat we used Ule 
short side (bearish) buffer for entry and also for the stop. We are supposed 
to use 40 pips instead of 35. Figure 3.38 illustrates the correct values for 

the entry and the stop. 
On July 10, 2007, our trade entered on the bullish side (Figme 3.39). 

Table 3.3 shows all the trade entry statistics. 
On July 31, 2007, we were almost stopped out (Figure 3.40). Notice 

how the 40-pip buffer is working well. We missed the stop by 5 pips! In 
Chapter 4, we talk about optimizing the trading plan. During this discus

sion, we talk about changing our buffer. In order to optimize your trading 
plan to maximum profits and minimize losses, you have to take note of 
small things such as missing the stop by 5 pips as you are backtesting. This 
way, you have some idea of what you can try during the optimization stage. 
Throughout the book, I provide �hints" on different things you can try dur
ing the optimization phrase. 

On August 9, 2007, we were stopped out of the trade with a loss (Fig
ure 3.41). Table 3.4 illustrates the trade statistics for Trade #"2. 
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1"If�UKE :J.41 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 9, 2007 

Notice that we lost 46 pips compared to our initial risk stop of 267 

pips. Rarely will you get stopped out at the initial lisk. There are only two 
chances of this occurring: 

1 .  Tchimoku charts were not interpreted correctly. Someone did not look 
at all five Ichimoku indicators and make sure that all were good. 

2. Random events in the market where the instrument gapped drastically 

in a short period of time. This can happen and this is why we a/"ways 
use a stop and never risk 100 percent of our portfolio at one time 

(money management). 

TABU;; 3.3 Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
for July 1 0, 2007, Trade #2 

Statistics Value 

Entry Date July ' 0, 2007 

Entry Price 1 .3720 

Entry Stop 1 .3453 

Entry Risk 267 pips 



Ichimoku Backtesting 

Trade Statistics for EURUSD for 
Trade #2 

Sialislics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

Value 

July 10,  2007 

1 .3720 

1 .3453 

267 pips 
August 9, 2007 

1 .3669 

1 . 3669 - 1 . 3720 = - 5 1  (loss) 
1 . 3851 - 1 . 3720 = 1 3 1  pips 
1 .3720 - 1 .3608 = 1 1 2  pips 
NfA 
We were wrong . . .  
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Figure 3.42 shows the chart setup with the alerts. Can you guess why 

we did not set up an entry for a bullish continuation trade again? 
The reason is that the Chikou Span is close to price. Therefore, it is 

dangerous to place an entry again. There is no haml in placing an alert 
because it will trigger before a possible entry. 

I�IGUHF. :1.42 Trade5tation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 9, 2007 
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t'I(.UKE: a.4a TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug ' 4, 2007 

On August 14, 2007, tlle bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.43). In 
examining the charts, the Ichimoku indicators illustrate that we are not 
ready for an entry yet (Figw-e 3.44). Therefore, we are going to reset our 
alerts again and continue with the backtest (Figure 3.45). 

On Aug 15, 2007, the bearish alert triggered again (Figure 3.46). Again, 
the charts aTe not ready for an entry signal yet. Figure 3.47 illustrates the 
reason why we will not place an entry. A pullback will probably set up a 
bearish trade equalizing all the Ichimoku variables. 

Figure 3.48 shows the chart with the new alerts. SOUl alerts are set up 
to trigger right before the Kuma shadow topibottom. We have done this in 
order to set up entries for breaking out of the Kumo shadow. 

Figure 3.49 shows that the bearish alert has been triggered. In the 
last three days, we have had three big movements tllat have been push· 
ing our alerts down more and more. We have not entered a trade due to 
the Ichimoku signals not being set up yet. Yes, we did miss the big move 
but remember we have not lost any money. Maybe one of the other cur· 
rency pairs you are trading did not have price extended like the EURUSD 
did at this time. One of the goals for our trading plan is for it to work for 
all time frames and all currency instruments. or course, there will be some 
exceptions but in general it should work for the majority of instruments. 
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I?U;UHE �1.44 TradeStation Daily tchimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 4, 2007 
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"�IGUH.� �1.45 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 14,  2007 
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1"If.UKI� :1.46 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 5 , 2007 
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f'IG'JKI� �'.47 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 5 , 2007 
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I�IGURF. :1.48 TracleStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 5 ,  2007 
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"�IGUR"� �J.49 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 6 ,  2007 
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r"I(iiUKI� :1.50 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 1 6, 2007 

The goal is to keep it �simple." We are not going to adjust our trading 

plan at Htis time just to capture Ulis movement. If you do, you are ucurve 

fitting," which is not a good idea. The people that "curve fit" will never 

have a stable trading plan because it is like a revolving door, changing over 

and over. 

So, are the charts ready for an entry now? Is Figure 3.50 correct? If you 

said uYes" then you violated your trading plan. Remember, we are trading 

the short side (i.e., Bearish). The Bearish side has a different set of rules 

then the bullish. Figure 3.51 displays the charts with the correct bearish 

values according to our trading plan. 

Notice in Figure 3.51 that the distance of price from Tenkan Sen and 

Kijun Sen was outside the range according to our trading plan. As a re· 

suIt, we cannot place an entry; instead we have to use an alert for now 

(Figure 3.52). 

On August 31, 2007, the Bullish alert was triggered as illustrated in 

Figure 3.53. After a couple of bearish alerts being triggered, price reo 

versed and went bullish. Figure 3.54 shows the Ichimoku analysis of 

the chait. 

Overall ,  if we choose a nice bullish entry, all the Ichimoku indicators 

should be supporting a bullish trade. Therefore, we are going to set up 
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F'IGUHt: :1.52 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 16 ,  2007 
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F'IGUKI� :S.5:S TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 3 1 ,  2007 

I�IGUKE ;4.54 TradeStatiofl Daily Ichimoku (hart of EURUSD Aug 3 1 .  2007 
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I�IGURE a.55 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Aug 3 1 ,  2007 

8:1 

for a bullish entry. Figure 3.55 illustrates the chatt with the entry, stops, 
and alerts, We choose the entry above the high established in July because 
every entry before that value would violate our trading plan of making sure 

there were 50 pips to the next resistance. With this entry, we are still within 
the 300 pips of price to the Kijun Sen. 

On September 12, 2007, a trade was entered on the bullish side (see 
Figure 3.56 for details). The entry statistics are shown in Table 3.5. 

Figure 3.57 shows the chart one week after entry. We are acijusting our 
stop and alerts every day. Also, we have to monitor price versus Tenkan 
Sen to make sure they are within limits at all times. Basically, we are fol
lowing our trading plan. I know I have repeated matlY things over atld over 
but it is needed, The goal is to learn through repetition. 

Figure 3.58 illustrates the chart for EURUSD on September 28, 2007. 
(The trade statistics are shown in Table 3.6.) On this day, our trade went 
into Preserve mode. Also, we now have a free trade, which means we will 
make a profit even if we get stopped out now. Notice tllat tile closing price 
is 1.4267 and the value of the Tenkan Sen is 1.4053, which is a 214-pip dif
ference. Our trading plan had stated tllat if price was 200 pips away from 
Tenkan Sen, we should exit. As a result, we should exit, right? Yes, be
cause that is in our trading plan. Figure 3.59 shows the chart Witll the exit 
statistics, 
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1''If�UKl: :1.56 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Sept ' 2 , 2007 

If you reached this point and have not noticed a mistake then you are 
not paying attention to your trading plan at all. I am purposely putting er· 

rors all over the place to make sure you follow your trading plan. If you 
do not follow your trading plan then you are gambling instead of being a 
system trader. 

In our trading plan, it mentions that you exit when price is 200 pips 
or more away from the Tenkan Sen wizen it 'is jlo,t. If you look at the 
charts, the Tenkall is not tlat so we should not exit. When a trend is oc
curring as the Tenkan Sen is indicating by pointing upward, you want 
to "ride� the trend as far as you can take it. There will be many situa
tions where price has escaped the Tenkan Sen and keeps on going. Those 

'1't\ln.l� �1.5 

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 

Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
on Sept 1 2 , 2007, Trade #3 

Value 

Sept 1 2 ,  2007 

1 .3891 

1 . 3594 

297 pips 
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I?IGUHE 3.57 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Sept 1 9, 2007 
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.. �mUHE 3.58 TradeStation Daily tchimoku Chart of EURUSD Sept 28, 2007 
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Trade Statistics for EURUSD on 
Sept 28, 2007, Trade #3 

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

Value 

Sept 1 2 ,  2007 
1 .3891 
1 .3594 
297 pips 
Sept 28, 2007 
1 .4267 
1 .4267 - 1 . 3891 = 376 pips 
387 pips 
64 pips 
297/376 = 0.80 

situations occur mainly when the Tenkan Sen is pointing in Ille direction of 
the trend instead of being flat. Let us now go back and correct the mistake. 
We will continue WiUl Ule trade because we should never have exited Ule 
trade at all. 

On October 3, 2007, the trade exited with a profit as shown in Figure 
3.60. Table 3.7 shows the actual trade statistics for Trade #3. 

! !. 

1"If�UKE :J.59 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURU5D Sept 28, 2007 
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I�IGUHE :1.f;8 TradeStation Oaily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Oct 3, 2007 

Tf\IU.JE �1.7 Trade Statistics for EURUSD on Oct 3,  2007, actual Trade #3 

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Entry Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

Value 

Sept 1 2 , 2007 
1 .3891 
1 .3594 
297 pips 
Oct 3,  2007 
1 .4 1 2 0  
1 .4 1 2 0  - 1 .3891 = 2 2 9  pips 
1 .4280 - 1 .3891 = 389 pips 
1 . 3891 - 1 .3827 = 64 pips 
297/229 = 1 .30 
It turns out that if we exited when price was far away from the 
Tenkan Sen, we would have taken the Max profit for this trade. 
This could be an optimization technique that can be tested. 
Basically, you get out when price is far from the Tenkan Sen and 
then place another entry above the last high just in case the 
trend decides to continue. 
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F'IGUKI� :S.61 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Oct 3, 2007 

We now continue with the testing because we have dosed out our 
bullish trade. Figure 3.61 illustrates the alert and the new entry. Since the 
Chikou Span is still in an "open space," we are going to be looking for a 
trend continuation trade. Note that there has not been a m<\jor pullback 
as of yet. 

October 19, 2007, a bullish trade was entered as illustrated in Fig
ure 3.62. The enlry statistics are listed in Table 3.8. 

Figure 3.63 shows the chart on November 2, 2007. We are getting close 
to Preserve mode but are not tllere yet. Our risk has now been reduced to 
less than 100 pips. 

Figille 3.64 illustrates the chart for November 7, 2007. On this dale, 
we now have entered Preserve mode so our risk has been minimized com
pletely. In fact, we are now in a "free trade,� too. We are guaranteed to 
make I 50-plus pips. 

November 12, 2007, the bullish trade exited with a profit as illustrated 
in Figure 3.65. The trade statistics are listed in Table 3.9. 

Figure 3.66 illustrates the new alerts and Ule new entry price. The 
Chikou Span is in "open space" so we are going to look for trend continua
tion trade. Note that no major pullbacks have occurred yet. 
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I�IGURE :Uli2 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Oct 1 9, 2007 

TAUtE :1.8 Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
on Oct 1 9, 2007, Trade #4 

Statistics Value 

Entry Date Oct 1 9, 2007 

Entry Price 1 .43 1 8  

Entry Stop 1 .4042 

Entry Risk 276 pips 

I�IGURF. :u;a TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 2 , 2007 
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1;'If;lIKI� :1.64 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 7, 2007 
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nGUKI� ;1.65 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 2 ,  2007 
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TAHU� 3.9 Trade Statistics for EURUSD on 
Nov 1 2 ,  2007, Trade #4 

SlilliSlics Value 

Entry Date Oct 1 9, 2007 

Entry Price 1 .43 1 8  

1 .4042 

276 pips 
Nov 1 2, 2007 

1 .45370 

Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

I .4537 - 1 .431 8 = 2 1  9 pips 
1 .4749 - 1 .43 1 8 = 43 1  pips 
1 .43 1 80 - 1 .4 1 6 9 = 1 49 

276/2 1 9  = 1 .26 

We capture 50% of the max profit 

On November 20, 2007, a bullish trade was entered as shown in Fig
ure 3.67. The entry trade statistics are shown in Table 3.10. 

The distance between price and Kijun Sen is 306, without the entry 
buffer. This is above the 300-pip distance that we are willing to accept. 
Should we override the trading plan because it is only 6 pips? If you over
ride it now, you may make this a habit and if that happens, why have a 
trading plan? We do not want to override so we will exit the trade right 
away, The exit statistics are listed in Table 3.11. 

, 

). 
-' 

f'U;UHE a.titi TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov ' 2 , 2007 
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nGUKE �1.67 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 20, 2007 

TARtE ;1.1 1  

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Max Drawdown 
Comment 

'li\KU� :1. I .. Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
on Nov 20, 2007, Trade #5 

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 

Value 

Nov 20, 2007 

1 .4791 

1 .4448 

343 pips 

Trade Statistics for EURUSD on Nov 20, 2007, Trade #5 

Value 

Nov 20, 2007 

1 .4791 

, .4448 

343 pips 
Nov 20, 2007 

1 .4838 

47 

6 1  

NfA 
Trade was exited because of price distance to Tenkan Sen 
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I�IGURF. :1.ti8 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 5 ,  2007 
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Let us examine what would have happened if we continued with the 
trade. Figure 3.68 illustrates the exit of the trade on December 5, 2007, 
with a loss. The statistics for the trade as listed in Table 3.12. 

Figure 3.69 illustrates tlle new alerts on December 5, 2007. We did not 
enter a trend continuation trade because the Chikou Span is too close to 
historical price. 

The charts in Figure 3.70 show that the bearish alert has been trig
gered. There is really no trade because price is now below Ule Kwno Cloud. 

TABU: 3. 1 2  Trade Statistics for EURUSD on Dec 5, 
2007, Trade #5 simulation 

Statistics Value 

Entry Date Nov 20, 2007 

Entry Price 1 .4791 

Entry Stop 1 .4448 

Entry Risk 343 pips 
Exit Date Dec 5 ,  2007 

Exit Price 1 .4630 

Profit - 1 61 (loss) 
Comment Simulated trade . . .  
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nGUKE �um TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 5 ,  2007 
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I�I(.UKE: ;J.70 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 1 4, 2007 
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FmUHE a.71 TradeStation Daily lchimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 1 4, 2007 
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Figure 3.71 illustrates the new alerts. We continue moving forward with our 

backtesting almost completing one year. 
The bearish alert in Figure 3.72 was triggered on December 20, 2007. 

Price is still not below the Kuma Cloud so we are going to reset the alerts 
(Figure 3.73). 

In Figure 3.74, the bullish alert was triggered. We are still not ready for 
a bullish entry according to Figure 3.75. 

Figure 3.76 shows the charts with the new bearish and bullish alerts. 
We chose the bullish alert much higher this time because we need a big 
upward movement to cause the Tenkan Sen and the Kijun Sen to cross 
along with moving the Chikou Span away from the historical price. 

On January 4, 2008, the bullish alert was triggered (Figure 3.77). Fig
ure 3.78 shows that the Ichimoku indicators are still not ready for a 
bullish entry. Therefore, we have reset the alerts, which are shown in 
Figure 3.79. 

Figure 3.80 illustrates that the bullish alert was triggered on January 14, 
2008. In examining the Ichimoku chart for that date, all the indicators are 
uprime� for an entry. The entry information is shown in Figure 3.81. From 
Ule chart, it is apparent that we still cannot enter. Tllis time, the issue is 
price from the Kijull Sen. Therefore, we have reset the alerts and wait again 
as illustrated in Figure 3.82. 
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1;'If;lIKI� :S.72 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 20, 2007 
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1"If�UKI� :S.7:1 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURU5D Dec 20, 2007 
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I�IGURE a.74 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 2B,  2007 
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FIGURE a.75 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Dec 28, 2007 
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."If.UKE :J.77 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURU5D Jan 4, 2008 
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I�IGURF. :1.78 TracleStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 4, 2008 
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"�IGUR"� �J. 79 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 4, 2008 
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r"I(iiUKI� :1.80 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 1 4, 2008 
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I;· ... UKI� :S.81 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 1 4, 2008 
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On January 21, 2008, tile bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.83). At 

this time, the Ichimoku indicators are not ready for a bearish entry at all as 
illustrated in Figure 3.84. Figure 3.85 shows the new alerts since we cannot 
enter a trade. 

On February 1, 2008, tile bullish alert was triggered as illustrated in 
Figure 3.86. The Ichimoku indicators would be fine if we selected a bullish 
entry. However, the problem is that the Tenkan Sen is far from price. It 
is outside the 200-pip range we have specified in our trading plan. There
fore, we emmot enter at this time. Now, we have to select tile new bullish 
alert. If we go higher than the value we have at this time, we could 
miss tile break. Therefore, we are going to keep the same alert tilat we 
had before. 

On February 26, 2008, the bullish alert got triggered as shown in Fig
ure 3.87. If you look back to the last possible entry, which we did not enter 
because of the price being far away from the Tenkan, you will see that it 
saved us from a loss. This is the reason why we have that in our trading 
plan. Looking at the charts on February 26, 2008, you see that the Tenkan 
Sen and price have equalized and we are ready for a trend to begin. All 
the Ichimoku indicators are set up and ready for the trend. Therefore, we 
are going to place our entry, alerts, and stops. Figure 3.88 illustrates this 
information. 
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F'IGUKI� :S.8:S TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 2 1 ,  2008 
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FmURE: 3.85 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Jan 2 1 ,  2008 
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1''If�UKl: :1.87 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Feb 26, 2008 
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nGUKI� ;'.88 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Feb 26, 2008 
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On February 27, 2008, we entered a bullish trade as shown in Fig
ure 3.89. The entry statistics are shown in Table. 3.13. 

Notice that price is at 1.5119 and the Tenkan Sen is at 1.4876. This is 
more than 200 pips away. Therefore, we have to exit the trade according to 
our trading plan. The exit statistics are shown in Table 3.14. 

Wait a minute, is the Tenkan Sen flat? No, it is not, and that 200-pip rule 
for Tenkan Sen is when it isjlal. We hope you caught this mistake. If you 
did not catch it, you have to do something different now to leam because 
what you are doing is not working. You are not retaining the trading plan 
infonnatiOIl. One suggestion that T recommend to all of my students is to 
print and laminate the trading plan, both the bullish and the bearish trading 
plans. Once laminated, hang it on top or bottom of the computer screen 

TAlU.t: 3. 1 ;1  Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
on Feb 27, 2008, Trade #6 

Statistics Value 

Entry Date Feb 27 , 2008 
Entry Price 1 . 5025 
Entry Stop 1 .4751  
Entry Risk 274 pips 
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TAKtt: a . 1 4  Trade Statistics for EURUSD o n  Feb 27, 2008, Trade #6 

Sialistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profit 
Risk/Reward 
Comment 

Value 

Feb 27,  2008 
1 . 5025 
1 .4 751  
274 pips 
Feb 27,  2008 
1 .5 1 1 9  
94 pips 
1 1 8 pips 
7.29 
Risk/Reward is high since we exited the trade on the same day as 

entry. Therefore, it is �inflated: 

that you use to trade. This way, you will continuously see it over and over. 
Because it was a mistake, we are going to continue with the open trade and 
not close it out. 

On March 6, 2008, we entered PreseIVe mode for our bullish trade 
(Figure 3.90) and are now at a free trade. Notice that every time we en
ter Preserve mode, it is almost the same day as we get to a free day. That 

"' .. ,-.. , , " , I I .. . 
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I�I(.UKI� 3.�JO TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Mar 6, 2008 
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has worked out nicely so Jar. It may change later in time but so far it has 
worked for more than 11  h years of backtesting. 

On March 20, 2008, we exited our trade with a profit. You can see the 
chart in Figure 3.91. The trade statistics (Table 3.15) follow. 

In this trade, we captured more than 50 percent of the max profit, 
which is really good. It is hard to capture the entire trend, especially from 
the beginning of the trend to the end of the trend. With the Ichimoku 

TAKI.E: a . 1 5  Trade Statistics for EURUSD on 
Mar 20, 2008, Actual Trade #6 

Sialislics Value 

Entry Date Feb 27,  2008 
Exit Date Mar 20, 2008 
Entry Price 1 . 5025 
Exit Price 1 . 5 5 5 3  
Profit 528 pip 
Entry Risk 274 
Max Profit 878 
Max Orawdown NfA 
Risk/Reward 0.52 
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strategy we are using at this time, the goal is to capture 30 percent to 40 per
cent of the trend. We definitely cannot capture the beginning of the trend 
because the Chikou looks at 26 periods (Le., 26 days). Therefore, when the 
Chikou Span is in �open space," at least 26 days have gone by, which is 
usually Ule beginning of Ule trend. We should not get upset at all about this 
because it is hard to recognize the beginning ofthe trend. In addition, there 
is a lot of "chop chop" at the beginning of a trend because a trend typically 
proceeds a consolidation period. 

We are now going to set up the chart for both Bullish and Bearish 
alerts. No entry will be placed because the Chikou Span is getting closer 
to the historical price (Figure 3.92). 

On March 26, 2008, our bullish alert was triggered as shown in Fig
ure 3.93. We are now going to set up for a bullish entry because all the 
Ichimoku indicators are indicating bullish. 

Figure 3.94 shows the entry values. Notice how far price is from both 
Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen; it is outside our trading plan range. As a re
sult, we cannot enter the trade yet. We have to set up alerts and be patient 
(Figure 3.95). 

On March 31, 2008, the bullish alert was triggered as shown in F'ig
ure 3.96. Price is still far away from the Kijun Sen so we will have to reset 
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the alerts and still wait. We are going to keep our alerts in the same place 
and just move forward with the backtest. 

The bullish alert was triggered on April 10, 2008 (Figure 3.97). Price 
now has equalized with Ule Kijun Sen so we can set up a bullish entry 
(Figure 3.98). 

On April 16, 2008, a bullish trade was entered and is illustrated in 
Figure 3.99. This is the second bullish trade we will be entering in the trend. 
lfwe did not go into Preserve mode in the previous trade and continued to 
use the Kijun Sen as a stop, we still would be in the trade at this time. This 
is an optimization change Ulat you can try. The entry trade statistics are 
shown in Table 3.16. 

On April 24, 2008, we were stopped out for a loss for the bullish trade 
(Figure 3.100). The trade statistics are shown in Table. 3.17. 

Wow, this is a 300-plus pip loss. What happened? How can we lose 
more than 300 pips when we are supposed to have a "safety value� of 
300 pips in our trading plan? In our trading plan, we specified price in re· 
spect to Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen without induding the buffer. The buffer 
was 40 pips. That was the reason we exceeded Ule 300-pip loss value. You 
should think about this trade and think of different ways on how you can 
eliminate this loss (Le., optimization techniques). One change we can make 
is to say 30()..pip loss includ'ing the buffer. Once you have some ideas, you 
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Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 

Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD on 
Apr 1 6, 2008, Trade #7 

Value 

Apr 1 6, 2008 
1 .5955 
1 .561 5 
340 (300 pips from price and Kijun Sen) 

f'U;UHE :1.100 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Apr 24, 2008 
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Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Exit Date 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Max Profits 

Trade Statistics for EURUSD on Apr 24, 
2008, Trade #7 

Value 

Apr 16 ,  2008 

I , S9S5 
1 . 561 5 
340 (300 pips from price and Kijun Sen) 
Apr 24, 2008 
I . S955 
-3 1 5  
63 

1 13 
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should alter your trading plan and then backtest again. We discuss this 

later in the optimization chapter. For now, we will take this loss. Remem

ber, there is no pelfect system. We will have losses; however, the goal is 
to minimize the losses. This trade was minimized to a 300-pip loss. Figure 

3.101 illustrates the alerts that now have been set up. We do not want to 
enter another bullish position W1W we get some type of pullback now. We 

failed at one continuation trend trade without a pullback, but we do not 
want to fail on two before a pullback has occurred. 

More than one month has gone already and none of our alerts have 
triggered. You can see the chart pattern in Figure 3.102. 

On July 2, 2008, our bullish alert finally triggered as shown in Figure 
3.103. For the last couple of months, there have not been any trades for the 
EURUSD. Many people wonder how they can make a living trading if there 
are months when there are no trades. Remember, we are only backtesti.ng 
one instrument. If you look back at what we have been doing, you wiU 
notice that we are analyzing an instrument once. During the analysis, we 
are placing bullishlbearish alert/entries. Once the entry or Ule alert triggers, 

we then go back to that instrument. Until the alert/entry is triggered, we do 
not go back to that instrument at all. l1lerefore, if you are analyzing and 

setting up alerts for each instrument, you should be able to support trading 
multiple instruments. 
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In Figure 3.104 you can see the entry values. Notice Ulat the entry is 

too far from Kijun Sen. Therefore, we cannot enter yet. Some may say why 
did you choose an enny so high? The entry was the buffer above the last 
high. Any value below the last high really did not fit our trading plan. If the 
alert had triggered a couple of days before July 2, 2008, we could have pos
sibly chosen an entry where it would have triggered on July 2, 2008. I leave 
it to you to go through this exercise to see what would have happened. 
Figure 3.105 illustrates the new alerts. 

On July 11,  2008, the bullish alert was triggered as illustrated in Fig
ure 3.106. All the Ichimoku indicators are good for a bullish trade. How
ever, the entry price would still be far away from the Kijun Sen. Therefore, 
we have to hold off for a trade entry. We will reset our alerts and move 
forward with the backtest (Figure 3.107). 

On July 15, 2008, the bullish alert was triggered as illustrated in Fig
ure 3.108. Currently, the Kijun Sen is 1.5670 and a possible entry would be 
1.6078. This is more than 300 pips away. Therefore, all we need to do is 
reset our alerts and move forward with the backtest (Figure 3.109). 

On July 30, 2008, tile bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.110). Some 
may be wondering why we chose the bearish alert where we did. Why was 
it not lower? That is a valid question and Figure 3.111 explains exactly why 
on the charts. 
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According to the charts in Figure 3.112, we still cannot place an order 

entry. The reason is that price is 340 from Lhe Kijun Sen, which is outside 

our trading plan limits. Therefore, we will reset our alerts and move for
ward (Figure 3.113). 

On August 6, 2008, the bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.114). The 
Ichimoku indicators are good for a bearish trade. The price versus Kijun 

Sen distance, which has been the problem most of the time, is a problem 
again. We need it to equalize more so we will wait a little while longer. The 
alerts have been reset and shown in Figure 3.115. 

On August 7, 2008, Ille bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.116). In 
examining the Ichimoku indicators, we are set to enter a bearish trade. 
However, price is sWI more than 300 pips away from KijWl Sen so we can
not enter. Notice that the Kijun Sen is pointing downward along with the 
Tenkan Sen even with the far distance between price and Kijun Sen. We 
will set up the alerts and move forward (Figure 3.117). 

On August 8, 2008, price moved down drastically and triggered our 
bearish alert (Figure 3.118). We have not been able to enter Ule trade 

because of price distance from Kijun Sen and now this distance as gone 
further. Maybe we should have opened up the distance when Kijun Sen 

and Tenkan Sen pointed in the same direction of the trend. We can put 
this down as an optimization and try it later. For now, we have an active 
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trading plan and we need to keep on moving. Therefore, we will reset Ule 
alerts and they are illustrated in Figure 3.119. 

Figure 3.120 shows that the alert was triggered on August 11, 2008 and 
illustrates that we missed the big move. As a result, we are going to drasti
cally move the bearish alert down so it does not get triggered yet as shown 
in Figure 3.12l. It is dangerous to get into a trend that has already drasti
cally moved. You can enter the trend trade on a major pullback which is 
what we will try to do. 

Figure 3.122 shows Ule Ichimoku chart on September 1, 2008. The chart 
now shows that a possible pullback may be coming very soon. We do not 
know if it will be a minor pullback or a major pullback. Only time will give 
us this answer. 

On September 26, 2008, we were [mally able to set the bearish alert. 
Figure 3.123 illustrates the chart with the two alerts. We have chosen the 
bearish alert at the Kijun Sen. Since price has gone above Kijun Sen, two 
scenarios now exist. Either the trend has reversed or a major pullback is 
occurring. Due to the drastic movement downward, there is a high prob
ability that profit taking is occurring so you have a major pullback. When 
the trend continues, price will have to cross over the Kijun Sen so we are 
setting up an alert at that location. 
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I�IGUHE :1.12;J TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Sept 26, 2008 

On September 29, 2008, the bearish alert has triggered (Figure 3.124). 

In examining the Ichimoku indicators we have noticed: 

• A drastic move down will cause Tenkan Sen and KijWl Sen to cross 
into a bearish scenario. 

• Chikou is getting close to price but still has a chance to move away 
from price if the movement down occurs very soon. Therefore, if 
our entry "sits out" there for a while, we will change it to an alert 
again. 

• Kwno Future is still healthy and the cloud has thinned out a little. 
• Kijun Sen is pointing down. 

Figure 3.125 shows the entry setup for the trade. 
On September 30, 2008, we entered the bearish lrade (Figure 3.126). 

Price gapped down hard so that it got us to Preserve mode right away. This 
means we should now start to use the Tenkan Sen as a stop. However, 
there is one problem and that is the Tenkan Sen is higher than the Kijun 
Sen so the Kijun Sen is a tighter stop for now. Therefore, we will use the 
Kijun Sen as a stop until Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen cross over. The entry 
statistics are shown in Table 3.18. 
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FmUHE a.126 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Sept 30, 2008 

On October 14, 2008, we were stopped out of our bearish trade with a 

profit. Figure 3.127 shows the chart with aU the values. The exit statistics 
are shown in Table 3.19. 

In Figure 3.128, we have shown the new alerts for EURUSD for October 
14, 2008. 

On October 16, 2008, the bearish alert was triggered (Figure 3.129). The 
Ichimoku indicators look good but the distance between price and Kijun 
Sen is too huge. Therefore, we reset our alerts and wait (Figure 3.130). 

Figure 3.131 shows the 1chimoku chart on October 20, 2008. We got 
very close to hitting our alert but it did not trigger. 

'rf\KU� a. ls Entry Trade Statistics for EURUSD 
on Sept 30, 2008, Trade #8 

Statistics Value 

Entry Date Sept 30, 2008 
Entry Price 1 .4266 
Entry Stop 1 .4508 
Entry Risk 242 pips 
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On October 21,  2008, our bearish alert was triggered again (Figure 
3. 132). Just like before, price is still far from the Kijun Sen so we have 
to move on with our alerts. 

Figure 3.133 shows that we have moved fOr\\'ard to November 28, 2008, 
in our backtest. Between October and November, we had many opportuni
ties to set up short entries but we kept on nmning into the same issue over 

TAHU� 3. 1 9  

Statistics 

Entry Date 
Exit Date 
Entry Price 
Exit Price 
Entry Stop 
Entry Risk 
Profit 
Max Profits 
Max Drawdown 
Risk/Reward 

Trade Statistics for EURUSD on 
Oct 1 4, 2008, Trade #8 

Value 

Sept 30, 2008 
Oct 1 4, 2008 
1 .4266 
1 .3750 
1 .4508 
242 pips 
1 .4266 - 1 . 3750 = 51  6 pips 
1 .4266 - 1 . 3 2 5 7 =  1 009 
N/A 
0.47 
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and over. This issue was that price was too far away from the Kijun Sen. In 
other words, it was greater Ulan 300 pips. 

Figure 3.134 illustrates a chart where the bullish alerts have been trig
gered. The analysis of the 1chimoku indicators shows the following: 

• Both Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen are in a thick cloud, which causes 
consolidation. 

• Kuma Future Cloud is neutraL 
• Chikou Span is in "open space.� 

Not all the Ichimoku indicators are ideal so we will have to reset the alerts 
and wait. 

The chart in Figure 3.135 looks ideal to set up a bullish entry. However, 
price is too far from the Kijun Sen. 

SU�I�IARY-n"O YEARS 
0[<' KACK'I'ES'I'ING 

You now have gone through two years of a backtest for the EURUSD with 
a particular trading plan. The trading plan we used is the flrst basic trading 
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plan. It allows us to have a profitable two years. There are many different 
optimization techniques we can try to increase the profit drastically. In fact, 
if you think about it, there was one rule that kept us out of many major 
profits. The rule was where Kijun Sen and price have to be within 300 pips 
of each other. If this rule can be altered, we may be able to double our 
profits over the two years' historical backtest. 
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Post-Analysis 

T he post-analysis section is one of the key sections for backtesting. It 
gives the trader the "complete picture" on the trading plan that was 

used for the backtest. The goal of the analysis is to analyze the results 
for a particular backtest period. From the results and also Ule backtest, 

you can derive ways to change the trading plan in order to increase profits, 

increase risk/reward ratio, and so forth. 

In this chapter, we take you through the step-by-step process of exam
ining !.he backtest results and then begin to go through some optimization 

scenarios. There are many different things you can try so we do not say 
that we complete the optimization because that word really does not ex

ist here. Markets change dail y so there is no complete answer. We have to 
adapt to the market, otherwise it will eliminate us. 

EXMI I N I N G  1'IIE 8ACK1'ES'I' KESUL l'S 

With the current trading plan, Table 4.1 shows the trades that we entered. 
Table 4.1 shows the complete statistics for all eight trades [rom Jan

uary 1, 2007, to January I ,  2009, for the daily time frame for the instrument 
EURUSD. We were profitable so that is a goodfil'st start. The problem 

you should see right away with this trading plan is that there was a lot 
of risk compared to profits. In other words the risk/reward ratio was 1.51. 

The goals of a trend system are to minimize losses when you are wrong 
and maximize profits when you are right. It matters when one loss can 
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'I'AKI,"� 4 .•  Original Icnimoku Trading Plan Results 

Entry Entry Entry 
# Date Price Risk Exit Date 

1 2/27/07 1 . 3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 
2 7/10/07 1 .3720 267 8/9/07 
3 9/12/07 1 . 3891 297 1 0/3/07 
4 1 0/1 9/07 1 .4 3 1 8  276 1 1 /1 2/07 
5 1 1 /20/07 1 .4791 343 1 1 /20/07 
6 2/27/08 1 . 5025 274 3/20/08 
7 4/16/08 1 . 5955 340 4(24(08 
8 09/30/08 1 .4266 242 10/1 4/08 

TOTAL 2,249 

Exi I 
Pri<e 

1 .].570 
1 .3669 
1 .41 20 
1 .4537 
1 .4838 
1 .5 5 5 3  
1 .5 9 5 5  
1 .3750 

M .. M .. 50% Max 
Profit Drawdown Profit Profll Risk/Reward 

445 1 64 Y 334 0.63 
1 3 1 1 1 2  N/A - 5 1  N/A 

389 64 Y 229 1 .30 
431  1 49 Y 2 1 9  1 .26 

47 61  Y 47 7.29 
878 Y 528 0.52 

63 N/A Y -3 1 5  N/A 
1 ,009 5 1 6  0.47 
3,423 1 , 507 I .S 1 
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Tt\RU� 4.2 Adjustments Needed to Ichimoku Trade Plan, Include Entry Buffer 

Bullish Enlry Rules 

Entry Price has to be less than 300 pips from the Kijun Sen + Entry Buffer. If not, 
you have to wait for it to equalize and come back into range. 

Entry Price has to be more than 300 pips from the Kijun Sen - Entry Buffer. If not, 
you have to wait for it to equalize and come back into range. 

�overpower" more than one-win profits. With the risk/reward ratio of 1.51 

that can happen. Therefore, the ratio needs to be below 1.00, otherwise 

you are taking too much risk. Many people gauge a trading plan by winning 

trades versus losing trades. Do you think this is true'? Can you believe that a 
system can be only 40 percent correct but can produce huge profits? Is Ulat 

unusual? In the last chapter of the book, we discuss this fmther. Believe it 

or not, the winning percentage really does not matter. It is Ule amount of 

profit that winning trades produce compared to the amount of losses from 

the losing trades. 

Now that we have the final results of our backtest in an organized 
manner as shown in Table 4.1, we can concentrate on our goal: Maxim'ize 

profits and minimize losses. The first task we take on is to minimize aUf 
losses. We had two losses in our original trading plan. The first is -51 and 

the second is -315. The loss of 315 is 21 percent of 1,501, the total profit. 

This is a huge number compared to the two-year profit. We need to do one 

of three things here. The first is to tum the loss into a profit. For that trade, 

the max profit is only 63. This is not much, so Ulis first option does not look 

feasible. The second option is to eliminate the loss completely. 
Our trading plan was focused on keeping our maximum loss per trade 

to 300 pips. This trade had an entry risk of340 pips, which is above the 300-
pip value. Tllis was due to the entry buffer. We allowed the trade because 

our trading plan did not include the buffer in the bullish and bearish rule. 
If we adjust our trading plan to include the entry buffer on the rule Ulen we 

can eliminate the trade completely. Table 4.2 shows the trading plan rule 
change for both the bearish and bullish side. Table 4.3 shows the results 

of the two-year backtest after the trading plan rule change. We achieved 
our goal of elinlinating the trade completely. It added more than 200 pips 

to our two-year profit and reduced our risk/reward ratio below 1.0. The 
second option worked out really well. The third option is to minimize the 
loss. I really cannot think of any way we can reduce Otis loss so this option 

does not exist. 
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'rAHLE 4.:. Compare Entry Risk to 300 Pips Instead of Kijun Sen Only 

Entry Entry Entry Exit M .. Ma. 50% Max 
# Date Price Risk Exit Date Price ProfU Drawdown Profit Profit Risk/Reward 

1 2/27/07 1 . 3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 1 .3570 445 1 64 Y ll4 0.63 

2 7/10/07 1 .3720 267 B/9/07 1 .3669 1 1 1  1 1 2 N/A - 5 1  N/A 

1 9/12/07 1 .3891 297 1 0/3/07 1 .41 20 389 64 Y 229 1 . 30 
4 10/1 9/07 1 .4 3 1 8  276 1 1 / 1 2/07 1 .4537 431 1 49 Y 2 1 9  1 .26 

5 2/27/08 1 . 5025 274 3/20/08 1 . 5553 878 Y 528 0.52 

6 09/30/08 1 .4266 242 10/1 4/08 1 .3750 1 ,009 5 1 6  0.47 

TOTAL 1 , 566 3,283 1 , 775 0.88 
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Minimizing losses was a task that we could determine quickly be
cause we only had one big loss. If we had a couple of big losses, it would 
take longer to determine the cause. In actuality, before we try to mini
mize our losses or maximize our profits, we really need to make sure that 
we have a complete dataset of trades. In another words, we needed to 
make sure that a trading plan rule did not eliminate some good trades. A 
good way to do this is to look for "holes" in consistency among the trades 
in Table 4.1. 

If you look at the results in Table 4.1, you will notice that there was 
a trade at least every two months until May 2008. After May 2008, we did 
not make a trade lUltil September. This did not fit the normal sequence 
of a trade every two months. Therefore, we need to find out why because 
Ulere could be some really good trades during this time period. If this time 
period shows consolidation then there will be no good trades. However, if 
Ule charts illustrate that it was a trending period, than there is a rule that is 
inhibiting the good trend trades. 

If you go back Uuough the backtest chapter, [rom May 2008 to Septem
ber 2008 there were many opportunities to trade but we never entered any 
because ofUle one-trade plan rule. The rule that kept us out of trading a ma
jority of the time during this time period is where the distance from price 
to Ule Kijun Sen was more than 300 pips. Therefore, the optimization we 
are going to try is to eliminate this rule from the trading plan on both the 
bullish and the bearish side. With Utis new trade plan, we need to backtest 

the daily time frame of EURUSD again from January I, 2007, to January 
1, 2008. Table 4.4 shows the backtest rules for the trading plan that elim
inated the maximum 300-pip distance between price and Kijun Sen. Table 
4.4 shows Ule following changes to the results: 

• Four new trades. 
• Maximum profit has almost doubled WiUl the four new trades. 
• Profit has increased with the four new trades. 
• RisklReward has increased WiUl Ule four new trades. 

With this rule change, we now have a complete dataset for all the 
trades during a trend period. Now we can start to look at minimizing our 
losses and maximizing our profits. We first start by minimizing our losses 
because losses need to be addressed before looking at the winning trades. 
We minimized our losses before by changing the trading plan according to 
Table 4.2. However, we really cannot do that now because we eliminated 
Ulat rule completely. After looking at the results in Table 4.4, we noticed 
that the max drawdown was 221. Therefore, we can reduce our entry risk 
completely. Let us alter our trading plan to now include a maximum entry 
risk of 250 pips. Table 4.5 shows the new backtest results. 
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TARtE: 4.4 Eliminate 30a·Pip Distance Rule from KS 

Entry Entry Entry Exit M .. M .. 50% Max 
# Date Price Risk Exit Date Price Profit Drawdown Profit Profit Risk/Reward 

1 2/27/07 1 .3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 1 .3570 445 164 Y 334 0.63 
2 7/1 0/07 1 .3720 267 8/9/07 1 .3669 1 31 1 1 2  N/A - 5 1  N/A 
3 9/12/07 1 .3891 297 1 0/3/07 1 .41 20 389 64 Y 229 1 .30 
4 1 0/1 9/07 1 .4 3 1 8  276 1 1 /1 2/07 1 .4537 431  1 49 Y 2 1 9  1 .26 
5 1 1 /20/07 1 .4791 343 1 2/05/07 1 .4630 1 73 - 1 6 1  

6 2/27/08 1 . 5025 274 3/20/08 1 . 5553 878 Y 528 0.52 
7 4/1 5/08 1 . 5955 340 4/24/08 1 . 5955 63 N/A Y -3 1 5  N/A 
8 08/08/08 1.5243 3 1 5  08/22/08 1 .4896 6 1 .  N/A V 347 0.91 

9 08/26/08 1 .4590 70. 09/1 5/08 1 .4288 703 221 N 302 2.34 

1 0  09/30/08 1 .4266 242 1 0/1 4/08 1 .3750 1 ,009 Y 5 1 6  0.47 
1 1  1 0/21/08 1 .32 1 7  731 1 0/29/08 1 .2962 88. N/A N 255 2.87 

TOTAL 4,001 5,724 2,203 1 .82 
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'rAHLE 4.5 Eliminate 300·Pip Distance Rule from K5 Rule and Add Max Risk of 250 Pips 

Entry Entry Entry Exit M .. M .. 
# Date Price Risk Exit Date Price Profit Drawdown 

1 2/27/07 1 . 3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 1 .3 5 70 445 1 64 
2 7/10/07 1 .3720 250 8/9/07 1 . 3669 1 3 1  1 1 2  

3 9/1 2/07 1 .3891 250 10/3/07 1.4120 38. 64 

4 10/19/07 1 .4 3 1 8  250 1 1 / 1 2/07 1.4537 4 3 1  1 4 .  

5 1 1 /20/07 1 .4791 250 12/05/07 1 .4630 1 73 

6 2/27/08 1 . 5025 250 3/20/08 1.5553 878 

7 4/1 6/08 1 . 5955 250 1.5955 63 N/A 

8 08/08/08 1 . 5243 250 08/22/08 1 .4896 6 1 6  N/A 

• 08/26/08 1 .4590 250 09/1 5/08 1.4288 703 221 

1 0  09/30/08 1 .4266 242 1 0/1 4/08 1 . 3750 1 ,009 
1 1  10/21/08 1 .32 1 7  250 10/29/08 1 .2962 886 N/A 

TOTAL 2,702 5,724 

50% Max 
Profit Profit Risk/Reward 

Y 334 0.63 
N/A - 5 1  N/A 

Y 22. 1.30 

Y 2 1 .  1 .26 

- 1 6 1  

Y 528 0.52 

Y -250 N/A 

Y 347 0.91 

N 302 2.34 

Y 5 1 6  0.47 
N 2 5 5  2.87 

2,268 1 . 1 9  
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We have reduced our risk without altering our trading plan drastically. 
Now we are going to determine how to maximize OUf profits. In examin
ing Table 4.5, we obselved the results in the Max Profit, the Profit, and 
RiskIReward columns. There were many trades that got to a minimum of 
550 pips but we "claimed" much less than that value. Therefore, we are 
going to add the following rule to our trading plan: If a 550-pip profit is 
achieved, exit the trade. Table 4.6 shows the results with the 300 Kijun Sen 
and price distance rule eliminated. Please note: Instead of backtesting ev
erything again with the new rules, we are going to estimate the results. If 
the results look good then we will backtest it. This is why you do not have 
any exit dates for some trades. This is not 100 percent accurate because 
we exit out at a profit of 550 and more trades could exist now because we 
can reenter. 

Table 4.7 shows the results of the 300 Kijun Sen and price distance 
rule eliminated, max entry risk of 250 pips, and exit the trade with profit 
of 550. If you compare the results from Table 4.1 to Table 4.7, you will 
notice that we have doubled our profits and reduced our risk/reward ratio 
by half. Now we have to backtest with this new trading plan to make sure 
the actual backlest results match the estimated backtest results. We leave 
you to backtest everything again and verify your results on our web site 
www.eiicapital.com. 

Our optimization has worked really well. Just tltink that this is just Ule 
beginning of the optimization. There are many other things you can try. 
Here is a list of seven of them: 

1 .  Increase the Preserve value from 300 to 350, 400, 450, 500. 

2. Increase the Bullish Exit buffer to 50, 60, 70. 

:1. Increase the Bearish Exit buffer to 40, 50, 60, 70. 

4. lfprice is 200 pips away from Kijun Sen on entry, use the Tenkan Sen 
as a stop. 

a. For continuation trend trades always use the Tenkan Sen for a stop 
instead of Kijun Sen. 

6. Always use Ule Tenkan Sen as a stop. 

7. Always use Ule Kijun Sen as a stop with no Preserve mode. 

o "'1'1 �IIZ E: 'I'KAI)lNG "I"I\N 

We have now illustrated how to create a trading plan around one Tchimoku 
strategy, a strategy designed to capture trends to maximize profits when a 
trend occurs, and minimize losses when a trend does not occur. We have 
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TABt...: 4.6 Eliminate 300·Pip Distance Rule from KS Rule. with 5 50·Pip Exit Rule 

Entry Enlry Entry Exit M .. M .. 
# Date Price Risk Exit Date Price Profit Drawdown 

1 2/27/07 1 .3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 1 .3570 445 1 64 
2 7/10/07 1 .3720 267 8/9/07 1 .3669 1 3 1  1 1 2  
3 9/12/07 1 .3891 297 1 0/3/07 1 .4 1 20 389 64 
4 1 0/1 9/07 1 .4 3 1 8  276 1 1 /1 2/07 1 .4537  431  1 49 

5 1 1 /20/07 1 .4791 343 1 2/05/07 1 .4630 1 73 
6 2/27/08 1 .5025 274 1 . 5575 550 
7 4/16/08 1 .5955 340 4/24/08 1 . 5955 63 NfA 
8 08/08/08 1 .5243 3 1 5  1 .4693 550 NfA 
9 08/26/08 1 .4590 706 1 .4040 550 221  

1 0  09/30/08 1 .4266 242 1 .3 7 1 6  1 ,009 
1 1  1 0/2 1/08 1 .321 7 731  1 .2667 886 NfA 

TOTAL 4,00 I 5,724 

50% Max 
Profit Profit Risk/Reward 

Y 334 0.63 
NfA -51  NfA 
Y 229 1 .30 
Y 2 1 9  1 .26  

- 1 61 
Y 550 0.50 
Y -31 5  NfA 
Y 550 0.57 
N 550 1 .28  
Y 550 0.44 
N 550 1 .33  

3,005 1 .33  
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TARLE 4.7 Eliminate 300·Pip Distance Rule from KS with Max Risk of 250 Pips and 550 Exit 

Enll")' Entry Entry Exit M .. M .. 50% Max 
# Date Price Risk Exit Dale Price Pro"t Drawdown ProfH 

I 2/27/07 1 .3236 2 1 0  5/2/07 1 . 3 5 70 445 1 64 Y 
2 7/10/07 1 .3720 250 8/9/07 1 . 3669 1 3 1  1 1 2  NIA 
3 9/12/07 1 .3891 250 1 0/3/07 1 .4 1 20 389 64 Y 
4 1 0/1 9/07 1 .4 3 1 8  250 1 1 /1 2/07 1 . 4 5 3 7  431  1 49 Y 

5 1 1(20/07 1 .4791 250 1 2/05/07 1 . 4630 1 73 
6 2/27/08 1 . 5025 250 1 . 5 5 7 5  878 Y 

7 4/16/08 1 . 5955 250 4/24/08 1 . 5 9 5 5  63 NIA Y 
8 08/08/0B 1 . 5243 250 1 .4693 6 1 6  NIA Y 
9 08(26(OB 1 .4590 250 1 . 4040 703 2 2 1  N 

1 0  09/30/08 1 .4266 242 1 . 371 6 1 ,009 Y 
I I  1 0/ 2 1 /08 1 ,321 7 250 1 .2667 886 NIA N 

TOTAL 2,702 5,724 

Profit Risk/Reward 

334 0.63 
-5 I NIA 
229 1 . 30 
2 1 9  1 .26 

- 1 6 1  
550 0.50 

-250 NIA 
550 0.45 
550 0.45 
550 0.44 
550 0.44 

3,070 0.88 
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stepped through the backtesting of the trading plan and we have shown 

how you can optimize the trading plan by looking at the post-analysis statis
tics. The fmal strategy that we have derived is the "foundation strategy." It 

is the baseline strategy because it only captures 40 percent to 50 percent 
of the max profit. 

Through other optimization techniques, you can capture more of the 

max profits, further minimize losses, and maximize profits. Future books 

will discuss advance optimization techniques. A breakdown of four of the 

advanced optimization techniques we discuss in the future are: 

I .  Chart Patterns 

2. Multi-Time Frame Analysis 

:1. Entry Strategies 

-t. Advanced Money Management (Scaling In and Out) 
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Ichimoku 
Strategies 

I n this chapter, I discuss other Ichimoku strategies. I really hesitated 
in including this chapter in Ule book at Utis stage because it can be de
structive. What J mean by destructive is that people will not concentrate 

on one strategy only. They will look at all strategies at one time and try to 
see which one is best for them at the beginning stage of leaming Ichimoku. 
Instead of backtesting with one strategy, they will take all Ule strategies 

and try to backtest all at once in order to see which one is the best. If 
someone does that, he or she is bound to fail 

If you are a new Ichimoku student, you really need to take time to un
derstand the uideal" strategy that was outlined in previous chapters. This 
strategy is the "foundation" for the other strategies. By using and under
standing the "ideal" strategy, you start to understand aU Ule Ichimoku indi
cators. Without going through the steps laid out in the previous chapters, 
there is no way you will be able to successfully trade the other advanced 
strategies. The advanced strategies arejust Usegments" of the "ideal" strate
gies with different types of rules. 

Here are five of the Idtimoku strategies: 

I .  Ideal Ichimoku Strategy 

2. Tenkan SenlKijwl Sen Cross Strategy 

3. Kijun Sen Cross Strategy 

.... Kumo Cloud Breakout Strategy 

5. Future Senkou Crossover Strategy 
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Each strategy has its own purpose. I briefly go through and explain 

each strategy and the rules behind them. Different Ichimoku traders have 

different rule sets for each strategy. The rule sets that are outlined are the 

ones that I have experience with in both historical and live trading modes. 

I IIEf\[, ICIII�IOKU S'I'Kt\'I'EG\' 

This is the same strategy used in the previous chapters. I view this as the 
"highest probability" strategy because it is a safe, conservative strategy. 

The goal of tJlis strategy is to get 30 percent to 40 percent of the trend. You 

will not get the beginning of the trend and most likely you will not get the 

end of the trend. In fact, depending on your trading plan, you will most 

likely get a losing trade when the trend is about to be over. This strategy 

uses all the Ichimoku indicators so you must understand all the indicators 

and how well tJley work togeUler in order to trade this strategy. I also 

call this the "foundation strategy." Without knowing this strategy inside 

and out, you will not be able to lUlderstanditrade the oUler strategies 

successfully. 

The basic bullish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price above the Kuma Cloud. 
• Tenkan Sen greater Ulan the Kijun Sen. 

• Chikou Span is greater than the price from 26 periods ago. 
• Future Senkou A is greater than the Future Senkou B. 

• Price is not far from K�iun Sen and Tenkan Sen. 
• Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou Span should not be in a Ulick Kuma 

Cloud. 

The basic bearish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price below the Kuma Cloud. 
• Tenkan Sen less than the Kijun Sen. 
• Chikou Span is less than the price from 26 periods ago. 
• Future Senkou A is less than the Future Senkou B. 
• Price is not far from Kijun Sen and Tenkan Sen. 
• Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou Span should not be in a thick Kuma 

Cloud. 

Ttmkan Scm/Killin Scn Crossm'cr Sll'alegy 

In the trading world, many people trade simple strategies such as 10/30 

crossover strategy. The 10 is a 10 period simple moving average and the 
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30 is a 30 period simple moving average. Traders use this crossover in 

conjunction with the 200 period simple moving averages (SMA). If the 

10 period SMA crosses over Ule 30 period SMA when price is above the 

200 period SMA then a bullish trade is entered. IJthe 10 period SMA crosses 
below the 30 period SMA when price is below the 200 period SMA then a 

bearish trade is entered. The 200 period SMA controls the direction of the 
trade. This strategy has been used and traded for many years. In fact, many 

other strategies have been created from this one. The Tenkan SenlKijun 
Sen crossover strategy is sinlilar to t.his strategy. 

The basic bullish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price is above the Kuma Cloud or it can be a certain distance below a 

nonUlick Kuma Cloud. For currencies, I use a value of 50 pips below 

the Kuma Cloud as long as the cloud is a thin cloud. I want a thin cloud 

because I am assuming that price is going to go right through the cloud 

to the upside. 
• Tenkan Sen is crossing above the Kijun Sen. 

• Chikou San is in "open space. � 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijllll Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kuma 

Cloud. If they are, it should be a thick cloud. 

• Optional: F'uture Senkou A is greater than or equal to the F'uture 
Senkou B. 

• Optional: F'uture Kuma Cloud is not thick. 

The basic bearish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price is below the Kuma Cloud or it can be a certain distance below a 
nonUlick Kumo Cloud. For currencies, I use a value of 50 pips above 

the Kuma Cloud as long as the cloud is a thin cloud. I want a thin cloud 
because I am assuming that price is going to go right through the cloud 

to the downside. 

• Tenkan Sen is crossing below the Kijun Sen. 

• Chikou San is in "open space.'" 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kumo 

Cloud. If they are, it should be a thick cloud. 

• Optional: Future Senkou A is less than or equal to the Future Senkou B. 
• Optional: Future Kumo Cloud is not thick. 

Figure 5.1 shows an example of a bullish Tenkan SenlKijwl Sen 

crossover. This is an interesting chart because with the "naked eye," the 
chart looks "ugly.'" Price is more than 200 pips away from Ule Kijun Sen 

and Tenkan Sen and getting ready to enter the thick Kuma Cloud. You can 
apply the basic rules that I provided and you will see that they are all valid 
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FI(.URI': 5 . 1  TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Mar 1 6, 2009 

for this trade. Therefore, you can set up for a bullish entry. Before you 
do Ulat, you need to create a trading plan around the basic rules we pro

vided. J have not given you any infommtion for the trading plan such as 
what stops to use, what is tile Preserve mode value if there is one at all, 
and so forth. In the previous chapter, r showed you how to create a trad
ing plan around a strategy, backtest the trading plan, and then optimize 
the trading plan. For each of these advance Ichimoku strategies, this will 
need to be done. I will not provide you full details or an example of the 
trading plan for these advance strategies in this book. The reason for this 
is that in order to understand and use the advanced strategies, the basic 

strategy must be mastered. You need to learn the entire process and how 
to do it because nothing is "definite." Trading plans change and evolve just 

as markets change and evolve. 
Figure 5.2 is another example of the Tenkan Sen/Kijull Sen bullish 

cross. This chart looks a lot "cleaner" than the previous example. All the 
rules are good so a bullish entry can be set up with no problems at alL 
Figure 5.3 shows the results of the bullish entry. Depending on your trad
ing plan, you would eiUler lose or gain 250 pips to 400 pips on this trade. U 
you used the "ideal strategy" then you would have just been a little positive. 
¥ou can now see Ulat these advanced strategies allow you to capture more 
of the trend. However, there are consequences for doing so. You will leam 
them as you backtest your trading plan with these strategies. 
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F".GUH": 5.2 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD May 7, 2009 

I�IGUHE 5.3 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD June I S , 2009 
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Kijun Sen Crossover Strategy 

I call this strategy the day-trading strategy. The other strategies can be used 
for day trading but this strategy is ideal because it has Ule lowest risk factor 
compared to all the other strategies. In order to get the lower risk factor, 
you have to give up something else. Can anyone guess what it is? Well, it is 
the probability of success. The probability of success is lower because you 
can get stopped out of a trade more often compared to the oUler strategies. 
The winlloss ratio for this strategy can be extremely high. 

The basic bullish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price cross over the Kijun Sen. 

• IfTenkan Sen is less Ulan Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be point-
ing upward while the Kijun Sen is flat. 

• Or Tenkan Sen is greater than the Kijun Sen. 
• Chikou Span is in �open space.'" 
• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing upward. 
• TfFuture Senkou A is less than Future Senkou B then Future Senkou A 

must be pointing upward. 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kuma 

Cloud. If they are, it should be a Utick cloud. 
• Price is not far from Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen. 

• Optional: Future Kuma Cloud is not thick. 

The basic bearish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price cross below the Kijun Sen. 
• If Tenkan Sen is greater than Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be 

pointing downward while the Kijun Sen is flat. 
• Or Tenkan Sen is less than Ule KijWl Sen. 
• Chikou Span is in �open space.� 
• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing downward. 
• If Future Senkou A is greater than Future Senkou B then Future 

Senkou A must be pointing downward. 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kumo 

Cloud. If they are, it should be a thick cloud. 
• Price is not far from Kijun Sen and Tenkan Sell. 
• Optional: Future Kuma Cloud is not thick. 

Figure 5.4 is an example of the Kijull Sen cross strategy. All the con
ditions are true except for one-the Cltikou Span. The Chikou Span is still 
bearish and within the Kuma Cloud. If we set up an entry above the major 
resistance value of 1.3615 Ulen the Chlkou Span is not an issue anymore. 
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FIGURE 5.4 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Apr 29, 2009 
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Therefore, we can enter a bullish trade if our trading plan allows it. Fig
ure 5.3 shows the results of this trade. By the time we enter this tradel the 
"ideal" strategy and also the Tenkan Sen/Rijun Sen strategy will be true as 
well. We may have a little difference on the entry price but it will not be 
Ulat different. 

KUlno Cloud Brc,akout Stratcgy 

This strategy is my least favorite strategy. Basically, you enter a trade as 
SOOI1 as price breaks out of the Kumo Cloud. I do not like this strategy too 
much because there are many times where prices break out of the Kumo 
Cloud and then the next bar or bars reverse right away. It was basically a 
"fake" break of a major support or resistance. 

The basic bullish rules for Ulis strategy are: 

• Price closes above the Kumo Cloud. 
• If Tenkan Sen is less than Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be point-

ing upward while the KijUI1 Sen is flat. 
• Or Tenkan Sen is greater than the Kijun Sen. 
• Chikou Span is in "open space." 
• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing upward. 
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• IT Future Senkou A is less than Future Senkou B Ulen Future Senkou A 
must be pointing upward. 

• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kumo 
Cloud. If they are, it should be a thick cloud. 

• Price is not far from Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen. 
• Optional: Future Kuma Cloud is not thick. 

The basic bearish rules for this strategy are: 

• Price closes below the Kuma Cloud. 
• IT Tenkan Sen is greater than Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be 

pointing downward while the KijUIl Sen is flat. 
• Or Tenkan Sen is less than Ule KijWl Sen. 
• Chikou Span is in "open space." 
• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing downward. 
• If Future Senkou A is more than Future Senkou B then Future Senkou 

A must be pointing downward. 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kuma 

Cloud. If Uley are, it should be a thick cloud. 
• Price is not far from Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen. 
• Optional: Future Kuma Cloud is not Ulick. 

Figure 5.5 shows an example of the Kuma Cloud breakout strategy. 
Notice that there were two breakouts that occurred for this instrument 
over a six-month time period. The fIrst one was for 1,000 pips and the sec
ond was for less than 100. If you could not see the price bars after the 
breakout bar, do you think both breakouts look the same? The bar setup 
looks Ule same. Both breakouts had the Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen going 
through the Kumo Cloud. Both had the Chikou Span in "open space." Both 
had a Kuma Future Cloud that was bullish. In theory, there is really no 
big difference. One was successful and the other one failed miserably. This 
strategy by itself is weak If you combined this strategy with others then it 
is strong. 

Fulurc St�nkou CrossO\'cr SI,I'CII,cgy 

This strategy is an interesting strategy. To me, it is more of a time-based 
strategy. You can see from the charts where the Senkou A crossed Senkou 
B. Therefore, you can draw a vertica3 timeline on that crossover point. This 
then signifies a possible tuming point for tile trend or continuation of a 
trend. By itself, I do not think this strategy is powerful. However, by com
bining it with one of the oUler previous strategies, it is powerful. 
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I�IGURE 5.5 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD May I ,  2009 

The basic bullish rules for this strategy are: 

• Current Senkou A is greater than current Senkou B. 
• Price closes above the Kuma Cloud. 

(57 

• If Tenkan Sen is less than Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be point-

i.ng upward while the Kijun Sen is fiat. 

• Or Tenkan Sen is greater than the Kijun Sen. 

• Chikou Span is in "open space." 

• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing upward. 

• If Future Senkou A is less than Future Senkou B then Future Senkou A 
must be pointing upward. 

• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in Ule KLUllO 

Cloud. lfthey are, it should be a thick cloud. 
• Price is not far from Tenkan Sen and KijWl Sen. 

• Optional: Future Kumo Cloud is not thick. 

The basic bearish rules for this strategy are: 

• Current Senkou A is less than current Senkou B. 
• Price closes below the Kuma Cloud. 
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• If Tenkan Sen is greater than Kijun Sen then Tenkan Sen should be 
pointing downward while the Kijun Sen is flaL 

• Or Tenkan Sen is less than the Kijun Sen. 
• Chikou Span is in uopen space." 
• Future Senkou B is flat or pointing downward. 
• U Future Senkou A is more than Future Senkou B then Future Senkou 

A must be pointing downward. 
• Price, Tenkan Sen, Kijun Sen, and Chikou should not be in the Kumo 

Cloud. If they are, it should be a thick cloud. 
• Price is not far from Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen. 
• Optional: Future Kumo Cloud is not thick. 

Figure 5.6 shows an example of the Senkou A and Senkou B crossover 
strategy. We have placed a vertical llile on each cross and specified the type 

of crossover. Notice, none of the Senkou crossovers worked at all. 
Figure 5.7 shows another example of the Senkou crossover. This time, 

the bullish Senkou crossover worked and it worked really well. If you 
observed Ule signals at the time of the crossover, all the other strategies 
showed entry signals, too. Isn't that interesting? 

This brings us to an interesting point. We have now discussed all the 

individual strategies and what the advantages and disadvantages are for 
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I�IGUKE 5.6 TradeStation Daily Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Apr 1 ,  2009 
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each strategy. In going Uuough each strategy, we have noticed Ulat the 

high probability of success is seen when two or more strategies show entry 

signals in price close to each other. In Figure 5.7, the last signal had four 

strategies showing entry signals within four days from each other. Notice 
Ulat the end result of the trade is Ulat the trend went for over 2,000 pips 

over a seven-month period. 
l'lere are some combinations of useful strategies that I use: 

• Kijun Sen crossover over and then a Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen 
crossover . 

• Kuma Breakout Strategy and Ulen a Tenkan Sen and KijWl Sen 

crossover. 
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Ichimoku Time 
Elements 

U
sually, J hesitate to discuss the time elements within Ichimoku. The 
reason is that it is the most complex element of Ichimoku. Also, with

out understanding how Ichimoku relates to price, it is difficult, if not 
impossible, to understand the time elements. I write about it in this book 

because it has been mentioned in the Ichimoku discussion forum. In my 

trading, I do not use the lchimoku time elements. I use W.D. Gann's time 

elements instead. There are many similarities between the w.'o theories but 

my preference is W.D. Gann. 1 go through a comparison of the two theories 
now and let you determine which one you like the most. 

ICIII�IOKU TI�m IlUl�IIlNTS 

Before you go through the discussion of the time elements, let me discuss 

the assumptions for the analysis. When you analyze the stock market, you 
have one major problem and that is wheUler you should include the week

ends. The weekends are nontrading days. Some people include the week
ends in their time estimates and some do not. There is no right or wrong 

answer, believe it or not. So what do you do? Well, the best thing to do is 
make an assumption and Ulen base everything off it As long as you do not 

change the assumption, all the research is valid. If, by chance, the assump
tion is changed Ulen you will have to redo all your research. 

The second assumption is that the Ichimoku time elements work 
mainly for the daily and weekly time frames. You can use them for lower 
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Tl\HU; 6.. Ichimoku Time 
Element Value 

Key Trading Number 

9 
1 7  
26  
33 
42 
5 1  
65  
76 
83 
97  

1 01 
1 2 9  
1 72 
200 
2 5 7  

time frames, but in my experience Uley are not too effective. Please prove 
it to yourself through backtests and chart analysis. 

Table 6.1 describes Ule key Ichimoku time elements. The main num
bers in the table are 9, 17, and 26. The numbers 9 and 26 originate from the 
Ichimoku formula of the Tenkan Sen and the Kijun Sen. All the other num
bers are derived by adding and/or subtracting these numbers with other 
derivates of these numbers. This is a confusing statement and is best clar
ified by showing the exact calculations for the Ichimoku time elements. 
You can see these computations in Table 6.2. I cannot see a pattem on how 

'li\IU.E 6.2 Computations of the Ichimoku 
Time Element Values 

9 9 
1 7  9 + 9 - 1  
26 9 + 9 + 9 - 1  
33  26  + 9 - 1 
42 26 + 1 7 - 1  
6 5  33 + 33 - 1  
76  26 + 26 + 26 - 2 

1 29 65 + 6 5 - 1 
1 72 65 + 42 + 42 + 26 - 3 
2 5 7  1 2 9 + 1 29 - 1  
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'I'AIU,[O: 6.;J Ichimoku Time Element 
Values with Ranges 

Key Trading 
Number Range 

9 7-1 1 
1 7  1 3-21 
26 24-28 
33  30-37 
42 39-46 
51  56-72 

these calculations were derived and have instead just accepted them and 
started to apply these values to the charts for various instruments. 

In some articles, you will notice that people have placed ranges around 
the key values. For instance, the first key Ichimoku time element is 9. 
Some people will say Ule 9 is valid as long as the number is between 7 
and II. This is the range for values that make the Ichimoku time element 
9 valid. Table G.3 shows the value of ranges around the Ichimoku time 
elements. 

Do you see the problem with Ule theory of ranges with the Ichimoku 
time elements shown in Table G.2? If you include the ranges with the 
Ichimoku time element, you cover almost all Ule numbers. There are more 

numbers covered than not covered so would it not be better to analyze the 
numbers not covered? You will get a smaller sample size if you do that. 
For example, between 7 and 21, the only number not covered is 12. How 
does that help? It is not useful at all. Therefore, do not use a range of val
ues around the Ichimoku time elements. You will allow only one deviation 
before and after the time element but that is it. 

Figure G.l illustrates a daily chart for the EURUSn on June IG, 2009. 
The chart illustrates some Ichimoku time elements that were created with 
Ule values 9, 33, 43, and 66. Notice that 43 is 1 off from 42 and 66 is 1 off 
from G5. It is okay to accept values off by 1 from the Ichimoku time val
ues. There is no exact science in trading so a deviation of +1- 1 is accept
able. How did you get these values? How do you use the Ichimoku time 
elements? Let us go Ulfough the steps one by one in order to show how 
the Ichimoku time element influenced time. We first start by looking at the 
weekly chart of Lhe SPX 011 June 19, 2009, shown in Figure 6.2. 

Next, place vertical lines at every price reversal. What is the definition 
of price reversal? A price reversal is when price shifts has reversed for 
minimum of two bars with higher highs or lower lowers based on the di
rection of Ule price reversal. It is a tedious job but Ulat is what needs to be 
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F'IGUKI� 6.1 TradeStation Daily lchimoku Chart of EURUSD June 1 6, 2009 

done to learn the Ichimoku time elements. Figure 6.3 iUustrates all the price 
reversals for a particular time period. One issue you may come across is 
when you have two price bars with the same high or same low at a price 
reversal point. Where do you place Ole vertical line? There is no right or 
wrong answer for which bar. You will have to try both and see where the 
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F'IGUKI� 6.2 TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart of SPX June 1 9 ,  2009 
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.. ·.GUHE ti.�J TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart of SPX June 1 9, 2009 

time elements fit the best. The first vertical line on the left in Figure 6.3 
shows the two conflict bars. 

Once the vertical tines have been placed on the chart, proceed forward 
in trying all the different time values betweell the vertical lines. I would 
go in sequence. What ' mean is that you first need to measure the time dis
tance between the first vertical line and the second vertical line. If the value 
equals one of the Ichimoku time values or is off by I then you keep that 
measurement. Next, you need to measure between Ule flrst vertical line and 
the third vertical line. lfthe value equals one of the Ichimoku time values or 
is off by 1 then you keep that measurement. Last, you measure between the 
first vertical tine and the fourth vertical line. You continue doing this pro
cess over and over until you compare the first vertical line to all the oUler 
vertical lines. Keep alJ the measurements that equal one of the Ichimoku 
time values or are off by one. Now, you have completed Ule sequence of 
checking the flrst vertical line to all the future vertical lines (i.e. ,  the lines 
to the right of the line being measured against). 

Once that is done, you take the second vertical line and compute 
the distance value of this line WiUl every other vertical line in the future 
(right). Continue to do this until all the vertical lines have been measured 
against all Ule other vertical lines. Take the time to do these measuremenlS 
completely. Do not take any shortcuts. It is a tedious, repetitive task but 
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it is something that needs to be done so you understand exactly how the 
time elements work for trading. 

Figure 6.4 shows the results of the measurements. You may have some 
values I do not have but do not worry about it There is no right or wrong 

answer. Notice how the price reversals matched the Tchimoku elements? 

The time values were accurate at the beginning of the downward trend but 

when the big trend occurred, over 18 weeks, there was really no match with 
the Ichimoku time elements. Can this happen? Yes, it can happen more 
often than you will believe. The time elements indicate a possible price 

reversal. Time elements by themselves are not too valuable. However, 
when they are combined with technical analysis, tlley can help drastically. 

How do I use the time elements [or trading? The way I use the time 
elements is by placing the vertical lines on my chart for all the key 

Tchimoku time elements from the last price reversal all the way to the 
Future Kuma Cloud as shown in Figure 6.5. Once the vertical lines are 

placed, I tum those vertical lines into alerts. This way, when the current 
trading date gets to one of these vertical lines, I am alerted right away. 

Then I go to the alerted chart and perfoml the technical analysis to deter
mine if a trade exists. If a trade does not, I reset all my alerts and move on. 

Figure 6.6 shows the charts for the weekly chart for SPX on July 10, 
2009. Our first time alert was triggered and we examine the charts based 

on our technical analysis. Right now, there is no trade so we continue to 
move forward. Before we move on, we now have to add the time elements 

at the last price reversal point. We have to continue to do thjs at every 
price reversal point. Figure 6.7 shows the addition of the vertical lines at 

the previous price reversal. 

1''If�UKl: 6.4 TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart of SPX June ' 9, 2009 
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FIGURE ti.5 TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart of SPX June 1 9, 2009 

."U;URE ti.ti TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart of SPX July 1 0, 2009 
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I;· ... UKI� 6.7 TradeStation Weekly Ichimoku Chart ofSPX Nov 1 7, 2009 

Figure 6.7 shows the chart for the SPX for November 17, 2009. You 
can see how the time elements drawn in the past have influenced price 
reversals in the future. This influence can be minor or major. 

We use lhe squm-e oj odd and even numbers to get not only the 
proof of market movements, but the ca.use. 

-w.O. Gann 

This quote illustrates how W.O. Gann derived many ofttis Uleories. We 
have discussed the Ichimoku time elements in detail. Now, we briefly go 
through W.O. Gann time elements. There is no way we can cover every 
aspect of W.D. Galln's time elements in this book. There are many books 
and seminars on Gann's theories. In fact, it takes abnost a lifetime to master 
all or even some parts of his theories. It took me more than two years just 
to get a complete understanding of some of his works. Today, we use many 
of his time predication calculations for future price reversals. 

The time element we focus on in this book just to illustrate some of his 
theories is the square of odd numbers. Table 6.4 shows the square of odd 
numbers. The calculation is simple. We first square the odd numbers with 
each otiler, which is illustrated in tile column to the far left Next, we take 
the square of one number and subtract it from the square of the previous 
value. This calculation is displayed on the far right. We now have all our 
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'I'AIU,F, 6.4 Odd Square Multiplication Table 

Number Odd Mulliple Subtract 

1 1 x 1 

9 3 x 3 9 - 1 = 8 

2 5  5 x 5 2 5 - 9 = 1 6 

49 7 x 7 49 - 2 5 = 24 

81 9 x 9  81 - 49 = 3 2 

1 2 1  1 1 ,, 1 1 1 2 1 - 81 = 40 

1 69 1 3  x 1 3  1 69 - 1 2 1 = 48 

225 1 5  x i S 2 2 5 - 1 69 = 56 

289 1 7  x 1 7  289 - 225 = 64 

361  1 9  x 1 9  361 - 289 = 72 

441 21 x 21 441 - 361 = 80 

529 23 x 23 529 - 441 = 88 

625 25 x 2 S  6 2 5  - 529 = 96 

time elements, which indicate that a possible price reversal can take place. 
It is now time to apply it to the charts just like we did with the Ichimoku 
time elements. 

Figure 6.8 shows the monthly chart of$INDU, the Dow Jones Industrial 
average on November 30, 2009. We have illustrated Ule time between the 
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"�IGUKE ti.n Trade5tation Monthly Ichimoku Chart of INDU Nov 30, 2009 
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price reversals on a monthly basis. We can see how the values match up 

with the values of squared odd numbers. 
This now completes the time element chapter. We now move on to the 

next chapter, which is probably one of the most critical chapters in this 
book. It deals with you. This chapter is actually written by a close friend of 

mine, Doug Laughlin. He is a good trader and offers a lot of good advice in 
regard to the upsychology of the mind." T honesUy would take the time to 
read Ulis chapter at least twice before starting to trade WitJl live money. 



«: II \ I- 'I' I·: H ., 

Applied Trader 
Psychology 

Doug Laughlin 

A
t this point you have learned that the Ichimoku charts and trading 
system can provide you WiUl a powerful view of the markets. This 
view of the markets can serve as a basis for a consistent trading 

system that, when applied properly, can give you the tools to attack the 

markets whether your preference is currencies, stocks, or any other in
strument that tends to have a trending component. Unfortunately, neither 
Ichimoku nor any other well-developed trading system can guarantee your 
success as a trader. The best historical trading systems have a long-term 
track record, a consistent trading plan, and work in multiple time frames 
and under different market characteristics. 

The purpose of this manual is to teach you the elements of a successful 
trading system and its key components. The purpose of this chapter is to 
acknowledge and accept the given that as individual trainers we all bring 
with us a history of bias, emotion, and personal perception to the markets. 
No matter how hard we try to remain objective in trading or in life, we all 
bring our own perceptions, fears, opinions, and prejudices into our trading 
rooms. It is important that we first understand and then design methods to 
control these elements that we bring with us so that they do not get in the 
way of implementing a successful trading system. 

Throughout hlstory all of the best traders have had a well-developed 
system that was consistent and proven over a considerable length of time 
lUlder different market conditions. None of Ulem were great traders right 
out of the chute. All of them used infomlation they had gleaned from the 

1 7 1  
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traders that advanced before them and then fine-tuned their systems via 

trial and error until they ultimately found what was successful for them. 
You may ask at this point why not simply copy the exact system that a 

successful trader before you has used to their benefit? It is a vaJjd question 
that deserves further consideration. 

I S  11' I\S IlI\S\' t\S JUST RiliNG Tt\UGII'r 1\ 
N��W s\'sn��I'! 

Many thousands of traders over the years have tried to copy an existing 
system and yet for a multitude of reasons were not able to duplicate the 

same results. There have even been fomlal experiments of this nature with 
the best known being Ule well-documented Turtles trading system Ulat was 

taught by Richard Dennis in the early 19805 to people off the street. He had 
weU-documented results (supposedly he turned a $5,000 trading account 

into $100,000,000) and wanted to see if he could teach his system to others 
and see if they could get the same results. He found his new �pupils" by 

placing an ad in the Wall. Street Joul'na.l. and selected 14 traders to learn his 

system through a careful selection process. 
It is for this reason that Richard Dennis wanted to train brand-new 

traders rather than established traders. He did not want his new pupils to 

bring in their own preexisting market views and biases. He simply wanted 

them to carefully learn his system and follow it to the letter. Traders 
who had already implemented their own systems and experienced their 
own successes and failures would have brought their own views to his 
system-including doubts and even creative ideas to optimize it. Ultimately 

his beginner pupils that originally traded his system exactly as taught 
would become advanced traders in their own right and would eventually 

customize his system to their own preferences and beliefs. 
In this book tJlat covers the nuances of the Ichimoku system there is no 

perfect way to trade the system. However, there are some key components 
that must be implemented to make it successful. From there it is up to the 

individual trader to fine-tune these elements and make sure the system ul
timately fits his or her personal trading style. These final tweaks as applied 

by the trader must result in sound historical trade history to provide the 
conviction and success Quotient necessary to allow the trader to follow the 

rules once the trading plan has been established. 

'I'In� PRORU;�I W�� IIt\VIl '''1'1'11 G.�1"I'I N G  
I N  O U R  OWN '''t\\' 

It should be noted that trading is not an inherent trait in us as individuals. 

The best systems often fly in the face of what our internal biases tell us we 
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should be doing. We all as humans have an inherent tendency to "follow the 
herd" in all aspects of life. This is what creates fads and trends whether it 
comes to clothing, housing, use of the language itself, and just about every 
aspect of life. Our nature to follow the lead of olhers can be our worst 
enemy when it comes to trading-yet our instincts tell us to do it every 
time. This is why it is critical to have a system that has been predefined 
with a rigid rules set. Our basic hwnan instincts will often tell us to do the 
opposite of what our system is telling us. Therefore, if we do not have the 
true conviction in our system that comes from historical performance, our 
tendency will be to abandon the system at just the wrong time and follow 
our instincts. 

It has been written many times that more than 90 percent of traders 
give up after failures and look to another vocation in life to earn their in
comes. Think about how amazing this is when you consider the tremen
dous desire the budding trader has on entering Ole trading business to cre
ate a living where you can work from the comfort of your own home with 
no boss and in total control of your own destiny. The siren song of the 
trader's life is truly an intoxicating dream to a large portion of the masses. 
Yet with such a strong desire, lhe failure rate is quite discouraging. 

With this in mind, why do so many fail when their desire is so great? 
After all, each trade is a 50/50 proposition is it not? The instrwnent must 
either go up or down. That alone would imply that at least 50 percent of 
new traders should be successful-right? And WiUl training you would ex
pect that the 50 percent should improve rather quickly to a better than 
50 percent success rate. You have heard Ule phrase before �If it was so 
easy-we'd all be doing it" and in fact we all would. Who would not want a 
life Ulat provides a schedule of your own in the comfort of your own home 
earning a comfortable living all under your own control? Some might even 
call it the American Dream. 

I S  'I'IIF.KE A CONSPI KACV AGAIN S'I' 
l'llIl S�I ALL l'KADEK'! 

So if you think about it this way you begin to almost feel like there is a 
conspiracy out there to keep us from being successful! How could so many 
fail in a system lhat has a 50/50 proposition and trainers galore and that 
has been in existence for more than 100 years? That has been the source of 
enormous frustration to the new trader for decades and continues to be 
true today. To this day I constantly hear from traders everywhere that "the 
market makers are in control" or "the only one that makes any money is the 
broker� or "the only ones Ulat make any money are the big money guys." 
I am here to tell you that none of these conspiracies are true today and 
probably have never been the case. They are our own way ofjustiCying our 
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own inability to implement a successful trading system in an environment 
that we know has the bask elements necessary to allow us to be successful. 

As a fonner leader of my own advanced trading group J was often 
shocked to hear some of Ule previous comments espoused by members 
of my own group that r was certain knew better than that and yet in a 
time of frustration would voice such opinions. Nobody wants to consider 
him- or herself a loser and for that matter most of us inherently do not even 
want to take a loss. OUf society celebrates winning at all costs and extols 
the virtues of trying harder and doing more ("Just Do It") to make it hap
pen! Although such philosophies may work well in many fanns of life it 
does not fit Ule trading world very well at all. 

Many successful people have attempted to become traders because 
they have built up a nice nest egg from tJleir business successes and now 
they are ready to trade their account for a ]jving as their new vocation. It is 
painful to them when they try to apply what worked well for them in their 
business life to the trading business-only to find that what worked well 
for them in one vocation may in fact work against them in their newfound 
trading career. It can be hard to swallow when you have known nothing 
but success and enter the brave new world of trading only to find tJlat 
what should be seemingly easy is in fact the hardest thing you have ever 
done. We often see the same thing happen when successful business own
ers buy and take control of a sports franchise and try and run it like their 
businesses-and then Uley find out that their business acumen does not 

apply well in the sports field. Learning the trading business has many of 
the same implications. 

It is for this reason that you must open your mind and accept the fact 
U1at "you don't know what you don't know" and so a rigid system with 
proven results is the only way to begin to build a successful trading busi
ness. Until you leam that, the school of hard knocks will happily teach you 
how to trade while your trading account disintegrates to nothing slowly 
but surely. And in many cases the harder you try the worse it gets. 

'I'KAI)I,KS �n'l'II-S�IAK'I' I"EOl'Lll �IAKE 
TilE REST TKADEKS 

In his book Trade Yow' Way to Financial Freedom auUlor Van Tharp doc
uments a case that involved 40 PhDs in an experiment that was meant to 
measure Ule ability of intelligent people to become good traders. In the ex
periment conducted by Ralph Vince, the PhD participants implemented a 
trial of 100 trades each in a simple computer game, which each of the par
ticipants were told that he or she would win 60 percent of the time, They 
were each given $1,000 and told to bet as much or as little as Uley desired 
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on each of the trades. By the end of the game only two of the 40 partici

pants had actually made more than lheir original $1,000 (even though they 

were assured a 60 percent winning percentage in advance). How could this 

be possible? 

Optimally they should have invested the same amount with each trade 

and, if so, they would have all made money. However, their tendency was 

to double or even triple their bet after a continuous series of losing trades 

of three or four losers in a row. And in doing so they would consider their 

60 percent winning odds almost a sure thing after so many losers and would 

increase their beL size. Upon losing again WiUl the larger bet size their ten

dency would be to bet even bigger with the next bet to make up for the 

large loss. And ultimately Uley would end up exhausting Uleir account with 

such a strategy. What these participants did not realize is that even with 

an assured winning percentage of 60 percent, all systems will have a series 

of consecutive losing trades. It is what you do when you have a series of 

losing trades that will often determine what kind of trader you become. 

lfyou have difficulty accepting losses it is important that you work on over

coming this trading handicap prior to trading significant money. Losses are 

a given in the trading business. They must be accepted and expected as 

they are part of the overall landscape. Anyone who has difficulty accepting 
a loss either needs to overcome this point of view or should consider an

other vocation in life and should let someone else manage their money. In 

fact once you have traded for a living you will realize Ulat losses are simply 

a part of the necessary process of trading. They are neither bad nor good in 

and of themselves-they are just a part of the process. Once you begin to 

accept this you will be better prepared to develop and implement a system. 

So we have already discussed the lure of the life of a full-time trader. 

It is important that we move beyond the dreams and desires of the trading 

life itself to fmd Ule system that best fits us. It is here that we all differ. 

Some of us prefer the action of constant trading throughout the day. Oth

ers would prefer to only make one or two trades per day if that much. At 

one time I used to trade a system that only required one trade per month. 

The frequency of your trades is not the important thing. You must find the 

trading frequency that best fits you. 

In addition to fmding the system that best suits your desires in terms 

of frequency-you also need to fit your trading system into existing cir

cumstances. If you have a full·lime job while also trading, it is important 

that you develop a system that accentuates your lifestyle and conditions. It 

needs to fit your life and it needs to fit your circumstances. Otherwise, you 
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may learn lhe best trading system in history, but if it does not fit your sit

uation it will almost certainly fail for you. This is one of the reasons there 
is no such Uling as the perfect or "fail proof' system. Anyone who tells you 

there is, most certainly is trying to sell you something for their own benefit. 
One of Ille many advantages of the Ichimoku system is Illat it can be 

applied to many different time frames. Therefore, you can adjust the fre

quency of trades to fit your schedule. It can also be applied to many dif
ferent trading instruments. So once again, you can apply it to trading in

struments that might best fit your schedule. r know many people who trade 
currencies so lhey can trade at night or in the early morning hours arOlUld 

their full-time job. However, they could just as easily execute longer term 
trades against stocks or ETFs if this was Uleir desired preference. The im

portant thing is to develop your rules and system to optimally fit your cir
cumstances. There are likely thousands of trading systems out there that 

can be implemented successfully. The key for you as a trader is to develop 
one that has a positive expectancy and then stick with it. 

Another factor that affects traders is the frequency of wins versus 
losses. There are many traders out there who just have a difficult time ac

cepting a system that has frequent losers. The irony in this fact is that many 
of the best systems lose more often than Uley win. TIle reason they are 

successful systems is that the size of their winners is considerably larger 
than Ule size of their losers. U I recall correcUy, tile Turtles trading system 

of Richard Dennis would tend to exhibit more losing trades than winners 

(typically about 40 percent winners). However, it would provide winning 

trades that were particularly large in terms of the size of Will and such win
ners would make up for several losers. 

A SUCCESSI"UL s\'sn:�1 \\,IU� [<'OR'I'''''\, 
YOUR CONVICTIONS 

I recall years ago when Johnny Carson hosted tile Tonight Show tilat 

he had a guest whom he called the "world's greatest trader." As I recall, 
the guest was a bit sheepish about the designation but he admitted that 

he made millions of dollars per year. Carson told the guest that if he were 
making millions per year Ulat he must be good at picking winners and he 

asked the guest what kind of winning percentage he typically experienced. 
The guest shocked Carson when he told him that his typical winning per

centage was about 42 to 43 percent overall but that he had just experienced 
his best year ever making millions of dollars with a winning percentage 

of approximately 45 percent. Carson scoffed and said that anyone should 
be able to achieve a rate of 50 percent and what kind of a great trader 

loses more than he wins as the audience began to laugh. The trader then 
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proceeded to tell him that his winners were much larger than his losers as 
Ule laughter began to die off. 

This lesson as evidenced by Carson's guest is important to us as 
traders. It is not how often you win-it is what you win over the long haul. 
You must be prepared to lose and lose often as this is simply part of trad
ing. This is not to say that you cannot leam from your losers. You can and 
should leam from your losers. This is the all-important tri al and error that 
will ultimately make you a better trader. The key is that you do not blow 
out your account while you learn from your losses. 

You will recall that I talked earlier in the chapter about the convic
tion of your trades and your trading system itself. Blind conviction can be 
a dangerous system. There have been many UlOusands of traders indeed 
who have leamed a system over the years and blindly placed a huge invest
ment only to be taken out under adverse circumstances. Your conviction 
is important but it must be earned from historical testing under varying 
market characteristics and while being applied to the trading instrument 
you plan to ultimately use (stocks, currencies, etc.). This means tltat you 
will need to invest in a historical application of your system in your given 
instrument to know in fact whether the system will provide a positive ex
pectancy. Anything other than this is a sinlple guess and is likely to have 
an adverse outcome. 

Those who test his or her system extensively prior to implementation 
gain the conviction necessary to have a good idea what to expect when real 

trading (and losses) ensue. All trading systems have a drawdown, whjch 
represents the greatest possible potential loss to your trading account. 
You may have the makings of a great system but if it exhibits a maximum 
40 percent loss (drawdown) in the course of historical testing Ulis may be 
considerably more loss than you can stomach as a trader. Therefore, al
though the system may ultimately provide exceptional long-term results, it 
may be a terrible system for you because you cannot emotionally accept 
a 40 percent loss. Other systems may project a maximum downside loss 
of 20 percent but their upside potential may be reduced by a considerable 
percentage to boot. 

We all have an individual pain threshold that is specific to us and that 
plays an important role in our life as a trader. This is one of Ule key reasons 
that t.he trader that trades �play money" does well in his account until he 
converts to "real money" using the same trading strategy and begins to lose 
money . We realize that once we commit real money to the trade we add the 
element of emotion that was missing while using paper trading money and 
this one difference makes all the difference in the world as to how we react 
once the losses begin. Emotions and trading do not go together. The emo
tional trader will ultimately become a losing trader-even with supposed 
proper techniques and knowledge. Their emotions will make them do the 
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wrong tlling at the wrong time. Remember, our instincts will tell us to fol
low the herd and in most circumstances following the herd will take us in 
the wrong direction. Famous trader Jimmy Rogers has often said he will 
happily take off their hands the commodities the sellers are desperate to 
unload and happily sell to them the items they are desperate to buy. 

SELF·Sf\BOTAGE ANIl IIO\\' I T  APPLIES 
'1'0 YOUH 'I'HAIlING 

Although we all have good intentions about trading we can often also be the 
victims of self-sabotage because of our inner beliefs. These imler beliefs are 
often referred to as our subconscious. Although our conscious mind can 
only focus on so many things at once-typically only five to eight Utings
our subconscious is handling thousands of tasks at once. It is handling ev
erything from our breathing, movement, memory, and so forth, to even crit
ical elements such as our blood flow, all while allowing us to focus on our 
most critical conscious thoughts. The problem is that although we may be 
focused on a conscious thought, we may also be carrying an old (but still 
ftrmly in place) subconscious thought that is totally at odds. 

Let us take an example. r once attended a workshop that used kinesi
ology and muscle testing techniques to test our internal beliefs. My sister, 
who is an experienced real estate investor, was asked to volunteer to test 
an internal belief that many of us have had over the years. While repeating 
the well-known phrase "Money is the root of all evil" she tested positive 
for this belief, which was much to her shock and dismay. As an investor 
she quickly recognized the downside to holding such a belief. With the as
sistance of our instructors over the next 20 minutes she learned how to 
overturn this belief and was once again tested to verify that she had elimi
nated this potentially hamlful belief. 

The problem for us as traders is Olat many of us have similar internal 
beUefs that were ingrained in us early in life-perhaps even as children
and Oley are still there and still alive in our subconscious. In most cases we 
do not realize they are there and therefore we think we have the right opin
ions, systems, and attitudes to be a good trader. Meanwhile, we have these 
internal belief's that have never been explored-much less removed-that 
can and typically will serve to sabotage our results when we try to become 
a successful trader. Some may call these self-destructive traits. But they 
are really just incongruent beliefs Ulat we hold inside to (in many cases) 
protect us from what we fear will be hannful to us, that is, becoming evil 
by having too much money. Think about some of tile phrases we use in 

society such as Ufilthy rich" and how our politicians make us feel that the 
big breadwinners are somehow responsible for the circumstances of Ole 
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downtrodden in some sort of a conspiratorial manner. It is no wonder that 
we have internal beliefs that can get in our way of successful trading. 

One interesting case was that of a trader who tended to always top out 
at $80,000 annually and once he reached Ulat level in a year he began los
ing for no apparent reason. With assistance from counseling he eventually 
uncovered the realization that he had always revered his father and con
sidered him to be the finest man on earth. On further investigation it was 
discovered that his fallier's highest income ever had been about $80,000 in 
a year. The son later realized that he felt he was not worth more than his 
father and so that whenever he approached his fallier's peak earnings he 
was subconsciously sabotaging his own trading because he did not feel his 
worth could ever be greater than the great man he had always admired. 
With assistance he learned to accept and embrace the idea that it was okay 
for him to earn more than his fallier and from there he began to eam con
siderably more than $80,000 per year using the same techniques he had 
used in Ule past. 

It is not my goal in this chapter to teach you the techniques to dis
cover and eventually replace your internal belief systems. There are several 
groups and practices available to assist you with the tools and techniques 
to lUlcover and even change lliese beliefs. One group that specializes in 
these methods is a group known as Psych-K. There are others that are ex
ploring and working in these directions using techniques ranging from NLP 
(neuro-linguistic programming) to hypnotic methods and even regression 
therapy. There are also a myriad of training coaches like the aforemen

tioned Van Tharp to Adrienne Toghraie who can assist traders with many 
aspects of trader psychology. 

I N  SU�UI AHV-'I'HAIIEH 
I'SVC IIOLOGV OVEHALI, 

What I want you to gain [rom this understanding is that your trading re
sults are a combination of a solid trading system that best fits your needs 
and trading style along with a healthy conviction for a system that you 
know has been tested and is successful. You must then combine that with 
a healthy conscious and unconscious belief system to assure your positive 
trading development. The author of this book, Manesh Patel, encourages 
you to backtest your system including entries, triggers, and exits to ensure 
Ulat you have developed a successful system that fits your personality and 
circumstances. He gives you example systems that you can use to spur you 
on to develop a system that will fit you optimally. 

I suggest that once you develop your system it is crucial for you to 
maintain a log of all your trades. Make sure you log along with each trade 
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'why you made the trade once you entered and then record why you ex
ited the trade when you did. Pay particular attention to your losing trades. 
You will sometimes have losers simply because of market conditions that 
are not wuler your control. I have heard some experienced traders caD 
these "good losers." And then you will likely notice you have other los
ing trades where you did not follow your system. It is these trades with 
which you need to focus extra attentjon. You may find a definite trend with 
such trades that will ultimately lead you to uncover harmful beliefs you 
are holding that are getting in your way of becoming a successful trader. 
Once acknowledged, you are well on your way to uncovering and then cor
recting these hannful trades that are getting in your way of accomplishing 
your ultimate desired success as a trader. T recommend that you continue 
to maintain such a log hereafter as a trader as you continue to uncover 
other such "glass ceilings" that can become barriers to your continuing de
velopment as a trader. 
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Day Trading 
with Ichimoku 

T his chapter is probably the �deadliest" chapter, Most people will prob
ably skip straight to thls chapter and start to use it in a live ac

count right away. Today, day trading is associated with �quick cash.'" 
People may hear success stories of how someone took $5,000 and turned 
it into $1.2 million in one year. Through the concept of margin, people now 

have tile chance to "go to the moon" or sink to Ule "ocean floor" in a short 

amount of time. 
Before ' begin this chapter, let me go through a story of one of my 

ex-Ichirnoku students. Back in 2006, I was teaching an Ichirnoku class in 

Atianta, Georgia. I had an enthusiastic student who guaranteed me that 
he would be the best Ichimoku student T ever had. He was an engineer 
who was eager to leave hls "job." The job was demanding many hours with 

little pay. 
Most people who have a "job" can relate to how this student was feel

ing. This is a typical scenario for an employee in tile corporate world. A 
corporation's mission statement typically is "work more and pay less." This 
generates more revenue and keep costs drastically down so profits are 

great. I lived it for 16 years in the corporate world of telecommunications. 
The majority of people who are employed get to age G5 and realize that 

they have nothing because the inflation rate was increasing at a higher rate 
than their money market savings account. If you do not believe me, look 

back in history. Back in 1970, one parent's income was sufficient for the 
entire household. Now, both parents Iwve to work and many still are living 

paycheck to paycheck. Look at how many day-care centers there were in 
Ule 1970s compared to now. 

1 8 1  
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The reason why I am talking about this is that there are many people 
who turn to trading to escape the vicious "job" cycle. They do not want 
to live paycheck to paycheck. They want to get to a point where they do 
not have to worry about money now or even in the future. As a result, they 

tum to trading but it is not long-tenn trading, it is instead da.y tmd'i'ng. 

Their concept of day trading is where they can make some quick cash for 

investing little money (i.e., small risk). They want to be the next overnight 
success story. UnforttUlately, this is a rare case. In fact, it is a proven fact 

that if a beginning trader is successful on his or her first trade, they will 
lose all their invested money. Why you may ask? The first successful trade 

is a "false sense of hope." It makes beginner t.raders feel like t.hey cannot 
lose to a point where Illey start to invest more and more money. Some, in 

fact, invest money they do not have at all. At some point, their luck runs out 
and now they are leveraged high to a point where one bad move wipes out 

evelything. Have you heard of any of these stories? No? Read the following 
story. 

"A year ago, Craig Mazeska, a teacher at a small school for develop
mentally disabled children near Baltimore, was living proof that anyone 

with enough nerve could get rich trading stocks online. 
Like the truck driver in that early Discover brokerage advertisement, 

Mazeska had become an unlikely millionaire almost ovemight. In just four 
years, Mazeska, now 30 years old, parlayed an initial $20,000 investment 
into a portfolio worth more than $2.2 million. His hot hand allowed him 

to buy a two-bedroom condominium in suburban Baltimore and a BMW 

sports car-with cash. Some acquaintances even suggested that he con
sider quitting his teaching job and simply trade stocks. 

It is a good thing he did not follow their advice. Since last year's violent 
tech sell-off, Mazeska's portfolio has been sliced to $420,000. Hey, he's still 
well ahead of the game, right? In fact, the situation is far worse than it 
appears. Mazeska owes the lntemal Revenue Service more than $350,000 
in unpaid taxes stemming from his huge trading gains of 1999. His once
giddy dreams of an early retirement have given way to Ule bitter reality 

of staying one step ahead of bankruptcy. These days, he and his attomey 
spend a lot of time trying to keep the tax man at bay without having to 

liquidate his entire portfolio. 
"I went from this state of euphoria where I could have easily retired, to 

a point back in December when I had to consider selling my home," says 

Mazeska, who discussed his situation in a series of interviews over the past 
few weeks. "I was greedy. I had become too confident and I let my ego get 

the better of me. 
Mazeska's riches-to-almost-rags story is an extreme example of Ule 

kind of pain felt by millions of investors since last year's market down
tum. In hindsight, his mistakes are painfully obvious-Mazeska bought too 
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many stocks on margin, invested too heavily in technology stocks, and 
waited too long to pay capital-gains taxes on his earlier profits. Maybe 
worst of aU, he believed far too much in his stock-picking prowess. 

But there is more to Mazeska's story than just a checklist of investor 
no-nos. It is a cautionary tale about how online trading can cause investors 
to lose sight of what buying stocks is all about-investing for the future. 

Looking back, however, it is also easy to see how online trading could 
be so seductive. III 1999 aJone, Mazeska posted a $1.46 mUlion portfoHo 
gain. He aJso had great success managing an investment club-The Desert 
Stoml Investment Club-for himself, his parents, brothers, and a few oth
ers. (Before going to college, Mazeska enlisted in tile U.s. Marine Corps 
and saw duty in the Gulf War. He spent most of his tour in a division that 
built prisoner-of-war camps and cleared land mines.) One of Mazeska's 
best moves came during the summer of 1999, when he loaded up on 40,000 
shares of USWeb/CKS-an Internet consulting fum that is now part of 
MarchFirst (MRCH). At the time, USWeb's stock was seUing arOlmd $20. 
Mazeska sold most of his shares when the stock sprinted to the $40 mark 
several weeks later-at a profit of $800,000. 

But like many investors, Mazeska's golden touch began to disappear 
last April, when the NASDAQ Composite was hit by the first of several 
painful sell-offs in technology and Intemet stocks. In Mazeska's case, his 
problem stemmed from a combination of bad timing and bad judgment. 
Just before Ule ground began to rumble beneath the NASDAQ, Mazeska 

made a 175,000-share bet on E*Trade Group (ET), putting almost aU his 
money into the stock. At $26 a share, Mazeska was convinced the online 
brokerage's stock was greatly undervalued. He says it was intended to be 
a short-term play, but he felt the stock was due for an extended upward 
run. Mazeska was so sure of himself that he bought half of those shares on 
margin, as he had done many times in the past, from his broker, Charles 
Schwab (SCH). 

But wiUlin days, the stock skidded to $2l. Schwab issued a margin call, 
and Mazeska was forced to sell $200,000 worth of stock simply to cover the 
loan. Then he got some more bad news: His accountant told him he owed 
about $500,000 in taxes on his 1999 capital gains. (Mazeska expected to 
owe no more than $300,000.) Meanwhile, Mazeska kept hoping his E*Trade 
stock would rebound. It did not. 

"1 was down and I wasn't used to that because I had been so success
ful," says Mazeska. "J was overly confident-J broke all the rules and I 
should have just sold it aJl off at once." His accountant, Kenneth Peters, 
says Mazeska made the mistake of "getting married to a stock� and becom
ing too enamored of margin buying. 

Now, Mazeska realizes that the first thing he should have done in 2000 
was pay his 1999 taxes, even if Ulat meant liquidating lots of stock. Instead, 
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he negotiated a monthly installment payment plan with the IRS. But tile 
$30,000-a-month tab proved to be a bit too much, especially when the value 
of Ule stocks in Mazeska's account kept sinking. Now he and his lawyers 
are trying to work out a better payment schedule." 

CONSEqUENCES OF 'I'RAItING WI'I'IiOU'r 
A 'I'RAIIING r Lf\N 

This is a typical story believe it or not. Now, let us discuss the student 
who was in my class. We will call him Ben for this story. Ben was married 
and was young. He decided he wanted to leam more about the currency 
market because he heard tllat many people were making a lot of money 
from the U.S. dollar tanking. Ben wanted to get his share and hopefully 
retire at a young age from Ule currency market. On the first day of the 
class, Ben learned the basics of the Ichimoku indicators. On the second 
day, we taught him the "ideal" Ichimoku strategy. Before the class, Ben had 
obtained $10,000 from his wife's account without telling her. He figured he 
would tell his wife afLer he made his first $100,000. After the second day of 
the class, Ben decided to start trading the $10,000. Initially, his first couple 
of trades were successful and he was easily able to obtain a minimum of 
15 pips per trade. Even with the losses he had obtained with the winning 
trades, those trades had gone up at least 5 pips before they reversed. 

After awhile, his confidence rose so high that he decided to increase 
the contract size and target 3 pips. The next trade, he increased his con
tract size d1'Ostically. Unfortunat.ely, it was the wrong trade to do at that 
particular time. He was instantly down $3,000 within 30 seconds. Appar
ently, a news announcement was going to be released in the next couple of 
hours for the currency pair he was trading. 

Instead of getting out of the trade, Ben decided to stay in the trade in 
hopes of recovering the $3,000. He had faWl that the currency pair would go 
up because the higher time frames were all bullish. Not only was Ben down 
$3,000 but he decided to go to sleep because it was really late and he was 
tired. Ben had to work early the next moming. Ben went to sleep without 

placing a stop on the order because he had faith it would go up soon. 
Nt.er a couple of hours of sleep, Ben woke up anxious to see how 

his trade was working out. It was around 5 A.M. Eastem Standard Time in 
Atlanta. He looked at his account and the account value was -$2,000 and 
the account was now "locked" because of the margin cali. At 4:30 A.M. EST, 
a news announcement had been released and the currency he was trading 
had gapped down. The gap caused his trade to go past the zero instead 
negative instantly. The brokerage firm could not exit his trade at zero due 
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to the gap. Now, he owed the brokerage firm money. One trade, one night, 
one loss took him out of trading permanently. He now had to work double 
just to eam that money back because it was his wife's money. 

The question you should ask yourself before reading Ulis chapter is will 
this be you? Will you have pa.l·ience, discipl:ine, and consistency to control 
greed and your emotions? I hope so because trading small time frames 
moves much faster than trading higher time frames such as the daily charts. 
If you allow any emotion, that couple of seconds of hesitation can cost a 
lot of money. 

The goal for day trading should be to make a realistic monthly dollar target 
consist.ently. The target should be something that puts no pl'essure on your 
trading. It allows you to have fun while trading. Therefore, a beginner say
ing they want to make $4,000/moniJl is crazy. TIle goal for a beginner should 
be $500/month. After making that amOlmt for six months consistently then 
you can raise it to $1,OOO/month, and so forlll. Just like a business, expect 
gradual profit increases not drastic. You will never be able to replace a 
"job" salary for at least two years minimum. Two years is reachable if you 
work hard at it and maintain discipline. 

Let us now get to why you are reading this chapter-how to use 
Ichimoku Kinko Hyo for day trading. First, we need to create a trading plan 
around day trading. We will reuse the same trading plan we created earlier 
WiiJl some modifications. Here are the modifications we need to make: 

• Our monthly profit target is $250. If we can consistently achieve this 
profit for six mont.hs then we will increase our profit target by $250. 

• Only two losses per day are allowed. 
• No more t.han five t.rades per day can be taken. 
• Maximum loss per trade is 25 pips (induding the spread). 
• Initial capital is going to be $250. 
• Contract size allocation for monthly target goals: 

• I mini-contract for $250/monthly target. 
• 2 mini-contracts for .t500/monthly target. 
• 5 mini-contracts for $1 ,ODD/monthly target. 
• 10 mini-contracts for $l,500/monthly target 

• Instrument to trade is EURUSD. We choose the EURUSD instrument 
because the spread Ulat most brokerage rums offer is 2 pips. We need 
the spread to be low because we are day trading. In day trading, we 
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cannot expect to get huge price movements. A spread of 10 pips can 
wipe out our day trading profits especially if we are targeting 15 pips 
per trade. For higher time frames such as daily, we can allow the 
spread to be high because our trade goals will be around 200 pips-plus 
per trade because it is long-tenn trading. 

• Threshold/Stop values 
• Use Kijun Sen with buffer as stop unless the risk is greater than 

25 pips. If so, use Tenkan Sen with buffer. 
• Once 12 pips profit has been reached change stop to break even. 
• Once 20 pips has been reached use Tenkan Sen as stop. 
• If bar gaps, exit the trade with minimum 20-pip profit. 

• Time frame: 5 minutes. 
• Ent.ry stop buffer is 10 pips. After-trade buffer is 5 pips. 
• Ichimoku Strategy (Sequence) 

• Kijun Sen cross. 
• Wait for a pullback to Kijun Sen or close to Ule KijWl Sen. 
• Set up entry trade at exactly at Tenkan Sen. 

BACKnlS'I'ING 

Figure 8.1 shows the first trade on November 17, 2009, for the EURUSD 
on the 5-minute chart. Table 8.1 shows the trade statistics for this trade. 
We assume the trading day is from 7 A.M. to 4 r.M. Eastern Standard Time. 

I;· ... UKI� 8.1 TradeStation 5 Minute Ichimoku Chan of EURUSD Nov 1 7, 2009, 
Trade #1 
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TJ\KU: 8.1 Trade # 1  Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Time 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Exit Date 
Exit Time 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Risk 

1 1 ( 1 7/09 

1 0:00 

1 .4875 
1 .4878 + 0.0010 = 1 .4888 
1 1 /1 7/09 

1 1 : 1 0 

1 .4843 
32 pips - spread (0.0002) = 30 pips 
23 pips 
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The trade was a nice profitable trade. The pullback was to Ule Kijun Sen 
and aJso the bottom of the Kumo Cloud. The bottom of the Kumo Cloud 
and the Kijun Sen came out to be Ule same resistance value. Two Ichimoku 

indicators with two different fommlas offer the same resistance value. That 
is powerful and turns it into a major resistance value. The results of the 

trade are shown in Table 8.1. 
In Figure 8.2, you see the second day trade that was taken. Table 8.2 

shows the trade statistics. The trade was successful with around 18 pips 
profit. Notice, you entered the trade before the Kumo Cloud and took prof
its due to a gap in the 5-minute bar. If you did not exit the trade due to 
Ule gap, you would have made arowld 4 pips. If your trading plan used the 

Kijun Sen minus a buffer, you would have exited the trade at 1.4864. This 
is the same price you exited the trade due to the gap. 

, I 

."L __ .. �_ ""----,,
' ..... __ M ... 

FIGURE 0.2 TradeStation 5 Minute Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 7, 2009, 

Trade #2 
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TABU;; 8.2: Trade #2 Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Time 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Exit Date 
Exit Time 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Risk 

1 1 /1 7/09 
1 3: 2 5  
1 .4844 
1 .4834 - 0,0010 = 1 .4824 
1 1 /1 7/09 
1 3:50 
1 .4864 
20 pips - spread (0,0002) = 1 8  pips 
20 pips 

The day we selected for backtesting gave us two successful trades. In 
order to learn, we have to learn from losses. Therefore, we are going to 
move backward in time to find more days in order to fInd some losses and 

examine them. The next date we choose is November 16, 2009, for the 5-
minute charts for EURUSD. 

Figure 8.3 shows the first day trade for November 16, 2009. This trade 
was a loss as shown in Table 8.3. Price gapped down drastically crossing 

over the Kijull Sen. It caused the Tenkan Sen to go down drastically to 
now become bearish sign. Therefore, we set up for a bearish trade as per 

our trading plan. The bar after that went higher so it crossed back over 
the Kijun Sen. It did not go so high that it reached our stop. However, Ule 

Tenkan Sen crossed above the KijUll Sen. Therefore, we exited the trade 
for a loss since that is a bullish sign. If any of Lhe Ichimoku signs change 

nGUKI� s.;, TradeStation 5 minute lchimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 6, 2009, 
Trade #3 
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Tt\IU.F. 8_�' Trade #3 High-level Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Time 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Exit Date 
Exit Time 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Risk 

1 1 /1 6/09 

1 .4960 

4 pips 
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direction then tile trade must be exited right away. This was an ugly trade. 

The problem from the start was the Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen relationship. 
Based on this trade, we defmitely know that we may need to change our 

trading plan to avoid this type of ugly scenario. 
The second trade for November 16, 2009, is shown in Figure 8.4. Ta

ble 8.4 shows the trade statistics for Trade #4. This trade occurred almost 
right after the losing trade. The reason is that price was bouncing back 

and forth on the Kijun Sen during this time period. Remember, our trading 
plan states Ulat we cannot trade anymore for the rest of tile day if we have 

two losing trades. Therefore, if this trade lost, we would have been done 
for that day. We added this in our trading plan because Ulere are some 

days where day trading is just not going to work. On those days, we want 
to just not trade at all. It is hard for us to recognize those days so we have 

to trade at least two trades to determine if that day is a nontradable day. 

FIGURE 8.4 TradeStation 5 Minute Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 6, 2009, 
Trade #4 
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TARLE 8.4 Trade #4 Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Time 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Exit Date 
Exit Time 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Risk 

1 1 /1 6/09 
09:30 
1 .4962 
1 .4860 - 0.0010 = 1 .4850 
1 1 /1 6/09 
1 0: 2 5  
1 .4974 
1 2  pips - spread (0.0002) = 1 0  pips 
1 2  pips 

Figure 8.5 shows trade #5 for November 16, 2009. The first trade was a 
loss. The second trade was profitable. Now we are analyzing the third trade 

for November L6, 2009 which is our :fifth trade in total. This trade was very 
profitable. It was due to a huge gap downward movement. It must have 

been some type of announcement but either way, we will take it. Table 8.5 
shows the trade statistics. 

Figure 8.6 shows the fourth potential trade for November 16, 2009. 
Table 8.6 shows the statistics. We are allowed a maximum of five trades per 

day. If we can get to five trades per day then it will be a successful day espe
cially if we get three or more winners for that day. For this potential trade, 
we did not enter it since the pullback was not much at all. We need the pull

back to go below the Tenkan Sen in order for us to view it as a pullback. 

Figure 8.7 shows the last trade for November 16, 2009. The trade was 
a loss. Calculate all tlle values yourself and see if you get a loss . 

...... UKE 8.5 TradeStation 5 Minute tchimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 6, 2009, 
Trade #5 
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TAKI,£. 8.5 Trade #5 Statistics 

Entry Date 
Entry Time 
Entry Price 
Entry Stop 
Exit Date 
Exit Time 
Exit Price 
Profit 
Risk 

1 1 / 1 6/09 
1 1 : 3 5 
1 .4967 
1 .4873 - 0.00 1 0 =  1 .4883 
1 1 / 1 6/09 
1 2 :40 
1 .492S 
42 pips - spread (0.0002) = 40 pips 
1 6  pips 

1 9 1  

.".GUH": 8.ti TradeStation 5 Minute Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 6 ,  2009, Po
tential #6 

.�IGUHE 8_' TradeStation S Minute Ichimoku Chart of EURUSD Nov 1 6 ,  2009, Ac
tual #6 
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TAKI,F, lUi Trade #6 Statistics 

Entry Date 1 1 / 1 6/09 
Entry Time 1 7:05 
Entry Price 1 .4972 
Entry Stop 1 .4972 + 0.00 10 = 1 .4982 
Exit Date 1 1 / 1 6/09 
Exit Time 1 8: 1 5  
Exit Price 1 .4969 
Profit 3 pips - spread (0.0002) = 1 pips 
Risk 1 0 pips 

CONCl,USION 

We are now finished with the day trading backtest. You should have a good 
idea on how to use Ichimoku Kinko Hyo for day trading. Of course, this 

is only one trading plan around one strategy. There are many others. Fol
low the techniques you have learned to create various lrading plans with 

various day trading strategies. Do not trade a live account until you have a 
successful backtest. 



Conclusion 

W e are now at the end of the Ichimokujoumey. We have illustrated 

how to become a successful trader step by step. The process be

gins just like someone is starting a brand new business, that is, 

with a business plan. The business plan outtines the business "modules" 
and how all the modules would be used togetilef to generate revenue and 

keep expenses to a defined cost. For trading, it is exactly the same way. 
We create a trading plan instead of a business plan. The trading plan shows 

step by step how we will trade. It shows the fundamental system, the tech

nical system, money management, assumptions, and so forth, which will be 

used for trading. This plan will be evaluated at certaln times to see that the 
objectives of tile plan have been met. If not, a(ljustments will be made to 

get to the end goal. The lessons we have learned in this book are the basic 
foundations for becoming a good trader. It is up to us to follow the lessons, 

do the research, do the backtesting, and to lhink. 
Our job is complete. I hope tile book has been a valuable asset for 

you. Please provide feedback through our web site www.eiicapital.com. 
Following is list of web sites Ulat are support tools for you. Please use 

them. They are there for you to help the journey be a successful one. 

Main web site: www.eiicapital.com 

Discussion forum: www.kumotrader.com 

Blog: www.blog.kumot.rader.com 

Ichimoku Wiki: www.ichimoku.org 
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Ichimoku 
Analysis Sheet 

Ichimoku Trading 

Questionnaire 

Date: 

Instrument: 

Notes: 

Relationship 

Price vs. Kumo Cloud 

Bullish or Bearish? Bullish -> Price above Kuma Cloud 

Bearish -> Price below Kuma Cloud 

Consolidation -> Price within 
Kuma Cloud 

Kuma Shadows Strong Bullish -> No Shadows 

(Kuma Clouds behind price) Strong Bearish -> No Shadows 

Weak Bullish -> Shadow 

Weak Bearish -> Shadow 

Result 
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Relationship Result 

Tenkan Sen/Kijun Sen 

Bullish or Bearish? Bullish -> Tenkan Sen > Kijun Sen 

Bearish -> Kijun Sen > Tenkan Sen 

Neutral -> Kijun Sen = Tenkan Sen 

Distance of Price vs. Kijun Sen? Close -> < (strong) 

Far -> > (weak) 

Are they in the Kumo Cloud? Consolidation -> Kijun Sen in  
Kumo Cloud (weak) 

Consolidation -> Tenkan Sen in 
Kuma Cloud (weak) 

No Consolidation (strong) 

Distance of Price vs. Tenkan Sen? Close -> (strong) 

Far -> > (weak) 

Is Kijun Sen flat? Consolidation -> Flat (weak) 

Pointing in direction of trend 
(strong) 

Chikou Span 

Bullish or Bearish? Bullish -> Chikou above Price 
(past) 

Bearish -> Chikou below Price 
(past) 

Is it in Kumo Cloud? Consolidation -> Within Kumo 
Cloud (weak) 

No consolidation (strong) 

Future Movement Will run into price -> Weak 
(if consolidates, will it run into Will not run into price -> Strong 
price) 

Kumo Future 

Bullish or Bearish? Bullish -> Senkou A > Senkou B 

Bearish -> Senkou B > Senkou A 
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Relationship Result 

Bullish FSA FS8 

(t---'> pOinting up) t - strong 

- ---'> fiat , - weak 

�-+ pointing down I t strong 

FSA -+ Future Senkou A - -
FSA ---'> Future Senkou B , t weak 

Bearish FSA FS8 

I - strong 

1 - weak 

, j strong 

- -

t , weak 

Ichimoku Indicators 

Tenkan Sen (red) Red -> (Highest High + lowest 
low)/2 for 9 Periods 

Kijun Sen (green) Green -> (Highest High + lowest 
low)/2 for 26  Periods 

Chikou Span (purple) Purple -> Current Price projected 
back 26 periods 

Kumo Cloud 

Senkou Span A White outline -> ITenkan Sen + 
Kijun Sen)/2 projected forward 
26 periods 

Senkou Span B Purple outline -> (Highest High + 
lowest low)/2 for 52  periods 
projected forward 26 periods 

FOREX 

Buy Entry/Stop Spread + Buffer 

Sell Entry/Stop Buffer 
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Website: WIhW.eiicapital.com 

Blog: www.blog.kumotrader.com 

DISCUSSION BOARD: 
www.kumotrader.com 
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Acljustmenis: 
bearish alert, 63 
buffers, 72 

stops/stop orders, 83 

while in bull trade, 63 

Advanced strategies lrading pian, 
152 

Alerts, 60. See also bearish alerts; 

bullish alerts 

conservaUve alert, 54 

Kijun Sen alert, 66 

vertical lines as, 165 

Analysis: 

of bullish indicators, 48 

of Ichimoku indicators, 46, 48, 134 

Analysis assumptions, 161 

Applied trader psychology, 171-180 

Average true range, 17, 42 

Backtesting. See also Ichimoku 

lJacktcsLing: 

day tTading, 186-192 

results examination, 137-144 

Bearish (downward) treml, 17 

Bearish alert adjustment during bullish 
trade, 63 

Bearish alerts, 50, 51, 60, 66, 70, 76, 93, 

95, 101, 116, 120, 124, 127, 129 

according to trading plan, 60 

adjusting while in bull trade, 63 

above major support, 54 

Bearish buffer: 

as entry and stop, 72 
as stops/stop orders, 72 

Bearish momentum indicator, 22 

Bearish rules, basic: 

for Future Kumo Cloud Crossovcr 

StTategy, 157-158 

for ideal Ichimoku strategy, 150 
for Kijun Sen Cross Strategy, 154 

for Kumo Cloud Breakout Strategy, 

156 

for Tenkan SenlKijun Sen Cross 

Slrategy, 151 

Bearish sentiment: 

Chikou Span, 19 

Kijun Sen, 11 

Kumo Cloud, 30 

Tenkan Sen, 5 

Bearish strategy: 

entry rules, 44 

money management rules, 44 

Bearish trade, 66, 127 

stops/stop orders of, 129 

Bearish trading rules, 80 
Buffers. See also trading plan: 

adjusting, 72 

uearish buffer, 72 

buffer adjustment, 72 

entry and stop as bearish buffer, 72 

entry buffers, 91, 139 
exillcntry buffers, 42-44 

optimized buffer, 70 

in trading plan, 111 

Bullish (trcnd reversal) momentum 

indicator, 24 

Bullish alerts, 50, 70, 80, 95, 101, 108, 

114, 116, 120 

above Kuma Cloud, 54 

Bullish entry, 60, 108 
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Bullish indicators, analysis of, 48 
Bullish rules, basic: 

for Future Kumo Cloud Crossover 

Strategy, 157 

for ideal lchimoku strategy, 150 

for Kijun Sen Cross Strategy, 154 

for Kuma Cloud Breakout StTategy, 

155-156 
for Tenkan SeniKijull Sen Cross 

Strategy, 161 

Bullish sentiment: 

Chikou Span, 19 
Kijun Sen, 1 1  

Kuma Cloud, 30, 35 

Tenkan Sen, 5 

Bullish strategy: 

entry rules, 43 

money management niles, 43 

Bullish trade, 91, 105, 111 
bearish alert adjustment during, 

G3 

for preserve mode, 106 
Bullish trade support, 80 
Bullish Lrading, rules for, 80 

Carson, Johnny, 177 
Charles Schwab (SCH), 183 

Chart setup, 63 
Chikou Span: 

bearish momentum indicator, 22 
bearish sentiment, 19 

bullish (trend reversal) momentum 

indicator, 24 
bullish sentiment, 19 
dosing price, 50 

conditions for, 154 
cOllsolidaUon, 22 
consoliuation momentum indicator, 

24 

Pibonacci values, 24-25 
formula of, 19 
historical price distance, 93, 108 

major resistance values, 24 
major support values, 24 

momentum of price, 19 

in open space, 150 

open white space, 22 

visual square box, 24 

weak momentum, 22 

INDEX 

Chikou Span distance from price, 75 
Chikou Span indicator, 19-25 

CloSing price: 

Chikou Span, 50 

vs. simple moving average (S.MA), 4 

Clouds, types of, 27 

Compliance with trading plan, 56, 61, 

70, 83, 91 
Conclusions, 193 

Conflict among indicators, 54 

Conscious behavior vs. subconscious 
behavior, 178 

Conscious helief system \IS. 
subconscious belief system, 178 

Conservative alert, 54 
Conso lidation (flat) trend: 

Chikou Span, 22 

future Kumo Cloud, 39 
Kijun Sen, 17 

Consolidation indicator, 13 

Consolidation momentum indicator, 24 

Consolidation trades, 2 

Conspiracy against small traders, 

173-174 

Conspiracy theory, 174 
Continuation trades, 65, 114 
Continuation trades without major 

pullback,66 
Countertrend trades, 1-2, 8 
Currency trading, 42-44 

Current Senkou Span A, 27-28 

Current sentiment Kumo Cloud, 30 
Curve fitting, 80 

Daily timeframes, I, 161 

Dangerous moves, 124 
Day trading: 

about, 181-184 

backtesling, 186-192 
goal for, 185 

trading plan for, 185-186 

WitJlOut a trading plan, J 84-185 

Dennis, Richard, 172, 176 
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Direction of Kijun Sen, I I  

Direction of Tenkan Sen, 5 

Discipline, 185 

Drawdown, 141, 177, 178 

Effects of KijWl Sen distance from 

price, 135 

Emotions and trading, 178 

Entry and stop as bearish buffer, 

72 

Entry buffers, 91, 139 

Entry checks, 60 

Entry risk, 139, 141 

Entry rules: 

bearish strategy, 44 

bullish strategy, 43 

KijWl Sell distance from, 116 

Entry trade statistics, 61, 73, 84, 89, 91, 

92, 105, III,  113, 129 

Entry values, 116 

Europe-USD dollar (EURUSD), 4 

Europe-USD dollar (EURUSD) 

two-year backtest, 46-134 

Examination of Ichimoku indicators, 

127 

Exit conditions, 84 
Exit/entry buffers, 42-44 

Exit lrade statistics, 163 

Fail proof systems, 176 

Fail ure causes, 173 

Fibonacci values, 24-25 

Flat Senkou Span B, 35 

Fonnula: 

for Chikou Span, 19 

for Kijun Sell, 10 

for Tenkan Sen, 4 
Foundation strategy, 147, 149 

Free lrades, 61, 83, 88, 106 

Future bearish sentiment, 30 

Future bullish sentiment, 30 

Future Kumo Cloud, 27, 50 

consolidation, 39 

high volatility, 39 

Senkou Span A and Senkou Span B 

spacing, 39 

Future Kumo Cloud Crossover 

Strategy: 

about, 156 
basic bearish rules for, 157-158 

basic bullish rules for, 157 

Future price reversals, 168 

Future Senkou Span A, 27-28 

Future sentiment Kumo Cloud, 30 

Gann, W. D., 161 
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Gaps/gapping, 73, 184-185, 188, 190 
movement of, 190 

threshold/stop values, 186-187 

Goals: 

for day trading, 185 

for lrading plan, 76 

Good losers, 178 

Herd following, 173, 178 

High volatility: 

future Kumo Cloud, 39 

Kijun Sen, 15 

Historical price distmlce, 93, 108 

Historical lesling, 177. See also 
backtesting 

Historical trading \'s. live trading, 46 

Ichimoku backtesting: 

about, 45--46 
Europe-USD dollar (EURUSD) 

two-year backtcst, 46-134 

summary, 134-135 

lchimoku components: 

about, 1-4 

Chikou Span indicator, 19-25 

Kijlln Sen indicator, 10-19 

Kumo Cloud, 30-39 

Kumo Cloud components, 25-27 

Sellkou Spm] A, 27-28 

Senkou Span B, 28-30 

Tenkan Sen indicator, 4-10 

Ichimoku indicators, 51, 56, 58 

analysis of, 46, 48, 134 

bullish trade SUPPOlt, 80 

examination of, 127 

Ichimoku Kinko Hyo system, 3-4 
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Ichimoku slrategies: 

about, 149-150 

ideal Ichimoku strategy, 150-159 
types of, 149 

Ichimoku lime elements, 161-170 

Ichimoku time values, 165 
Ichimoku trading plan: 

components of, 41-42 

strategy description, 42-44 

Ideal lchimoku stTategy: 
basic bearish rules for, 150 

basic bullish rules for, 150 
Future Kuma Cloud Crossover 

Strategy, 156-159 

Kijun Sen Cross Strategy, 154-155 

Kuma Cloud Breakout Strategy, 

155-156 
Tenkall Sen/Kijull Sen Cross 

Strategy, 150--154 

Indicators, \3. See also Ichimoku 

indicators 

analysis of, 48 
bearish momentum indicator, 22 

bullish (trend reversal) momentum 
indicator, 24 

bullish indicators, 48 
bullish tTade support, 80 

Chikoll Span indicator, 19-25 
confljct among, 54 

consolidation indicator, 13 

consolidation momentum indicator, 

24 
Kijun Sen indicator, 10-19 

Tenkan Sen indicator, 4-10 
volatility indicators, 17 

Individual pain threshold, 178 

Inter-day volatility, 4 

Internal beliefs, 179 
Internal biases, 173 
Investment club, 183 

Job cycle, 181-182 

Kijun Sen: 

bearish (downward) trend, 17 
bearish sentiment, 11 

bullish sentiment, II 

consolidation (flat) trend, 17 
consolidation indicator, 13 
direction 0[, 11 
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distance from in entry rules, 116 
formula of, 10 
high volatility, 15 

major pullback, 13, 14 

minor pullback, 13-14 
price and, 14-17 

and price and Tenkan Sen, 17-19 

price distance from, 80, 108, I l l ,  

116, 120 

price (.>qualized with, I I I  

as stops/stop orders, 127 

support/resistance value, 13 

trend reversal, 11, 14 
26 period SMA, 11 

volatility, 15 
Kijun Sell alert, 66 

Kijun Sen Cross Strategy, 154-155 

Kijun Sen distance from price, 95, 129, 

130, 134 
Kijun Sen indicator, 10-19 

Kumo Cloud, 30-39 

bearish sentiment, 30 
bullish alert above, 54 
bullish sentiment, 30, 35 

current sentiment, 30 

fiat Senkou Span B, 35 
future bearish sentimem, 30 

future bullish sentiment, 30 

future sentiment, 30 

Kumo shadow, 35 

major resistance values, 35 
major resistance values from 

Senkou Span 8, 39 
major support values, 35 

major support values from Scnkou 

Span B, 39 
medium bearish strengtJl, 35 

medium bullish senLiment, 30 

Senkou A, 50 

Senkoll Span A peaks, 39 
strengul of, 30 
strong bearish strength, 35 
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strong bullish sentiment, 30 
Tenkan Sen and KUun Sen in, 66, 70 
types of, 27 
weak bearish strength, 35 
weak bullish sentiment, 30 

Kumo Cloud Breakout Strategy, 

155-156 

basic bearish rules for, 156 
basic bullish rules for, 155-156 

Kumo Cloud components, 25-27 

Kumo shadow, 35 

Laughlin, Doug, 170 

Leverage, 182 

Live lrading vs. historical trading, 

46 
Losing trades, 175 

Loss acceplance, 175-176 
Losses: 

lessons from, 188 
loss acceptance, 175-176 

mitigation of, 139, 141 
pip loss, 111 

psychology of trading, 175-176 

stops/stop orders and, 73 

trade losses, 178, 190 
in trading plan, 139 

Low volatility, 15 

M<\ior pullbacks, 88 
continuation trades without, 66 
Kijun Sen, 13, 14 

price movement, 66 
and price movement, 66 
on trend trades, 124 

M<\ior resist.ance values, 187 

Chikou Span, 24 
KUlllo Cloud, 35 

Senkou Span B, 39 
l\1<\ior short-lellll pullback, 8 
l\1<\ior support values: 

Chikou Span, 24 

Kumo Cloud, 35 
Senkou Spill\ B, 39 

l\1a,jor support values from Senkou 

Span B, 39 

Margin/margin calls: 

impact on Mazeska, 182-184 

use of, 42, 181 

:Market movements, 168 
Max drawdown, 141 

Maximum entry risk level, 141 

l\1azeska, Charles, ] 82-184 

?l.ledium bearish strength, 35 

Medium bultish sentiment, 30 
Minor pultback, 13-14 
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Minor short-tenn pullback, 7-8 
Mistake correc tion, 86 

Mistake/non-compliilllce with trading 

plan, 54, 56, 72, 84, 105 
Momentum of price, 19 
Money management, 60 

l\1oney milllagement rules: 

bearish strategy, 44 
bullish strategy, 43 

portfolio risk percentage, 73 

Multiple instruments trading, 114 

Nontradeable days, 189 

Non-trading days, WI 

Open space, 88, 108, 1513 

Open white space, 22 

Optimization, 141 
advanced technique, 147 
considerations for, I l l ,  120, 144 

of trading plan, 144-147 

Optimization trade, I I I  

Optimized buffer, 70 

Overconfidence, 182, 184 

Patel, l\1anesh, 180 
Peaks: 

Chikou, 24-25 

Senkou Span A, 39 
Personal conviction, 177 
Personal trading style and trading 

plan, 172 
Pip level for exit, 144 

Pip loss, 111 

Pip rule for flat conditions, 105 

Pip spread, 185-186 
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Play mOlley vs. real money, 178 

Portfolio risk percentage, 73 

Possible price reversals, 165 

Post-analysis: 

backlest results examination, 

137-144 

trading plan optimization, 144-147 

Preserve mode, 63, 83, 88, i06, 127 

Price: 

Chikou Span distance from, 75 

e(feclS of Kijun Sen distance from, 

135 

equalized with Kijun Sen, 1 1 1  

Kijun Sen and, 14-17 

Kijun Sen distance from, 80, 95, 108, 

111, 116, 120, 129, 130, 134 

short-lern\ price movement as, 4 

vs. Tenkan Sen, 83 

Tellkan Sen and, 10 

and Tenkan Sen and Kijun Sen, 

17-19 

Tenkan Sen distance from, 80, 101, 

105, 108, III 
vs. time elements, 4 

Price gaps. See gaps/gapping: 

Price movement and major pullback, 
66 

Price predictions, 66 

Price reversals, 163-164, 165, 168 

Profit, pip level for exit, 144 

Profit maximization, 139, 144 

Psychology of trading: 

about, 171-172 

conspiracy against small traders, 

173-174 

failure causes, 173 

intemal biases, 173 

loss acceptance, 175--176 

sell-sabotage in trading, 178-179 

smart people as traders, 175 

summary, 180 

trading syslem and personal 

conviction, 177-178 

Real money vs. play money, 178 

Reasons for trading plan, 101 

Resistance values, 187 

Risk/reward ratio, 137, 139, 144 

Rogers, Jimmy, 178 

INDEX 

Rules. See also bearish rules, basic; 

bullish JUles, basic; trading plan: 

for bearish trading, 80 

for lmllish trading, 80 

entry JUles, 43, 44 

Kijun Sen distance in entry rules, 

116 

money management rules, 43, 44, 

73 
pip rule for flat conditions, 105 

trading plan rule change, 139 

Safety value, III 
Sell-destructive traits, 179 

Self-sabotage in tTading, 178-179 

Senkou, 50 

Senkou Spml A, 27-28 

current, 27-28 

fommla for, 27 

future, 27-28 

peaks, 39 

Senkou Span A and Senkou Span B 

spacing, 39 

Senkou Span A peaks, 39 

Senkou Span B, 28-30 

fiat, 39 

major resistance values, 39 

major support values, 39 

Shon-teml consolidation, 7 

Shon-teml price movement, 4 

Short-term supporUresistance, 7 

Simple moving average (SMA), 4 

\'S. closing price, 4 

Smart people as traders, 175 

Statistics, 45 

Slops/stop orders, 4-5, 61, 184 

acljusting, 83 

bearish buffer as, 72 

of bearish trade, 129 

gaps/gapping, 186-187 

Kijun Sen as, 127 

movement of, 63 

Tenkan Sen as, 70, 127 

on trade with a loss, 73 

usage of, 73 
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Strategy combinations, 159 
Strength of Kumo Cloud, 30 
Strong bearish strength, 35 
Strong bullish sentiment, 30 
Subconscious behavior vs. conscious 

behavior, 178 
Subconscious belief system vs. 

conscious belief system, 178 
Supportiresistance value, 13 

Taxes, 182, 183 
10130 Crossover strategy, 150 
Tenkan Sen: 

bearish sentiment, 5 
bullish sentiment, 5 
countertrend, 8 
direction of, 5 
fommla of, 4 
major short-term pullback, 8 
minor short-term pullback, 7-8 
price and, 10 
and price and Kijun Sen, 17-19 
price distance from, 80, 83, 108, III 
short-ternl consolidation, 7 
short-ternl sllpportiresistance, 7 
as stops/stop orders, 70, 127 
when flal, 84, 105 

Tenkan Sen amI Kijun Sen in Kumo 

Cloud, 66, 70 
Tenkml Sen mu! Kijun Sen without 

buffer, III 
Tenkan Sen distmlce (rom price, 101, 

105 
Tenkml Sen imlicaLor, 4-10 
Tenkml Sen/Kijun Sen Cross Strategy, 

150-154 
Dasic Demish rules for, 151 
basic bullish rules for, 151 

Tharp, Van, 175, 179 
Theory of rmlges, 163 
Time elements. See also Ichimoku time 

elements; W. D. Gmm time 

elements: 

influence on price reversals, 168 
vs. price, 4 
for trading, ] 65 

Time frames, 1 

Toghraie, Adrienne, 179 
Toni.qhl Show, 177 
Trade entry, 83 
Trade exit, 83, 86, 91, 107, 189 
Trade log, 178 
Trade losses, 178, 190 
Trader psychology, 179 
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Trade statistics, 64, 73, 75, 86-88, 91, 
92, 106--107, 111, 113. See also 
entry trade statistics 

actual, 130 
exit, 163 

Trade with a loss on stops/stop orders, 

73 
Trade Your Wa.y to Financial 

Preed01n (Tharp), 175 
Trading: 

and emotions, 178 
time elements for, 165 

Trading behavior, 175 
Tradi.llg days, 161 
Trading failure rate, 173 
Trading frequency, 176 
Trading instruments, 176 
Trading multiple instruments, 114 

Trading plan, 41--42, 46. See also 
Ichimoku lrading plan 

for advanced strategies, 152 
alterations to, 141 
bearish alert according lo, 60 
buffer in the bullish and bearish 

rule, 139 
buffers in, III 
as business plan, 193 
complimlce with, 56, 61, 70, 83, 91 
continualion trades without major 

pullback under, 66 
for day trading, 185--186 
day trading WiUlOut a, 184-185 
goals for, 76 
losses in, 139 
mistake/non-compliance with, 54, 

56, 72, 84, 105 
modifications to, 185--186 
personal trading style, 172 
and personal trading style, 172 
reasons for, 101 
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Trading plan (Con.tinued) 
rule change, 139 

Tenkan Scn and KijUIl Sell without 

buffer, I I I  

trades lost by trading plan rules, 141 

winning percentage, 139 

Trading plan limits, 116, 120 

Trading plan optimization, 144-147 

Trading plan rule, 54 

Trading system and personal 

conviction, 177-178 

Trading systems, 45, 171 

Training coaches, 179 

Trend beginning, 101 

Trend change, 50, 66 

Trend continuation trade, 88, 93 

Trend reversals, 11,  14 

Trend riding, 84 

Trend trades, 1 

011 major pullback, 124 

Turtles lrading system, 172, 176 

26 Period SMA, 1 1  

Validation, 46 

Vertical lines as alerts, 165 

Vince, Ralph, 175 

Visual square box, 24 

Volatility: 

high, 15, 39 

inter-day, 4 

Kij un Sen, 15 

\OW, 15 

Volatility indicators, 17 

Wall. Sf,reel J01ll7l.al, 172 
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W. D. Gann lime elements, 161, 168 

Weak bearish strength, 35 

Weak bullish sentiment, 30 

Weak momentum, 22 

Web sites, 4, 193 

Weekends, 161 

Weekly timeframes, 161 

Winning percentage, 45, 139, 175, 

177 

Written trading plan, 41--42 
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